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ABSTRACT
The siting of wind facilities is a controversial and policy question for governments around
the world. This paper constitutes the first study to use semiparametric hedonic models (rather
than parametric statistical procedures) to assess the impact of wind farms (WFs) on property
values in the North Shore of Oahu island, Hawaii. This study is also one of the few studies to
show a profound negative impact of recent WF technologies on property values in the US.
Semiparametric regression results outperform the parametric model and indicate that singlefamily homes located within a 1 mile radius of a Kawailoa (Kaw) wind turbine decrease by
39.2% while property values of homes located within a 2 to 3 miles radius of a Kahuku (Kah)
wind turbine decrease by 24.2%. Advances in game-theoretic analysis are used to highlight
the values and preferences of stakeholders in the WF conflict. Strategic insights for resolving
these real-world WF conflicts are put forth based on the herein proposed hedonic models and
game-theoretic tools.
Keywords: wind farms, hedonic pricing model, game-theoretic analysis

1. INTRODUCTION
US Presidential candidate Donald Trump has vowed to fight a £300 million
wind farm (WF) off the coast of his Aberdeenshire golf resort, describing it as
an act “public vandalism” (Johnston, 2016). Is Donald Trump correct? While
WFs are often regarded as promising sources of renewable clean energy and
job generators others perceive them as annoying sources of noise, shadow
flickers, health hazards or diminishing property values. People who advocate
for WFs often argue that wind can be captured efficiently with modern technology that wind energy helps reduce greenhouse gas emissions, and that wind
turbines are attractive features of the landscape. Wind power plants are often
developed in rural areas where local economic development impacts from the
1
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installation are projected during plant construction and operation (Brown,
Hone, Lantz, Pender and Wiser, 2011). People who are against WFs identify a
wide range of issues: WFs cannot yet generate enough steady and reliable
electricity; tall and large turbines are landscape stigmas; manufacturing wind
turbines consume large amounts of energy; and the production processes generate more pollution than expected. As of December 2014, there are about
268,000 wind turbines in operation around the world with a total installed
global capacity of more than 369.6 GW. WFs promote clean energy by removing 608 million tonnes of CO2 emissions globally in 2014 alone (Global Wind
Energy Council, 2014). Specifically, by the end of 2014 over one hundred million Chinese homes were powered by wind energy. China accounts for one
third of the world wind energy capacity and the annual growth of Chinese
wind market reached 45% in 2014 (The Economist, 2015).
Despite the controversy surrounding the wind energy industry, wind power
is growing rapidly worldwide. According to the Global Wind Report 2015’s
projections, wind power installations will nearly double in the next five years
(led by China) with major contributions from both Europe, on the basis of its
2020 targets, and the US, which expects rapid WF growth in future years. In
this paper we focus on WFs on the North Shore of the island of Oahu, Hawaii.
Wind energy is an important part of the State of Hawaii’s initiative to achieve
70% clean energy by 2030: the Hawaii Clean Energy Initiative (State of Hawaii, 2016). The North Shore WFs at Kahuku (Kah) and Kawailoa (Kaw) have
been particularly controversial. Despite the positive growth trends of wind energy on Oahu Island, NIMBYISM (Not In My Back Yard) is on the rise, particularly after a major Kah WF fire (in 2012) which destroyed its battery storage facility and sent toxic fumes into the air. As a larger WF Kah contains 30
turbines and stretches across the North Shore. Many opponents argue that they
are eyesores to North Shore residents and visitors.
Are wind turbines environmental amenities or disamenities? There are opposing views on this question. In public hearings on the proposal to erect the
Na Pua Makani WF in the hills above Kahuku, Oahu (near the existing Kahuku WF), North Shore residents expressed a range of views, but were primarily
opposed. Their disagreements centered on a number of inter-related points.
First, local residents don’t appear to be directly benefiting from WF development (as is clearly the case of wind turbine developers, over-compensated land
owners and the state government). Second, despite mixed policy success and
rapid WF growth in some areas of the world, North Shore residents are concerned about the adverse impacts on aesthetics and property values. This is
consistent with the academic literature which shows that these issues are in the
top tier of concerns (Friestone, Kempton and Krueger, 2006). In general, undercompensated land owners, affected nearby home owners, and many visitors
may argue against WFs since their personal or public interests are not maximized --- or even harmed. For example, some residents are surprised and disap-
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pointed that the new wind turbines are not reducing their rising electricity
bills, while others are concerned about the potential of WFs to injure and kill
large numbers of threatened and endangered birds and bats.
A key objective of this study is to assess the impacts of the Kahuku WF and
Kawailoa WF on property values on North Shore, Oahu. To accomplish this
task, hedonic pricing techniques with applications to parametric and semiparametric models are employed. The study seeks to answer the following related
questions: does the proximity to the two WFs affect the residential property
values on the North Shore? And if so, are these impacts negative or positive?
How do the property impacts affect the conflict surrounding current and proposed WFs? How to promote WF conflict transformation? There are several
studies that attempt to answer a few these questions, but they have used either
surveys or simplified linear models. Few studies have used hedonic models
and none has used the semiparametric models. Certainly there has been no
recorded effort to apply the results of hedonic price models to a gametheoretic analysis of a WF conflict.
To answer these questions in this study, different research designs are deployed by using the sales data of single-family residential properties sold in
Oahu from 2006 to 2015. A unique approach is required since the application
of a linear regression model to spatial data containing location variables often
violates the assumptions underlying the error structures (violations of homoscedasticity , the assumption of normally distributed residuals, etc.)
This economic analysis spans the period both before and after the construction of the Kah and Kaw WFs. This study is the first to put forth the use of
semiparametric regression models to estimate the impact of WFs on property
values. The previous wind farm hedonic modeling literature uses parametric
statistical procedures, which assumes that the data is normally distributed. For
statistical accuracy, this study uses linear OLS models as the base model and
compares it with the fixed effects model and the semiparametric model. The
analyses indicate that both the WFs generate negative local impacts, which do
not spread beyond the 3 mile radius. The semiparametric approach combines
the merits of both nonparametric and parametric models (including the linear
OLS model and the fixed effects model with neighborhood effects). However,
parametric models have a number of drawbacks, such as assuming a rigid
functional form. Also, linear models often leave out one or more important
explanatory variables leading to the omitted variable bias and the over- (or under-) estimation of key results. Linear models are also very sensitive to the
presence of outliers since they assume an identical and independent distribution (iid) of random variables. Finally, linear models often fit data rather poorly for inherently nonlinear processes.
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The organization of this paper is as follows: Section 2 of this paper highlights recent literature examining relationships between WFs and property
values, and scholarship dealing with semiparametric hedonic regression models. Section 3 examines the location of the two WF case study areas and key
spatial econometric research questions related to the impact of WFs on property values. Section 4 illustrates the original methodology put forth, including
data and model descriptions. Section 5 discusses the regression results with an
emphasis on parametric and semiparametric regression results and normality
tests for key variables. Conclusions are drawn and recommendations are made
in Section 6.
2. LITERATURE REVIEW
Relationship between Windfarms (WFs) and Property Values
A large body of academic scholarship has examined the relationship between WFs and property and land values. Studies examining the relationship
between the presence of the WFs and transaction values can be categorized
according to their impacts on real estate values: some studies find no measurable effects on property values; other studies identify negative impacts of WFs
on property values, while some studies show a positive impact on property
values. Table 1 summarizes these results and highlights the method used,
sample size, year published and study conclusion.
Hoen (2006) analyzes 280 residential home sales from 1996 to 2005 near a
WF in Madison County, New York, and finds no measurable effects of WF
visibility on property values. Sims and Dent (2007) analyze 919 home sales
within five miles of two WFs in North Cornwall, United Kingdom between
2000 and 2005. They find very little evidence of a relationship between proximity to a WF and sale prices (and no overall significance). Hoen et al. (2009)
analyze 7,459 residential home sales from 10 communities surrounding 24
WFs in the United States. The authors investigate the potential WF impacts on
property values by examining eight different hedonic pricing models. It is
shown that none of the models uncover conclusive evidence that WFs impact
property values on a large scale.
Lang et al. (2014) analyze 48,554 home sales on Rhode Island between
January 2000 and February 2013. Their difference in difference (DID) model
results indicate that wind turbines have no statistically significant negative impacts on house prices in either the post public announcement phase or the post
construction phase. Vyn et al. (2014) analyze 5,414 rural residential sales and
1,590 farmland sales in Melancthon Township in Southern Ontario between
January 2002 and April 2010. Their repeat sales model results suggest that
wind turbines do not significantly impact nearby property values.
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Jordal-Jorgensen (1996) investigate 342 homeowners in Denmark using
contingent valuation methods and find an adverse effect for homes located
"close" to the turbines; however, no statistical significance is reported. Haughton (2004) uses rigorous techniques of sampling and survey systems and conducts a survey of 501 real estate agents and residents, finding that adverse expectations exist among residents (21%) and realtors (49%) about the impact of
WFs on property values. Laposa and Mueller (2010) investigate 2,910 residential transactions in Northern Colorado and shown that the mere announcements of future WF construction in a region reduces the selling price of property by about 2%. Although in this case the WFs have yet to be constructed so
the observed property decline may be in anticipation of an event that does not
materialize. Gibbons (2015) uses fixed effects, regression-based DID models
to analyze 1,710,293 home sales from England and Wales between January
2000 and the first quarter of 2012. Their results indicate that housing prices
decline by 5 – 6% on average for housing with a visible WF within 2km, falling to under 2% between 2 and 4km, and to near 0 between 8 and 14kim (likely the maximum extent of the WF viewshed). The author concludes that large
and visible WFs over a small area have a far more significant impact than WFs
that extend over a wider area.
Sterzinger (2003) analyzes 24,300 transactions from ten US locations during a period of six years and compares average house sales in a control area
beyond the view shed (five miles) of the WF. Using multiple regressions to
analyze data it is concluded that “there is no support for the claim that wind
development will harm property values” and that for a significant majority of
WFs “the property values rose more quickly in the view shed than they did in
the comparable community.” However, the study’s statistical significance is
not reported. Hinman (2010) examines 3,851 residential property transactions
near the Twin Groves WF in McLean County, Illinois. It is shown that after
the WF enters the operational stage; property values in the WF vicinity appreciate faster than those located elsewhere in the county. The study highlights
the impact of different stages of the WF lifecycle on property values.
The earlier studies primarily employed simple statistics and surveys while
the later studies employed linear hedonic models such as the DID model. For
these models, all studies assume a known model structure. While the standard
parametric model serves as a particularly convenient and simple specification
there are many drawbacks to this approach. For example, the combination of
nonlinearity and spatial heterogeneity inherent in spatial housing datasets suggests that the contributions of the housing characteristics to price likely vary
over space and hence a classic parametric model is not optimal (McMillen and
Redfern, 2010). Accordingly, this WF research makes a number of key contributions to the hedonic modeling literature. First, conditional parametric and
semi-parametric models are used as opposed to classic OLS regression. Second, buffer rings accounting for various concentric circles around each WF are
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used. In particular, circles of one mile, two miles and three miles around each
WF are employed in this research (as opposed to a single discrete distance
used in many previous studies). Third, the parametric models also include a
fixed effects model accounting for time fixed effects, individual effects and
neighborhood effects.
Nevertheless, within the tax portfolio, the mix has changed. The structural
pattern of state tax systems can be seen by analysis using two standard
measures of diversification and concentration, a Herfindahl-Hirschman indexbased diversification ratio (DIV) and the tax concentration ratio (C). While the
measures were initially developed for investigation of the concentration of
firms in an industry, they also serve as a basis for considering the concentration of reliance on a limited number of taxes in a state tax structure.
Table 1. Summary of Literature Review
Authors

Year

JordalJorgensen
Jerabek
Grover
Sterzinger et
al.
Haughton et al.
Khatri
Hoen
Sims &
Dent
Theron

1996

Methods

Result

342

Contingent Valuation

Negative

25 & 7
13
24,300

Simple Statistics
Survey
Simple Statistics

None
None
Positive

Survey

Negative

405
280 & 7459
919

Survey
Hedonic Method
Hedonic Method

None
None

2010

75

None

2010
2014

3851
5,414 & 1,590

2014

48,554

2015

1,710,293

Homeowner Survey
Hedonic Method
Repeat Sales
Analysis
Difference in Difference
Fixed Effects and
Difference in Difference

Hinman
Vyn et
al.
Lang et
al.
Gibbons

2001 & 2002
2002
2003

2004
2004
2006&2009
2007

Sample Size

45

Negative

Various
None
None
Negative

Semiparametric Modeling Literature
We now review the broad semiparametric academic modeling literature.
McMillen and Redfern (2010) use sales of single-family homes in 2000 that
are within one-mile of Chicago’s elevated train line. They use GIS to measure
distance from Chicago’s city center and show how nonparametric and semi-
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parametric procedures assist in the specification of a hedonic house price function. The authors argue that nonparametric estimation procedures can control
for the spatial variation of marginal effects while also allowing for nonlinearities. Pagan and Ullah (1999) suggest that the optimal window size is larger
when the goal is to estimate marginal effects than when the objective is prediction. In particular they note that prices decline on average by 17 percent per
mile based on the CPAR (conditional parametric) model with a 100 percent
window size. Haupt, Schnurbus and Tschernig (2010) replicate Parmeter et al.
(2007) research which involves the application of nonparametric methods for
estimating hedonic house price functions by re-estimating their nonparametric
specification and comparing it to parametric and semiparametric specifications. The authors extend their analysis by employing Hsiao and Racine’s
(2007) nonparametric specification test for use in simulation-based prediction
comparisons, mixed continuous data and categorical data. It is shown that
nonparametric methods provide valuable insights during all modeling steps
(although previously proposed parametric specifications need not be rejected).
By examining the impact of hazardous industrial facilities on housing prices Grislain-Letremy and Katossky (2014) compare the results from both
standard parametric and more flexible, semiparametric hedonic models. They
conclude that the parametric model may contribute to important structural biases in the estimation of the impact of hazardous industrial plants on property
values. Several additional studies emphasize the value of the nonparametric
hedonic modeling approach over the parametric specification when estimating
spatially referenced datasets in order to better capture nonlinearity and reduce
either underestimation or overestimation errors.
The herein proposed nonparametric analyses are based primarily on the
McMillen and Redfern (2010) approach which uses both conditionally parametric and semiparametric models. Based on Pagan and Ullah (1999), our
proposed methodology (described in detail in Section 4) uses a 100% window
size for the conditionally parametric model and a 75% window size for the
semi-parametric model. The regression results of our study illustrate that a
parametric specification does not have to be rejected a priori and nonparametric methods provide insightful conclusions. This is similar to the regression
findings of Haupt, Schnurbus and Tschernig (2010). Our results bear a similarity to this study.
3. CASE STUDY: NORTH SHORE, OAHU
The study area is the Oahu Island, the home to nearly one million people
(approximately three-quarters of the population of the U.S. state of Hawaii).
Known as "The Gathering Place" Oahu is the third largest of the Hawaiian Islands and is the home of Honolulu International Airport, the main deepwater
marine port and the state capital, Honolulu. As a jurisdictional unit, the entire
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island of Oahu is in the City & County of Honolulu, although the city of Honolulu itself occupies only a portion of the southeast end of the island.
Figure 1. Location of Windfarms in the Case Study

Our analysis focuses on the northern part of Oahu Island since the two WFs
under investigation are located in Oahu’s North Shore. Located on the hills of
Kahuku, the Kah WF began operation in March 2011. It consists of 12 wind
turbines and generates 30MWs of power, enough to supply energy to more
than 7,000 homes. With operations beginning in November 2012 the Kaw WF
is also located on the North Shore, and consists of 30 wind turbines. Our research investigates a number of key questions: Do these two WFs have similar
impacts on the values of residential properties found in nearby neighborhoods?
Are these impacts positive or negative? Are effects only local or regional in
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nature? To answer these questions the two scatterplots in Figure 2 and Figure
3 show that the two WFs reveal similar linear-model relationships but different nonlinear-model relationships.
Figure 2. A scatterplot with a smoothing degree of 0.75 and 4 smoothing
steps showing the log of price versus the Kah_d (The distance from each
house to its nearest wind turbine of the Kahuku WF)

Figure 3. A scatterplot with a smoothing degree of 0.75 and 4 smoothing steps showing the log of price versus the Kaw_d (The distance from
each house to its nearest wind turbine of the Kawailoa WF)

4. METHODOLOGY
The first step to assess the impact of the two North Shore, Oahu WFs on
property values involves the construction of a GIS database from the data collected from the Honolulu Board Realtor (HBR) and State of Hawaii – Office
of Planning. The housing sales data originally consists of 32,197 single house
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transactions between 2006 and 2015. The acquired GIS shapefiles include the
Kah WF, the Kaw WF, private schools (private), public schools (public), supermarket (smarket), nursing facilities (nursing), airport, golf courts (golf) and
the foreign trade zone (ftz). ArcGIS functions are used to generate distance
variables after geocoding the house addresses. In particular, the arcGIS ‘near’
function calculates the distance to the nearest wind turbine and other amenities. Figure 4 shows the geocoded results across all of Oahu island. The
ArcGIS “Clip” function is used to extract the geocoded North Shore region
data (1,624 observations) from the complete Oahu results.
There are 13 structural variables in this study: age of the house, square
footage of the garage, square footage of the house, number of bathrooms and
bedrooms, dummy variables for pools (pools installed below ground, above
ground, other pool styles, or the absence of pools) and house quality (above
average, average, fair and bad). Location variables include the distance to the
schools, hospitals, supermarkets, nursing places, airports, golf courts, foreign
trade zone and dummy variables accounting for houses located within a radius
of 1 mile, 2 mile, 3 mile around the wind turbines. By subtracting the year that
the home was built from the sale year, the home age variable is created. An
age squared variable is created to account for possible nonlinear age effects on
the price of a home. A geocoding process identifies the latitude and longitude
of each house and the longitude is used in the semiparametric model’s nonparametric part after the Akaike Information Criterion (AIC) test 1. Descriptions
and summary statistics of all variables are provided in Table 2.
Hedonic analysis has been applied to data on heterogeneous goods in an attempt to estimate shadow prices of bundled characteristics such as housing
attributes and public good amenities acquired through the housing market
(Ohsfeldt, 1985). Amenities are any tangible or intangible benefits of a property, especially those that home owners would like to pay more to obtain such
as parks, swimming pools, golf courts or schools. Disamenities on the other
hand include noise, landscape stigma or dangerous neighborhoods. The hedonic pricing model developed by Rosen’s seminal work in 1974 can help isolate
the prices of amenities and disamenities by controlling for other variables that
affect property values. Traditional hedonic estimation has been frequently
used for the purpose of making inferences about non-observable values.
There have been many critical views about traditional hedonic model such
as information asymmetry, measurement validity of explanatory variables,
market limitations, multicollinearity and price changes. It is thus better to ex-

1. AIC = 176.64 if using latitude as the nonparametric parameter, but AIC = 52 if using longitude as the nonparametric parameter. So the longitude is a much better spatial parameter than
the latitude.
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plore more research designs or use hedonic price technique with applications
to other models. It is frequently recommended by econometricians to use BoxFigure 4. Geocoded Results for Condominiums and Single Family Homes
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Variables

Description

N

Mean St Dev Min Max

Lnprice

Natural log of sale prices

1624

13.288 0.51

11.61 15.473

Kah_t

1 if the time is after the Kah WF starting operation

1624

0.466 0.499 0

Kaw_t
Kah_dist

1 if the time is after the Kaw WF starting operation
The nearest distance to the Kah WF

1624
1624

0.630 0.483 0
1
9.055 3.742 0.576 19.306

Kaw_dist The nearest distance to the Kaw WF

1624

5.192 1.704 0.827 13.656

Kah_d

Kah_d = Kah_dist * Kah_t (an interaction term)

1624

4.207 5.182 0

19.306

Kaw_d

Kaw_d = Kaw_dist * Kaw_t (an interaction term)

1624

3.317 2.891 0

13.656

Kah1

1 if house located within 1 mile radius of a Kah WF

1624

0.014 0.121 0

1

Kah2

1 if house located between 1-2 miles radius of a Kah WF

1624

0.001 0.035 0

1

Kah3

1 if house located between 2-3 miles radius of a Kah WF

1624

0.007 0.086 0

1

Kaw1

1 if house located within 1 mile radius of a Kaw WF

1624

0.004 0.066 0

1

Kaw2

1 if house located between 1-2 miles radius of a Kaw WF

1624

0.042 0.200 0

1

Kaw3

1 if house located between 2-3 miles radius of a Kaw WF

1624

0.0185 0.135 0

1

Baths

The number of bathrooms

1624

1.987 1.023 0

15

Beds

The number of bedrooms

1624

3.579 1.380 0

18

Garage

Square footage of the garage

1624

268.88 276.69 0

2016

Sqfttotal

Total square footage of the house

1624

1799.5 1036.3 0

8498

Pool1

Swimming pools located above the ground

1624

0.004 0.066 0

1

Pool2

Swimming pools located inside the ground

1624

0.026 0.159 0

1

Pool3

No swimming pool

1624

0.955 0.207 0

1

Pool4

Other styles of swimming pools such as SPA, etc.

1624

0.0148 0.121 0

1

Excellent The quality of the house is excellent

1624

0.549 0.498 0

1

Average

The quality of the house is average

1624

0.299 0.458 0

1

Fair

The quality of the house is fair

1624

0.102 0.303 0

1

Bad

The quality of the house is bad

1624

0.049 0.216 0

1

Age

The age of the house

1624

41.741 20.593 0

104

Age2

The age of the house squared

1624

2166.1 1749.3 0

10816

Dam

The nearest distance to a dam

1624

3.419 2.654 0

11

Private

The nearest distance to a private school

1624

2.126 2.870 0

10

Public

The nearest distance to a public school

1624

0.530 0.841 0

8

Hospital

The nearest distance to a hospital

1624

4.020 3.165 0

11

Smarket

The nearest distance to a supermarket

1624

2.617 2.381 0

14

Nursing

The nearest distance to a nursing or clinic facility

1624

3.308 2.938 0

9

Airport

The nearest distance to an airport

1624

9.865 4.371 0

17

Golf

The nearest distance to a golf court

1624

3.519 2.605 0

9

FTZ

The nearest distance to a foreign trade zone

1624

6.689 4.769 1

17

1
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Cox transformations (Goodman, 1978) as an alternative; however, it still has
many parametric assumptions. A more robust way to accurately predict the
dependent variable is not to impose an a priori parametric specification such
as a nonparametric model. Several techniques can be used to estimate such
models including ‘cubic splines’, ‘nearest neighbors’, ‘series approximator’
and ‘kernel estimates’ (Anglin, 1996) . This paper estimates a benchmark parametric model, a fixed effects model and a semiparametric model.
Hedonic Price Model
The hedonic pricing model is constructed based on three types of different
house attributes: physical attributes, community attributes and attributes observed by consumers but not econometricians (Bajari and Kahn, 2005). These
unobserved variables usually have some structural constraints associated with
them and one can use these constraints to infer their values from the data
(Chopra, Trampy, Leahy, Caplin and Lecun, 2007). Assuming P is a vector of
house prices associated with a vector of structure variables S and set of location variables N. Their relationship can be represented by the following model:

ln( Pi )  0    p Sip   q Niq   i
where ln(Pi) = natural logarithm of inflation adjusted house sale price of property i; Sip = physical attribute p of property i; Niq = location variable q of property i;  0 ,  p ,  q = intercept and coefficients;  i = error. If the neighborhood
feature affects house sale prices negatively, the first-order relationship of
house price with respect to the distance variable is2:
 ln( Pi ) N iq  0

Fixed Effects Model
There are serious shortcomings associated with the traditional hedonic
price model. The well-known omission variable bias can lead to biased estimation coefficients. If Niq or Siq are correlated with error terms, without fixed effects, the coefficients βp and βq in the hedonic price model above are biased.
So it is useful to use fixed effects models to control for variations across individuals, time and neighborhoods. However, fixed effects models cannot generate consistent estimation if there is no within-subject variation and thus, the
random effects model is a better technique in that case. Running the Hausman
test, the P-value is extremely small thus the null hypothesis that the random
effect model is better than fixed effects model is rejected.
There are 22 neighborhoods in the North Shore area on Oahu Island. Fixed
effects models assume that something within the neighborhood may impact
2. The sign if positive because there is a positive relationship between the distance and price:
the further away from the feature, the higher housing prices are.
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the house prices and those within-subject effects have to be controlled. This is
the rationale behind the assumption that the error structure is not identical and
independent but correlated with the dependent variable. Fixed effects models
help remove the effect of those time-invariant or neighborhood-invariant from
the regression process. This study uses the fixed effects model that accounts
for the neighborhood effects and time effects. The general fixed effects models
are constructed as follows:

ln( Pnt )    1 S nt   2 N nt   n   nt for n = 1, 2,…….22 and t = 1,2,…10
where lnPnt is the natural logarithm of home price for the home in the nth
neighborhood at the tth time period; Snt is the structural variables for the home
in the nth neighborhood at the tth time period and Nnt is the neighborhood variables for the home in the nth neighborhood at the tth time period. The above
equation the fixed effect model for neighborhood effects and time effects. The
 i   it is the error time decomposed from the error term in the above equation taking account for the variations between the same house and same year.
The  n   nt is the error time decomposed from the error term in the above
equation taking account for the variations between the same neighborhood and
same year. The components  i and  n represent all unobserved factors that
vary across individuals and neighborhoods respectively but are constant over
time. The components  it and  nt represent all unobserved factors that vary
across individuals and time, and vary across neighborhoods and time respectively. The components  and  are constants in the regressions.
For two-period case, T = 2 for ex ante construction and ex post construction time periods. In this case, the equation can be split up in to two parts:

ln pntb  b  1S ntb   2 N ntb   i   ntb
ln pnta  a  1S nta   2 N nta   i   nta
where the subscript t b represents the time period before the construction of the
WF and the subscript ta represents the time period after the construction of the
WF. To get the “first difference” equation, we generate
ln pntb  ln pnta  (  a  b )  1 ( S nta  S ntb )   2 ( N nta  N ntb )  ( nta   ntb )

since the structural variables are assumed to be constant and they will be differenced out during the regression process if they are really constant, the
neighborhood variables are assumed constant too such as the distance to the
hospital; however, the distance to the nearest wind turbine represented by the
variables Kah_d and Kaw_d are not the same since it is 0 before the construc-
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tion and positive after the construction3. This study also creates several dummy variables that vary after the two distinct time periods, for example, Kah_t
and Kaw_t are the dummy variables that represent the sale date before the
construction time (equals 0) and after the construction time (equals 1). So in
the Kah WF case, we have:
ln pnt*   * 1 Kah _ dist   2 Kah _ t   3 Kah _ d   4 Kah1   5 Kah2   6 Kah3   nt*

where Kah_dist is the distance to the WF land (from 2006 to 2015): this distance is still positive before the WF exists; Kah_d is the distance to the nearest
existing wind turbine in the Kah WF and it equals 0 when the construction has
not been completed; Kah1, Kah2 and Kah3 are the three dummy variables created for the homes that are within one mile radius of a turbine, between 1 and
2 miles of a turbine, and between 2 and 3 miles of a turbine. The coefficients
δ1, δ2, δ3, δ4, δ5 and δ5 are the estimated coefficients for the within neighborhood effects change after the WF construction. This model has 22 control
groups created for neighborhood effects.
Semiparametric Model (SEMIP)
Nonparametric models offer significant advantages for hedonic price
function estimation due to their functional form flexibility and spatially varying coefficients, which help to reduce spatial autocorrelation without imposing
arbitrary contiguity matrices or distributional assumptions on the data (McMillen and Redfern, 2010). The locally weighted regression (LWR), or loess, is a
procedure for fitting a regression surface to data through multivariate smoothing: the dependent variable is smoothed as a function of the independent variables in a moving fashion analogous to how a moving average is computed for
a time series (Cleveland and Devlin, 1988). Detailed application of loess to the
house price functions is in McMillen and Redfern (2010): let the target for the
nonparametric estimator be a home with structural and locational characteristics given by the vector X. The LWR estimator is derived by minimizing the
following equation with respect to  and  :
n

 (ln p     ( X
i 1

i

i

 X ))2 K (

Xi  X
)
h

The kernel function K (z) determines the weight that each house sold as an
observation in estimating the house price at target point X with Xi – X defined
as the distance between the target point and the ith neighboring house and h is
a smoothing parameter called the bandwidth. As z increases, the weights decline. Though there are various types of kernel functions such as rectangular,
triangular, bi-square, tri-cube or Gaussian, the choice of kernel weight func3. Kah_d = 0 means that the distance is 0 since the house was sold before the WF went online;
Kah_d is positive indicating that the nearest distance from the house sold after the WF went
online to a wind turbine is now calculable.
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tion usually has little effect on the results. This study uses tri-cube kernel
weighting function but h is more important since it determines how many observations receive positive weight when constructing the estimate and how
rapidly the weights decline with distance. By placing more weight on more
distant observations, high values of h imply local regressions that produce
more smoothing than do smaller bandwidths (McMillen and Redfern, 2010).
The general semiparametric model form is:

ln Pi  S  m( N )  
where m( ) is the unknown smooth function with the location variables and it
is estimated by a least square procedure. By including location variable whose
structure is not known a priori, one may study the existence of nonlinearities.
The intuition here is that the relationship between lnPi and structural variables
is parametric, while the relationship between lnPi and locational variables is
nonparametric. This kind of specification has the advantage of containing 
parameters which can be given an economic interpretation, while being robust
to other aspects of the model which are difficult to express in a parametric way
(Ahamada and Flachaire, 2011).
5. MODEL RESULTS
Our analysis begins with a traditional hedonic model specification: the natural logarithm of the sales price is used as the dependent variable and a combination of structural and locational characteristics are used as the explanatory
variables. The structural characteristics include the number of the bathrooms,
the bedrooms, square footage of the garage and the whole house, age of the
house, house quality, etc. The locational characteristics are the distance to the
nearest wind turbine, the nearest school, the hospital, and the distance to the
supermarket, etc. Absolute coordinates are also treated as locational variables
and the longitude is included in the nonparametric component of the semiparametric model. The geographic coordinates are used to account for broad geographic trends and link to the general version of the nonparametric model.
Year dummy variables are added in the linear and semiparametric models in
order to estimate yearly trends, especially complications associated with the
2008 economic recession.
Table 3 records the parametric regression results and semiparametric regression results for key variables. The results of three models are provided in
Table 3: model (1) is the base model—linear OLS regression; model (2) is the
fixed effects model; while model (3) is the semiparametric model.
Model (1) indicates that the ex-post and ex-ante construction time periods
(Kaw_t and Kah_t) have no significant impact on property values after taking
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into account yearly trends in the linear regression. The distance to the Kaw
wind farm (Kaw_dist) across the 10 years having a significant positive sign
(0.054) indicates that property values drop by about 5.4% for every mile closer
to the land where the Kaw WF is (including the time before the wind farm exists). This negative distance spillover effect becomes insignificant after the
WF goes online4, although the previous negative impacts become locally concentrated after Kaw WF operations begin.
There is a 40.3% price reduction observed for houses located within a 1
mile radius of a Kaw wind turbine; a 16.3% reduction for houses located between 1 and 2 miles radius of a Kaw wind turbine and a more than 40% price
reduction for houses located between 2 and 3 miles radius of a Kaw wind turbine. Overall, there is a negative local impact on single-house property values.
A negative distance sign (-0.071) is associated with the distance to the Kah
wind farm (Kah_dist) across the study period. This indicates that property values increase by 7.1% for every one mile closer to the Kah WF land (including
the time before the Kah WF exists). However, this positive distance spillover
effect becomes insignificant after the Kah WF goes online 5. The Kah WF also
generates negative local effects: houses located within a 1 mile radius of a Kah
wind turbine have an 11.2% lower sales price and houses located with a 1to 2
mile radius of a Kah wind turbine have a 13.7% lower sales price. In this case,
the AIC test result is very high (352.19)6.
Model (2) is a fixed-effects model which includes 22 group controls since
there are 22 different neighborhoods. We control for unobserved variables such
as neighborhood safety (or variations among the neighborhoods that are constant across the study periods). This parametric model generates a much smaller AIC value (77.95) than the benchmark OLS model (352.19) and hence model (2) fits the data better than model (1). Note that model (2) generates only two
significant variables (Kaw1 and Kaw3). The results indicate that after operations begin at Kaw WF, a 24.2% sales price reduction is observed in houses
located within 1 mile radius of a Kaw wind turbine while houses located within
2 and 3 mile radius of a Kaw wind turbine sell for 26.9% higher. This suggests
that there is an overall positive local effect (net 2.7%); however, there is no
significant effect from the Kah WF on nearby property values.
Semi-parametric model (3) provides the best fit of the data among all three
models since the AIC result is the lowest among the three model specifications
(51.65). The nonparametric component of Model (3) involves the spatial pa4. Kaw_d variable is insignificant.
5. Kah_d variable is also insignificant.
6. AIC estimates the quality of each model, given a collection of models of the data. It is a
measureof the relative quality of statistical models.
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rameter (in this case the longitude of each house).This semiparametric model
indicates that the Kaw WF generates a negative distance spillover effect
(Kaw_dist): housing prices drop by 7.3% houses for every mile closer they are
located to the Kaw WF land tract.
However, this effect becomes insignificant once the Kaw WF begins operation (Kaw_d is insignificant). It is shown that housing prices drop by 39.2%
for houses located within 1 mile radius of a Kaw wind turbine; by comparison,
housing prices drop by 17.7% for houses located between a 1 to 2 mile radius
of a Kaw wind turbine.
Table 3. Parametric and Semiparametric Regression Results
for Key Variables
Variables
Kaw_t
Kaw_dist
Kaw_d
Kaw1
Kaw2
Kaw3
Kah_t
Kah_dist
Kah_d
Kah1
Kah2
Kah3
Intercept
R-squared
N
AIC

(1) Linear OLS
Model
-0.025(0.092)
0.054 (0.025)*
-0.004 (0.013)
-0.403 (0.097)***
-0.163(0.062)**
0.400 (0.096)***
0.063 (0.061)
-0.071(0.018)***
-0.003 (0.005)
-0.112 (0.055)*
-0.137 (0.062)*
0.059 (0.123)
13.91
(0.253)***
0.735
1,624
352.19

(2) Fixed
Effects Model
-0.120 (0.086)
0.007 (0.040)
0.009 (0.012)
-0.242 (0.120)*
-0.054 (0.069)
0.269(0.066)***
0.041 (0.063)
-0.024 (0.024)
-0.003 (0.004)
-0.044 (0.076)
-0.105 (0.185)
-0.099 (0.086)
13.42
(0.266)
0.506
1,624
77.95

(3) Semiparametric
Model
0.031 (0.081)
0.073 (0.036)*
-0.015(0.012)
-0.392 (0.004)**
-0.177 (0.064)**
0.013 (0.080)
0.051 (0.061)
-0.035 (0.042)
-0.002 (0.004)
-0.067 (0.181)
-0.092 (0.131)
-0.242 (0.011)**
N/A
0.549
1,623
51.65

Note: standard errors in the parentheses; *5% significance; **1% significance, ***0.1% significance.

Figure 4. Normality Tests of “Lnprice”
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Accordingly, the Kaw WF gives rise to an ephemeral spillover effect that
generates a very negative local effect. Similarly, the Kah WF generates a
negative local effect. In particular, housing prices drop by 24.2% for houses
located between a 2 to 3 mile radius of a Kah wind turbine. However, it is important to note that houses located within a 2 mile radius of a wind turbine are
not affected by the wind farm.
In summary, all three models generate different results. The parametric
models rely on an assumption of approximate normality. The AndersonDarling test is used to show that the sample data is not normally distributed (pvalue is much less than 0.005) as shown in Figures 4 and 5. Parametric models
are also sensitive to outliers, while the nonparametric part of the semiparametric model allows the best fitting model to be constructed according to information derived from the data. Finally, the AIC results indicate that the semiparametric model (i.e. Model 3) provides the best fit of the data when compared to the OLS model (Model 1) and the fixed-effects parametric model
(Model 2).
6. POLICY IMPLICATIONS
The hedonic modeling results are relevant to ongoing disputes on Oahu’s
North Shore. Specifically, Na Pua Makani Power Partners LLC is planning to
build a third (25-megawatt) wind project near the North Shore community.
The project site is on agricultural land next to the residential of Kahuku to the
east and an army training area to the West. Specifically, in January, 2015, the
State of Hawaii’s Public Utilities Commission (PUC) approved a power purchasing agreement in which Na Pua Makani Power Partners’ California based
parent company (Champlin/GEI Wind Holdings LLC) provides Hawaiian
Electric Co. with energy at 15 cents per kilowatt-hour over the next 20 years
based on perceived benefits to ratepayers.
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The project is controversial as the Kahuku community is concerned about
the visual impact and noise of the added turbines. While some Kahuku members and leaders have publicly expressed their support for renewable energy,
the community resents hosting a disproportionately large fraction of the state’s
WFs in their “backyard” (and being surrounded on three sides by these towering turbines). There are slightly more than 600 housing units in Kahuku
(which are nearly all occupied). In order to address public comments on the
original Environmental Impact Statement (EIS) draft at a public meeting in
June 2015, Champlin reduced the number of turbines required for the project
to nine (and potentially eight) from 10. However, in order to meet the targetgenerating capacity the turbine’s height above the ground will be 656 feet, an
increase of 144 feet. The turbine height will exceed the tallest building in the
state of Hawaii (the First Hawaiian Bank Building at 429 feet), thereby triggering concern from the community. As we release our findings about the
negative impact of the Kahuku WF and Kawailoa WF on real estate values the
frustration felt by members of the Kahuku community appears to be building.
Adding to these concerns, the traditional permitting process for WFs provides
limited opportunities for public input (for example, neither a public hearing
nor a presentation to the area neighborhood board or community association is
required). However, in May 2016 the Honolulu City Council Committee on
Zoning and Planning unanimously passed a resolution that amends the landuse ordinance permitting requirements to provide greater opportunity for public input in utility-scale wind energy projects. However, there remains disagreement between the Honolulu City Council Chairman Ernie Martin and
those testifying on behalf of the Kahuku community about whether the bill
pertains to the Na Pua Makani project. Martin feels that the Na Pua Makani
project is unlikely to be affected by the change as the resolution cannot be
brought up before the Council until September 2016 as a recommendation for
an ordinance.
Advances in game theory can help to understand how our hedonic modeling results can affect the conflict among stakeholders in the conflict. In particular, we use a game-theoretic tool known as the Graph Model for Conflict
Resolution, a form of meta-game and conflict analysis (Fraser and Hipel 1984,
Fang et al., 1993) is now applied. Our analysis allows any number of DMs,
each of whom may have a large number of options or alternatives to be taken.
Here, a set of states is defined as possible combinations of all options of the
Decision Makers (DMs) where logically impossible states should be deleted.
Once a set of states is determined, the preferences of each DM on every state
must be determined using ordinal preferences. Reliance on ordinal preference
ranking instead of cardinal evaluations has both advantages and disadvantages.
Using ordinal preferences, a DM can express her preference order with less
difficulty and more confidence than with cardinal preferences, although it is
often difficult to express subtle differences in preference information. After
the preference structure for each DM is determined, equilibrium solutions are
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obtained. Generally, it is possible to find one or more equilibrium solutions.
The graph model for conflict resolution is now described. In a graph model of
a conflict (Fang et al., 1993), the DMs and the possible states of the conflict
are specified, along with the state transitions controlled by each DM. A graph
model also includes each DM's ordinal ranking of all possible states where ties
are allowed.
When a graph model is analyzed, each state is assessed for stability from
the point of view of each DM. A state is stable for a DM if that DM would
choose not to depart from it, should it arise. Solution concepts are models of
the DM's thinking processes in deciding what would be the likely outcome of
a move away from a given state. Note that a state may be stable under some
solution concepts but not others. Of course, different DMs may have different
solution concepts. A state that all DMs find stable is equilibrium, and constitutes a possible resolution of the conflict model. Different solution concepts
imply different levels of foresight, or measure a DM’s ability to consider possible moves that could take place in the future. A DM with high foresight
thinks further ahead. Nash stability (R) has low foresight, and the level of the
foresight increases from low to high. Nonmyopic stability (NM) has the highest foresight and limited-move stability (Lh) has variable foresight level given
by the parameter h. Some solution concepts, such as Lh and NM, allow strategic disimprovements, which occur when a DM (temporarily) moves to a worse
state in order to reach a more preferred state eventually; other solution concepts, such as R and sequential stability (SEQ), never allow disimprovements;
still others, general meta-rationality (GMR) and symmetric metarationality
(GMR) permit strategic dis-improvements by opponents only. Different solution concepts also imply different levels of preference knowledge. Under R,
GMR and SMR, a DM need only know its own preferences, while a DM must
know the preference information for all DMs for the solution concepts SEQ,
Lh and NM.
The decision support system GMCR II implements the Graph Model for
Conflict Resolution within a Windows environment (Fang et al., 2003). The
structure of GMCR II involves the following components:
* Modeling Subsystem (decision makers, options, feasible states, allowable
state transitions, relative preferences)
* Analysis Engine (stability analysis, coalition analysis)
* Output Interpretation System (stability, equilibria, coalitional stability)
The modelling subsystem of GMCR II allows users to enter conflict models
conveniently and expeditiously. Users input DMs and options, patterns of infeasible states, allowable transitions and preference information. Then, GMCR
II will generate the required input for stability analysis, including feasible
states, allowable state transitions, and ranking of states from most to least pre-
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ferred, allowing ties, for each DM. Based on the information generated at
modelling stage, the analysis engine performs a thorough stability analysis on
the conflict model, including the stability results for every state, and for each
DM, under the aforementioned solution concepts. The output interpretation
subsystem presents the results from the analysis engine in a user-friendly
manner. Information about individual stability, equilibria, and coalition stability is easily identified and compared.
The Na Pua Makani conflict is now modeled below for the point in time
just after the May 2016 when the Honolulu City Council Committee on Zoning and Planning unanimously passed a resolution that amends the land-use
ordinance permitting requirements to provide greater opportunity for public
input in utility-scale wind energy projects. The options for these three main
DMs – Kahuku community members (Kahuku), Champlin/GEI Wind Holdings LLC (Champlin), and the Honolulu City Council (Council) are shown in
Table 4. Specifically, Kahuku community members (Kahuku) have the option
to protest the project [Protest]. As our results are disseminated to community
members it appears that more residents of Kahuku and their allies are joining
the fight against the project. Champlin/GEI Wind Holdings LLC (Champlin)
can take actions to reduce the number of turbines, thereby raising the turbine
heights [Raise] and engaging in outreach activities [Outreach]. Finally, the
Honolulu City Council (Council) can take measures to widen public input in
windfarm projects [Widen]. Here it is assumed that the Council considers
whether to widen public input but does not apply the decision to the Na Pua
Makani project. Other influential groups were not considered in this model
because key strategic insights can be obtained from these players. In summary,
the DMs and their options are displayed in Table 4 where a “Y” opposite to an
option indicates “Yes” the option is selected by the DM controlling it, whereas
an “N” corresponds to “No”, the option is not taken. A strategy for a given
DM is any feasible combination of its options. For example, in the left-most
state shown in Table 4, all decision makers are selecting none of its three options. A state is formed when each DM selects a strategy. All DMs, options
and feasible states are shown in Table 4.
Table 4. Decision Makers and Options for the Kahuku community

After the states are ranked for each decision maker a stability analysis is
carried out in order to calculate the stability of every feasible state for each
DM for all of the solution concepts used. If a state is stable, according to a
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given solution concept, for all DMs, it constitutes an equilibrium under that
solution concept. It is, therefore, a compromise resolution, since no DM has an
incentive to unilaterally move away from it. The preferences of the DMs over
the individually stable states are provided in Table 5 for Kahuku, Table 6 for
Champlin and Table 7 for Council. Note that the stable states are ranked from
least preferred on the left to most preferred on the right. For example, in Table
5, state 6 is most preferred by Kahuku while state 12 is least preferred by Kahuku. Similarly, state 7 is most preferred by Champlain (Table 6) while state 3
is least preferred by the Council (Table 7). Finally, one equilibria - state 16 - is
derived (Table 8). In the resulting outcome of the game (state 16) the Kahuku
community continues to protest while the WF proceeds. One solution to this
crisis is for the Honolulu City Council to not only widen public input to WF
projects but also to apply the decision to the Na Pua Makani project. There is
now pressure on the Council to take this action. It is proposed that with more
effective public input the issues dealing with WF noise, visual impacts, potential health effects and property depreciation can be more effectively addressed.
Table 5. Preferences of the Kahuku decision maker

Table 6. The preferences of Champlain
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Table 7. The preferences of Honolulu City Council [Council]

Table 8. Equilibria

7. CONCLUSIONS
The aim of this study is to determine whether the Kawailoa (Kaw) and the
Kahuku (Kah) WFs impact property values in the North Shore area of Oahu
Island and to examine how property value changes can impact the dynamics of
windfarm conflict. This study finds that the two WFs negatively affect singlefamily residential property values locally. Housing prices dropped by 39.2%
and 17.7% respectively for houses located within 1 mile radius and houses located between 1 and 2 miles radius of a Kaw wind turbine after the Kaw WF
went online. Housing prices dropped by 24.2% for houses located between 2
and 3 miles radius of a Kah wind turbine after the Kah WF began operations.
It was shown how the results of our study (a measurable decline in property
values in the north shore community of Kahuku) have the ability to transform
the dynamics of future wind energy projects in the North Shore by galvanizing
the Kahuku community into taking decisive action based on empirical evi-
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dence. In particular, there is now pressure on the Honolulu City Council to not
only require enhanced public input for windfarm projects but to retroactively
apply this requirement to the proposed Na Pua Makani project in Kahuku.
WFs are sometimes regarded as an inefficient generator of electricity due
to the unstable wind supply. Opponents cite that WFs are costly to produce
and that over the lifecycle, wind energy generates more pollution than reduces.
Further, some local governments are unsatisfied with the tax revenues generated from the wind farm developers and argue that the land acquired for WFs
can be used to generate higher tax revenues. Others focus on the environmental impact to endangered species of birds and bats and nuisances from turbine
noise and shadow flicker. It is shown that with more effective public input the
issues dealing with WF noise, visual impacts, potential health effects and
property depreciation can be more effectively addressed.
The results of this paper challenge the narrative put forth by
Champlin/GEI Wind Holdings LLC that community concerns about the wind
turbines affecting property values are entirely misplaced and that there is no
evidence that wind projects have an adverse effect on home values. In particular, the company officials are consistent in their explanations to the public that
there is no evidence that WFs on three recent studies. To substantiate this
claim Champlin cites a number of recent academic studies to bolster their
claims (personal communication) to bolster their claims that there is no evidence that wind projects have an adverse effect on home values. For example,
they repeatedly note a 2014 academic study on the impact of wind turbines on
property values that analyzed 122,000 home sales which occurred near current
or future wind turbine locations in Massachusetts communities from 1998–
2012 (Atkinson-Palombo & Hoen, 2014) and a 2013 examination of 51,000
transactions in the vicinity of more than 60 wind projects across 27 US counties (Hoen, 2014).
While the developer may carefully select studies to support their project,
scant evidence indicates that wind farms have any positive impacts on property values and many studies are mixed. This paper concludes with negative impacts from the two North Shore WFs by introducing the semiparametric model
using the 75% window size and regress each data on each house’s longitude
nonparametrically. The coefficients of all the location variables are the average of the coefficient for each data, which shows the spatially varying coefficients. So the difference of this paper from all the other previous literatures is
using semiparametric model taking both the nonlinearity and spatial heterogeneity into account. The future research can include more WF cases across the
United States. And this study is only focusing on the single-family residential,
the future study can delve the impact of wind farms on the values of commercial properties or multi-family residences.
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ABSTRACT
Greece, Ireland, Portugal and Spain entered a period of severe economic and financial
stress in the aftermath of the 2008 crisis. This paper compares the experience of these countries in light of recent economic policy debates. Their collective experience revealed the interdependence of private and public debt dynamics in affecting the timing, severity and recovery
from crises and the need to adjust traditional policy responses when there is a synchronized
downturn in major international partners and markets. It brought to the fore the interplay of
traditionally microeconomic elements, such as market structure or the composition of borrowers, with traditional macroeconomic policies such as setting policy rates and the dangers
of focusing on narrower goals at the expense of medium-term growth and labor market dynamics. Their experiences indicate that a holistic view of factors affecting investment, export
markets, and employment is needed to understand the binding constraints to growth, particularly where exchange rate adjustment is not possible. Moreover, potential output and structural fiscal balances can be mis-measured, leading to poor policy choices when they are not
corrected for the impact of temporary asset price booms. Finally, the analysis also reveals
how the impact of financial market development on the economy is more complex than previously thought and the potential turmoil from financial volatility, underestimated.
JEL classification: E20, E50, E60, F41, F43, F45

1. INTRODUCTION
The financial crisis of 2008-09 and the subsequent European debt crisis of
2010 led to debates in many areas of economics as scholars and practitioners
asked how the crisis may have been prevented, and how economies could be
best supported in their stabilization and recovery paths. New papers revisiting
economic theory or policy and new supporting evidence have been produced.
The experiences of Greece, Ireland, Portugal and Spain (GIPS) during the
2010 crisis and the years that followed are studied in this paper in light of
these policy debates. Their experience has reaffirmed the strong links that exist between public and private indebtedness in the assessment of credit risk
particularly where public indebtedness is growing, that policies aimed at short
term stabilization have long term growth consequences, that the long run impact of financial system growth are more complex than previously understood
and that macroeconomic policies are more effective when they account for
market structure and differences among economic agents.
When financial markets crashed in 2008, the ECB put in place measures to
stabilize the financial system and many European governments, including
29
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those of the GIPS, undertook anti-cyclical fiscal policy. By 2010, with deteriorating public finances, and facing banking crises these countries entered the
European sovereign debt crisis period. They reverse the expansionary fiscal
policies they had adopted. In this period, a primary challenge of macroeconomic and financial policies was to simultaneously manage debt, while adopting policies to support growth. The task was complicated by the concerted
slowdown in regional and global trade, financial flows and growth. The EC
and the ECB were faced with new challenges in the form of deflation and high
and persistent unemployment. The policies of pan-European institutions, in
particular, the financial oversight and monetary mechanisms of the ECB, were
challenged and some underwent substantial changes, albeit slowly, during the
last few years. This process affected the paths the countries took.
In some respects, the crises of GIPS had similar roots: a borrowing and
spending boom in domestic and global markets. Ireland and Greece are opposite examples, as the former entered the crisis with a fast-rising and large private sector debt stock and a vulnerable financial sector and the latter, with a
high public debt ratio. Spain, with a private sector led credit boom and a
strong fiscal position resembles Ireland. Portugal falls somewhere in-between,
having both unhealthy fiscal accounts and a highly indebted private sector;
both private and public sector debt had been high and rising steadily over a
period of time and it did not have the large boom experienced by the other
countries in the years immediately preceding 2009. Large deteriorations in external and internal balances were observed for all.
In 2010-2012, either a financial crisis quickly turned into an expensive fiscal one or a fiscal crisis into a financial/economic one. Research indicates that
the median cost of direct government intervention in the banking sector across
a sample of crises during 1970-2011 was about 7% of GDP. Empirical analysis shows that the greater the preceding banking expansion, the deeper the
output contraction because the private sector needs to deleverage and the
slower the recovery. 1 Consequently, the greater the fiscal burden. High fiscal
burdens in their turn, raise risk premia for banks. These strong interlinkages
between perceptions of banking sector risk and sovereign risks are confirmed
when examined through banks’ credit default swap (CDS) spreads and sovereign spreads. These two time series are driven by the same risk factors. Research covering the Eurozone countries during 2007-2010 shows the comovement between the two premia, even after controlling for individual
1. Segoviano and Espinoza 2014, derive the probability of sovereign distress conditional on
bank stress (bank to sovereign contagion). The higher the ratio of bank loans to GDP, the
share of sovereign debt instruments held on bank’s balance sheets, the higher is contagion.
Higher capital to asset ratios and price to book valuations lower contagion. Projected GDP
growth, the initial fiscal position, short term debt/GDP of government, global risk aversion –
all positively affect contagion.
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banks’ equity performance, and after the bank bailouts (Acharya et al 2011)
were done. Avino and Cotter (2014), looking at the period 2004-13, find that
bank CDS spreads have clear leading roles as indicators of banking distress in
developed countries such as Germany and Sweden while distressed European
economies such as Portugal and Spain are governed by a leading role for their
sovereign CDS spreads during both the sub-prime crisis and the subsequent
European sovereign debt crisis implying that an investor would have obtained
a more timely indication of a bank’s default risk from the sovereign risk in distressed economies.
This paper focusses on a number of policy areas that have been of primary
concern in the European sovereign debt crisis and the economic recovery process. These include fiscal, monetary, and financial policies and selected structural policies used to address stabilization and growth. First, for fiscal policy,
research debated whether, and under what conditions, fiscal consolidations to
reduce debt could be expansionary, and what conditions would support a long
run decline in debt ratios. Second, the role of monetary policy in different contexts and the instruments that central banks should use to combat crises, deflation, and consistently low current and potential growth were debated. Third,
the modalities of financial sector supervision and restructuring were examined
and underwent changes. At the same time, the consequences of fast financial
system growth on economic volatility and productivity were reexamined.
Fourth, sustained high unemployment rates, low employment and low investment rates in GIPS raised concerns about the impact of output falls on potential output and the pace and type of structural reforms (policies and institutions in product, labor and capital markets) needed to re-start growth and minimize long run consequences. Perceptions are as important as reality in the
short run. Fifth, new studies contend that to get the “true” values of potential
output and structural fiscal balances relevant for policymaking - actual values
must be adjusted for the cyclical effect of asset price booms. Finally, policy
transparency, certainty in policy direction, and consistent application of policy
matter for credibility.
Today, the legacy effects of the crisis remain: public debt ratios are much
higher than they were pre-2008, the private sector continues to deleverage,
investment is low, and there is increasing concern about the long run effects of
the crisis on employment and potential output. Labor and product market reforms have been implemented to various degrees in the GIPS, yet policies can
still hinder effective labor utilization and employment growth. Bank balance
sheets are still impaired- 6 years after the sovereign debt crisis. Smaller firms
and households ae particularly affected. This paper examines the differing performance of GIPS keeping in mind the factors discussed above. Section 1 begins with a short analysis of the situation prevailing pre- 2008-09. Section II
discusses their economic performance during the sovereign debt crisis period.
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Research that sheds light on the GIPS’ economic progress, both theoretical
and empirical, is discussed in the relevant sections.
2. THE ECONOMIC SITUATION PRECEDING THE CRISIS OF 20082009
Real GDP growth averaged 4.1%, 6%, 1.5% and 3.8% respectively in
GIPS during 2000-07, compared to 2.2% for the Eurozone and 2.5% for the
EU (Figure 1a). Portugal clearly did not have a “boom” period. The largest
increase in GDP per capita terms was in Greece, the GIPS growing 28.4%,
20%, 6.2% and 14% respectively (Figure 1b).
Figure 1a. Real GDP growth (%)

Figure 1b. Real GDP per capita

Source: Eurostat. Chain linked volumes, 2010 Euros.
Note: Values for Greece 2011-2014 and Spain 2012-2014 are provisional and 2014 value for
Portugal is estimated (01/08/2016).
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Changing output composition in the boom. In terms of the composition of
output during 2000-07, Ireland had the largest share in industry (23%) and
Greece had the lowest share (13%), with Portugal and Spain in-between
(18%). Greece had by far, the highest increase (6%) in real value added (VA)
in construction - more than double that of Spain (and far higher than the EU28
average), while its manufacturing VA rose at the same rate as the EU28 average, as did Spain’s. Ireland had a more balanced outcome the second highest
increase in construction value added and the highest increase in manufacturing
VA (5.5% and 5%). Portugal’s construction sector was declining before the
financial crisis (Figures 2a, 2b).
In terms of the demand determinants of growth, net exports declined in all
four countries; but investment and consumption rose fast in GIS- the boom
countries. The average total investment rate ranged from 23.3% to 29.8% during the five years 2004-2008 and peaks of over 30% were reached during this
period in both Ireland and Spain. Looking at dynamics, however, private and
public investment fell relative to GDP in Portugal, and rose in the others, dramatically so in Ireland and Spain with the decline in Portugal amounting to a
huge 4pp of GDP between 2000 and 2007 and the increase in IS amounting to
5pp of GDP (Figures 3a, 3b).2 3 Public investment ratios were similar for all
countries– between 3.5-4 % of GDP, though Portugal’s government was lowering investment significantly over time. For the GIS, rising income together
with rising credit to households led to a consumption boom. Despite the lack
of a boom, Portugal’s increasing consumption meant a continuous and large
decline in the savings rate and rise in household debt to net income -the highest by 2007.
External Sector: sustaining exports containing costs. Average, real export growth did not differ markedly among the countries, with GPS showing
growth under 5%; and Ireland around 6% on average. (But Greece’s export
growth falls dramatically if one year, 2004, is excluded). However, strong import growth in the two years immediately preceding the crisis, in GIS meant
that net exports were at a huge deficit leading to substantial current account
deterioration (Figure 4a). 4 By 2007/8, the deficit was particularly high in
Greece (15% of GDP), followed by Portugal (9.7/12.1%) and Spain (over
9%), but the deteriorations in Ireland and Spain were dramatic, the current

2. Ireland’s decline began in 2007; the number is for the period 2000-06.
3. Greece’s investment ratio jumped in 2007.
4. Transfers dropped from 6.5% of GDP in 1995 to 1.5% in 2008. This change represents a
secular trend; as Portugal became richer, remittances and transfers dropped. (Intereconomics,
2014, Vol 49).
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account deficit worsening by over 100%. In Ireland, a 2003 surplus changed to
a 6% deficit.5
Figure 2a. Gross value added, real average annual growth (%)
2000-2007

Figure 2b. Gross value added, real average annual growth (%)
2008-2014

Source: Eurostat. 10/26/2015.

Cost developments provide further insight into domestic structural factors
and export performance. Ireland had the highest appreciation (Figure 4b). GIS
became increasingly price uncompetitive vis a vis trading partners. Other
measures affecting competitiveness in export markets are also informative.
Labor costs, as measured by compensation per employee (in PPP US$) rose an
amazing 47% in Greece during 2000-08, as compared with 27.3% for the Eurozone countries on average. Spain was the only one among the four to contain
labor compensation around the Eurozone average (in Ireland the increase was
over 48% and in Portugal, 32%). Minimum wage regulation as well as taxes
5. Net interest income/workers remittances and current transfers were important- particularly
in Ireland where the net outflow was large enough to turn the positive trade balance into a
current account deficit.
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affected labor compensation. Though Greece exported the simplest of products, by 2008, its minimum wage in euros was higher than that of either Spain
or Portugal. Data for 2008 indicate that the tax wedge on labor was the highest
in Greece (42%), followed by Spain and Portugal (38%/37%) –and lowest in
Ireland (22%).
Figure 3a. Gross fixed capital formation as a share of GDP (%)
General government

Figure 3b. Gross fixed capital formation as a share of GDP (%)
Private sector

Source: Eurostat. Last update: 01/22/2016.

Juxtaposing the evolution of labor compensation against the type of products exported by each country gives a broader picture of how competitiveness
evolved relative to the others. On the presumption that more complex products
use more skilled (and thus more expensive) labor and/or more capital, higher
labor compensation would tend to be associated with these products. Hidalgo
and Hausman (2009) divide products into 6 groups, with group 1 denoting the
most complex products (Table 1). Using their ranking, for the period 2001-07,
almost 40% of Germany’s exports are in group 1 and only 3.4% in group 6. 6 It
6. Germany has second place in terms of complexity, following Japan.
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is also the second most diversified exporter in the sample, second only to Italy.
Ireland resembles Germany closely, with 39% of its exports in group 1 and
only 1.3% in group 6. By contrast, Greece has 3.8% in group 1 and a whopping 33% in group 6. Spain and Portugal are in-between, Spain having substantially more exports that are complex than Portugal. The complexity of
Greece’s exports lags behind that of China. Yet, in terms of costs, labor compensation in euros was higher in Greece than in Portugal, under that in Spain
but 78% of Ireland’s.

Figure 4a. Current account balance as a share of GDP (%)

Figure 4b. Real effective exchange rate
(index 2000=100)

Source: European Commission, Annual macro-economic database;
IMF, International Financial Statistics.
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Table 1. Share in a Country’s Total Exports by Complexity of Products
Share in country's exports
No. of
products
(RCA>=1)

Complexity
Rank

Top
10

Top
100

1

2

3

4

5

6

0.3 3.82 14.7 12.5 17.2 18.6 33.0
Greece 1,060
52
0.01
9
8
0
1
0
2.2
39.0 26.2
15.6
13.7
Ireland 421
12
0.13
3.97 9
1.32
8
6
7
0
9
Portu0.4 15.3 9.84 22.0 15.5 15.5 21.6
1,188
53
0.02
gal
2
1.8 2
24.1 20.8 9
16.5 7
12.7 3
14.4 6
11.2
Spain
1,745
28
0.02
9
8
0
3
7
6
5
0.5
13.9
20.7
19.5
15.5
24.5
China
1,962
51
0.02
5.71
3
0
5
2
9
Germa- 2,113
7.9 39.6 24.5 16.0 10.8 5.61 3
2
0.19
3.40
ny
0
Bel3.8 2
27.8 0
20.3 1
15.5 5
11.2 12.1 12.9
1,470
10
0.23
gium
4
1
0
5
6
2
6
Source: Felipe and Kumar (2011) based on Abdon et al. (2010) using a measure of complexity
based on Hidalgo and Hausman.
Notes: i. Figures are based on the averages of export values for 2001–2007.
ii. Top 10 and Top 100 correspond to the most complex products; products are divided into six
groups, 1 is the most complex product group. An RCA >1 implies that the product accounts
for a larger share of a given country’s export basket than it does in the world export basket.

3. THE DEBT BUILD-UP
The private credit boom and rising household indebtedness. In 2007, at
the height of the financial boom, bank portfolios were in good shape: nonperforming loan ratios were 4.7% in Greece, 1.9% in Ireland, 3.6% in Portugal
and 2.8% in Spain. In 2007/08, domestic credit to the private sector accounted
for around 200% of GDP in Ireland and Spain, and almost 170% in Portugal.
Greece is an outlier as this ratio was under 100% of GDP. However, Greece is
not an outlier in terms of the rate of increase in the credit to GDP ratio which
doubled for Greece, Ireland and Spain during 2000-2007. In this case, Portugal
is the “outlier”, as its credit growth was substantially slower as shown in Figure 5 below, and started at a much higher ratio. 7 Portugal’s was a slow brewing crisis.
For all countries except Ireland, the increase in household credit was larger than the increase in credit to nonfinancial corporations. In the case of
Greece, the difference is striking, as credit to households grew twice as fast as
credit to corporations8 and Greece was the country with the fastest increase in
construction. The accumulation of household debt should have served as a
warning light. (IMF, 2015b). Rising credit to households has been more likely
to lead to lower savings and greater financial vulnerability particularly when
7. The numbers are even higher if total credit from all sources is considered: during the years
2002-2008, credit from all sources to the private sector increased 163%, 189%, 60% and
133% respectively in Greece, Ireland, Portugal and Spain.
8. In Portugal the number was 16 pp higher and in Spain, 10 percentage points higher.
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households are not particularly well equipped. By 2007, household debt to net
disposable income had doubled in Ireland and Spain, standing at 233%, 146%
and 153% in IPS.
The public sector boom: a spending spree by government. Dramatic differences are visible in the budget positions of Ireland and Spain on the one
hand, and Greece and Portugal on the other. In 2007, Greece and Portugal had
budget deficits of 6.7% and 3% whilst Ireland and Spain had budget surpluses
of 0.3% and 2%, respectively. 9 However, a warning bell in Ireland’s case, was
that government grew 35% in relation to GDP between 2000 and 2008. 10 The
evolution of deficits provides another aspect: Greece and Ireland, the first two
to enter IMF/ECB/EC programs had continually deteriorating budget positions, (11 and 5 pp of GDP respectively), Portugal’s attempts at budget control
were intermittent, but Spain is distinguished by rising surpluses!
Cyclically adjusted deficits show a similar pattern. However, estimates of
revenue were biased upwards because the cyclical component of asset booms,
particularly housing booms, was not accounted for in the estimates and the
structural deficits were underestimated. Kanda (2010) finds that in Ireland,
with house prices soaring, stamp duty, capital taxes and VAT on property
grew well above GDP growth. After accounting for these factors, he finds an
almost 4pp reduction in structural revenues between 2000-08; in reality, the
structural primary deficit thus rose to over 10% of GDP in 2008, but this was
hidden by property revenues.11
High deficits meant public sector debt to GDP was the highest in Greece
by far on the eve of the crisis at over 100% of GDP, and over four times the
ratio in Ireland (Table 4). Portugal with 68% was a distant second and Spain
was closer to Ireland. High debt meant interest payments were also a larger
burden on the government budget; for Greece they accounted for 10% of expenditures and 4.6% of GDP in 2007 as compared with Ireland, where interest
payments were under 3% of expenditures and 1% of GDP. Thus even before
the financial crisis of 2008-09, Greece’s public finances exhibited substantial
vulnerability. Portugal’s debt ratio too, was far above that of many other EU
countries and over the 60% debt/GDP ratio proscribed by EU rules; however,
Ireland’s fast deterioration was remarkable.
9. Portugal’s budget deficit fell from 6.2% in 2005 as it attempted to bring order to public finances.
10. At the same time, the number of public servants increased 35%, and wages rose 60% during 2000-08.
11. See also Eschenbach and Schuknecht (2002), Girouard and Price (2004) and Morris and
Schuknecht (2007) for more on biases in estimation of structural fiscal deficit without accounting for asset price bubbles.
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External debt: vastly differing levels but fast increases for all. Fiscal prudence did not prevent fast external debt buildup in Spain. Both Greece and
Spain saw an increase in the gross external debt/GDP ratio by around 50%, to
reach just under and just above 150% of GDP respectively during 2003-2007.
Portugal, highly indebted to begin with, only experienced a 17% increase. Ireland, with its booming financial services sector had the gross debt/GDP ratio
almost doubling, to be a whopping 841 % in 2007.12 Though Ireland’s net debt
was negative, at -202% of GDP, it is important to look at maturities and currency differences for gross external debt in order to assess vulnerability.
4. THE FINANCIAL CRISIS, THE SOVEREIGN DEBT CRISIS, AND
POLICIES FOR RECOVERY
In 2009, Ireland and Spain had their worst recessionary year (Table 2);
however, Greece’s worst year was 2011 after the onset of the sovereign debt
crisis (and Portugal’s 2012). All four adopted fiscal stimulus packages in
2009. In May 2010, Greece entered an ECB/EC/IMF program; in December
2010, Ireland followed and in May 2011, so did Portugal. Spain fared much
better because its fiscal position was much better- public debt was 60% of
GDP in 2010, even after the post-2008 expansionary fiscal policy and jumped
the most in 2012 (15pp of GDP). In 2012, Spain did not borrow from the
IMF/EU, but did receive support from the EU for its banking sector.13 Except
for Greece, they have all exited the adjustment programs. Ireland recovered
the fastest, its 2010 recession being very small compared to Greece’s and
since 2011, it has done better than the EU19 or EU28 average performance
whilst GPS performed worse until 2014. Portugal had the smallest decline in
GDP (-3%) in 2009, but has had the second worst performance since 2008;
Portugal is continuing its historical pattern of continually being on the verge of
a crisis.
Market risk, credit risk: imperfect guides to fundamentals. 2008-09
showed that the impact of a generalized increase in risk aversion in global capital markets can be very large on each individual country, and it affects how
much each country has to reform and at what pace. Also, countries that run
large internal and external imbalances need to do larger adjustments even
when global risk aversion falls and markets recover, because their downturn
relative to others tends to be deeper, the damage to debt ratios greater and the
recovery more uncertain. Recovery is exacerbated by markets differentiating
among countries substantially more after crises than before; perceptions re12. Debt data are from the World Bank’s Quarterly External Debt Statistics. The GDP data
used are from the World Development Indicators.
13. Spain used about EUR 38.9 billion for bank recapitalisation, under restructuring and resolution plans approved by the European Commission (EC) under State-aid rules, and around
EUR 2.5 billion for capitalising Sareb (the Spanish asset management company).
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garding policy commitment matter too. The interest differential with the German 10 year bund shows that spreads decreased dramatically until 2007 so that
by that year, the interest rate differential was .28, .09, .21 and .09 respectively.
These differentials were to rise to 21, 6.99, 9.05 and 4.35 during 2011-2012,
and they are still much higher than they were prior to the 2008 crisis given the
higher levels of debt carried by the sovereigns (and despite ECB assurances).
During the first part of 2009, the VIX index and CDS spreads for GIPS were
moving in the same From the end of 2009 until the middle of 2011, global risk
aversion as measured by the VIX and CDS spreads for GIPS were moving in
opposite directions, the latter having risen dramatically.
Gibson, Hall and Tavlas (2014) study the impact of economic fundamentals, sovereign credit ratings, political uncertainty and the ECB’s securities
markets program on Greek sovereign spreads. They find that sovereign downgrades and political uncertainty appear to have been drivers of the sharp rises
in Greek sovereign spreads from 2008-09 onwards, over and above “fundamentals”. Studies for Greece, Portugal and Ireland, (Kazanas and Tzabalis,
2014) find that credit ratings seem to significantly influence future changes in
credit spreads, independently of economic fundamentals. Once fundamentals
were accounted for, there was overshooting with spreads falling when the
ECB took action. Though Ireland and Spain had large financial sector booms,
they entered the crisis with very low public debt ratios, low measured deficits,
and more flexible economies. Low public debt makes recovery easier because
market perceptions of default/downside risk are lowered and flexible economies facilitate other needed resource reallocation.
Table 2. Real GDP growth and projections (%)
2009 2010 2011 2012 2013 2014 2015
Greece
Ireland
Portugal
Spain
EA-19
EU-28

-4.3
-5.6
-3.0
-3.6
-4.5
-4.4

-5.5
0.4
1.9
0.0
2.1
2.1

-9.1
2.6
-1.8
-1.0
1.6
1.8

-7.3
0.2
-4.0
-2.6
-0.9
-0.5

-3.2
1.4
-1.1
-1.7
-0.3
0.2

0.7
5.2
0.9
1.4
0.9
1.4

-0.2
7.8
1.5
3.2
1.6
1.9

2016
2017
IMF EC IMF EC
-0.6 -0.7 2.7 2.7
5
4.5 3.6 3.5
1.4 1.6 1.3 1.8
2.6 2.8 2.3 2.5
1.5 1.7 1.6 1.9
1.8 1.9 1.9 2.0

Sources: Eurostat; IMF, World Economic Outlook April 2016; EC, European Economic Forecast Winter 2016.

Structural Features: vast level differences but negative dynamics. Initial
differences in structural features did not matter in terms of preventing or mitigating a crisis; Ireland had 7th (22nd) place as compared with Greece’s 106th
(65th) place on the 2008 Doing Business ranking (GCI)! Surprisingly, Portugal
(46th, 40th), with a lower GDP per capita and Spain (43rd, 29th), with a similar
GDP per capita in 2007, had far better performance on several measures of the
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business climate and institutional quality than Greece. Their Doing Business
rankings were 43 and 46. The dynamic evolution of these indicators provide
deeper insight. The worldwide governance indicators show rankings of all
countries declining for measures of government effectiveness, and political
stability. All except Ireland, have deteriorating regulatory quality and corruption. GPS also fell in the global competitiveness ranking and GS also fell in a
number of Doing Business rankings: trading across borders, ease of doing
business and resolving insolvency. While downward shift in a single indicator
may not indicate a worse position relative to other countries, a downward shift
in several indicators does give pause for thought.
A uniform investment collapse. The double crisis led to a sustained reduction in investment in all countries, beginning in Ireland in 2007, and none of
the countries had recovered the investment ratios seen at the beginning of the
decade (Figures 3b, 3c). Non-residential investment did not increase in the Euro area after the financial crisis as it did in other advanced countries in 2011,
and during the sovereign crises, there was a further drop in investment. 14
Banerjee, Kearns and Lombardi (2015) contend that in advanced countries
such as Italy, Germany, France and Japan, investment has not recovered to its
pre-recession level, because despite easier financing, profitable investment
opportunities are lacking. The cost of bank credit, has declined by less than
expected because of tightening standards by banks and regulators. Tighter
supply conditions affect smaller firms which rely more on bank funding and
SMEs add more to GIPS’ output than in the average EU country. On the demand side, researchers also find that firms with high debt levels may choose
not to invest; in these cases recapitalizing banks is not sufficient. Thus, while
expectations of low demand (as per the accelerator theory of investment) and
high interest rates led to a fall in investment demand; continued deleveraging
by firms and households sustained lower investment rates. Deleveraging, an
early withdrawal of fiscal stimulus, and slow regional growth, reduced investment whilst high unemployment and falling wages further dampened aggregate demand so that expectations of low growth ended up being selffulfilling (Summers 2014).
Fast rising household debt; slow consumption recovery. Household consumption ratios are higher in GPS where investment has fallen relatively more,
though consumption growth has been slow as over-indebted households were
deleveraging in the aftermath of the twin crises. An IMF study (2015c) finds
that private consumption growth typically becomes positive about 3 years after
the peak of a boom period. In Spain, private consumption is now back around
2000 levels and consumption growth has just turned positive after 7 years,
while in Ireland and Portugal consumption turned positive 6 years after the
peak of 2008 (in 2014). Low real wage growth has added to deleveraging
14. Quarterly Report on the Euro Area, Vol, 14, No. 3, 2015.
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pressures; both public and private sectors have contained wage growth. Fiscal
consolidation during the last few years has also constrained domestic demand
(see below).
Differential export performance: credit and institutions mattered. An
important source of variation in growth performance in GIPS is export performance. Greece had the largest drop in exports (measured in constant US$)
in 2009 – almost double that of Portugal and four and a half times that of Ireland. Its average export growth rate in real terms was 0.3% during 2008-14,
compared with 3.6% for Ireland, 2.7% for Portugal and 2.1% for Spain. What
might explain these differences? All four countries diversified export destinations after the crisis, but Greece’s adjustment is remarkable in this measure
and far larger than that of comparators. The share of Greece’s exports to EU28
countries was the same as Ireland’s in 2007 (64%), but fell 25% between 2007
and 2014 (Figure 5). Ireland shows a similar trend with the share falling 14%.
Moreover, the top 5 export destinations in IPS amount to 60% of their exports,
whereas for Greece, the number is generally under 40% over the years. Spain
and Portugal differ from the other two in this regard- the share of their exports
going to the EU28 began a steady decline pre-crisis, but is still high (71% and
64%). Thus Greece was not only initially diversified in terms of trading partners relative to the other three countries, it also diversified faster in the wake
of the crisis.
Figure 5. Share of exports going to EU28 countries
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Figure 6. Insured export credit, real euros (billion)

Sources: Eurostat 01/21/2016], Berne Union via Joint BIS-OECDIMF-WB External Debt Hub.

In contrast, though Portugal’s most important trading partner is Spain, a
country with a banking crisis, Portugal has had much better export performance than Greece. Portuguese exports recovered immediately and have risen
9pp of GDP. Reforms to boost exports were important in Portugal (Gros et al.
(2014))15 and it has some strong partners in its top five destinations. Spain has
been held back by slow growth in France but, like Portugal, it has some strong
export destinations: Germany, the UK and USA. Exports of services have increased to mostly the US and UK whilst the share of exports going to the euro
area, declined by 7 percentage points since 2007 in value terms. Spain’s market share of world exports has risen in real (volume) terms, outperforming
most other EU countries (European Economy, 2015). The US, UK and Belgium remained the strongest export destinations for Ireland. Ireland is distinguished by the fact that 40% of its exports go to the UK and USA – the two
countries that rebounded the fastest from the financial crisis. It also exports to
other resilient non-euro countries such as Switzerland; Ireland’s export to
GDP ratio rose an amazing 32 pp during 2008-14.
Real exchange rate dynamics continue to be important. Recent IMF research (IMF, 2015d) finds that globally, a 10% real effective depreciation is
associated with a rise in net exports of 1.5 percent of GDP on average; however, there is substantial cross-country variation. Countries that have the greatest
slack - output below potential- and those with normally functioning domestic

15. Exports are about 30% of GDP. With 30% of GDP in exports, 6% growth in exports alone
would contribute 1.8% of GDP.
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financial sectors should get the largest effects from real depreciation. 16 From
2008 to 2013, Ireland had a 14.6% depreciation. By contrast, Spain had depreciation of 3.4% (2009), and Portugal 4.1%. Real exchange rate depreciation
provided a boost to Ireland’s exports from 2009 onward. Greece’s real exchange rate appreciated until 2011 and then depreciated 6% from 2011 to
2014.
However, real exchange rate dynamics are not the whole story. Financial
sectors were impaired in these countries. Export credit- indicating access to
trade finance- provides further insight into the differing export performance of
GIPS. As Figure 6 highlights, GIPS show substantial increases in export credit
during 2006 and 2007 while during 2008-09, export credits fell substantially in
GPS, - 13% /year on average, and much more than for the EU28 (7% on average). Only Ireland, whose economy is dominated by multinational corporations (that were presumably less affected by domestic financial market conditions), had a relatively small fall in export credits. The most striking differences occur in later years. During 2010-2012, at the height of the sovereign
debt crisis, trade finance fell around 30% a year in dollar terms for Greece,
while it fell a bit more than 1% per year in Portugal, and rose on average in
Ireland and Spain. This dramatic decline in trade finance is probably a significant reason for Greece’s poor export performance. Looking at levels compared
to 2007, Greece has less than half its original value (Portugal has 30% less and
Spain 20% less) in 2014. Only Ireland has more. The evolution of trade finance may also explain some of the diversification in partner countries; following the 2009 and 2010 crises, the share of Greece’s exports going to Turkey rose and Bulgaria, Italy, Cyprus and Germany were also in the top 5. The
US and UK shares dropped substantially.
Institutional factors also influence export performance. Bower et al (2014),
find that Greek exports are lower than they could be because of weak institutions. Examining institutional development indicators, Greece shows a large
deterioration since 2008, and worse than for any of the others. Mitsopolous et
al (2015), claim that rent-seeking and oligopolistic structures are the main factors holding back growth/exports in Greece. Other factors include adjusting to
new taxes: Greece had to raise excise taxes on energy substantially.
Anti-cyclical fiscal policy turns procyclical. At the start of the financial
crisis, in 2009, all four countries undertook expansionary fiscal policy. The
general government deficit to GDP ratio jumped dramatically in 2009 –
ranging from just over 15% in Greece to just under 10% in Portugal, reflecting
a jump in expenditures, a large decline in GDP, and a decline in revenues larg16. The effect varies between 0.5% and 3.1% of GDP. Their estimates refer only to the direct
effects of depreciation and does not include the impact of indirect effects such as, inflation
expectations and interest rate movements, domestic demand etc.
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er than the fall in GDP. Table 3a below shows that the budget deficit deteriorated 8.5, 14.1, 6.8 and 13 percentage points of GDP respectively for GIPS,
Ireland and Spain showing the worst deterioration during 2007-09 (both had
surpluses in 2007). In the case of Greece, questions regarding the credibility
and transparency of government and its commitment to reform, fueled by the
continual adjustment in its declared deficit during 2009 led to a sharp spike in
its risk premium (Featherstone, 2011). In mid –November 2009, the deficit
was revised to 12.7% of GDP from the initial value of 6% stated earlier in the
year. In April 2010, it was revised again to 13.6% of GDP and finally stands at
over -15% of GDP.
From 2009-14, except for the case of Ireland, where the deficit rose above
30% of GDP due to bank recapitalization expenditures, deficits have been falling, the total adjustment during 2009-14 was 11.6pp of GDP for Greece,17 9.9
for Ireland (not including recapitalization of banks; including it makes the adjustment from 2010, 28.4 pp), 5pp for Portugal and Spain. Table 3b below
shows primary fiscal balances. Ireland’s adjustment was comparably large, but
less front-loaded. (With stronger export performance, GDP also began rising
faster.) Greece’s adjustment shows “bumpiness”. A large deterioration is visible in 2013 when the other countries were showing improvements. This pattern (see structural deficit below) raises the question of whether a slower and
more consistent pattern of adjustment in Greece might not have been better in
terms of the eventual output cost. A slower adjustment may have been more
politically palatable and rendered market perceptions of “commitment” more
benign.
Table 3a. General government net lending (+) or net borrowing (-)
as a share of GDP (%)

*: weighted average.

Source: Eurostat. 05/16/2016.

The countries undertook substantial fiscal adjustments, and Greece has
done the most by some measures. Greece’s primary structural budget adjusted

17. The deficit fell 8.8pp between 2013 and 2014.
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9.6 pp of GDP in the four years 2010-2014, much more than the others 18 and
compared to 2.9 pp for the EU and 3.3 for the Eurozone (Tables 3c, 3d). In
terms of its structural deficit, and net of interest payments, Greece’s budget
was actually in better shape in every single year AND the pace of adjustment
was faster during 2010-2012. In 2013 alone, the structural primary deficit had
adjusted by a whopping 10.3pp. The heavily front-loaded Greek adjustment,
on the heels of the financial crisis induced recession, and tightening monetary
policy (the ECB raised its reference rate during this time (Figure 10a)), had all
the conditions for a strong negative impact on output.
Table 3b. General government primary fiscal balance (% of GDP)

*weighted average. Source: European Commission, Annual macro-economic database
Abstracting from the fall in GDP, and examining real changes in expenditures and revenues shows a similar story: Greece’s performance is striking. In
2010-2014, real expenditures fell by 35 percent- to a level lower than that in
2000. Only if the spike in bank related expenditures in 2010 is included, does
Ireland match this rate of decline. Without this item, Ireland’s expenditures
saw the lowest decline of the three and Spain’s the second highest (-11.6% and
-14.4% respectively). 19 Portugal had an even lower decline at 8.6%. Greece
also had the largest revenue decline since 2009 another indication that its post2009 fiscal adjustment has been very large. Portugal’s deficits continue to be
much higher relative to their magnitude in the pre-crisis period and the government began running arrears in 2014. 20 Spain’s deficit was still 5.9% in
2014 as revenues were weak- a much slower adjustment than Greece’s. Slower
fiscal adjustment probably partly explains the different output outcomes.
Debt ratios take longer to improve than they do to worsen. Despite these
efforts at fiscal consolidation, many years of increasing fiscal expenditures in
an environment of falling or volatile tax revenues and recession have played
18. Even with the 2014 deterioration.
19. If Ireland’s adjustment is taken from the 2010 peak, it is 36% and Portugal’s is 14.9%.
20. They were reduced by end 2014 and rose again in early 2015 (IMF, 2015f).
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havoc with the debt ratios of GIPS. Every country’s debt ratio is now around
100 or above (Table 4), but the increases in the debt ratios in seven years are
particularly striking, being 76, 84, 72 and 64 pp respectively. The increases are
spectacular in view of the dynamics of the preceding years when even with
high growth boosting tax revenues in Greece and Ireland and low interest rates
debt ratios fell a small amount (Spain, had a 22 pp decline); Portugal had a
small increase.
Table 3c. General government structural balance
as a share of potential GDP (%)

Table 3d. General government primary structural
balance as a share of potential GDP (%)

*: weighted average. **: median.
Note: Adjustment based on potential GDP excessive deficit procedure. Estimates start after 2014;
Source: European Commission, Annual macro-economic database [Last update 05/03/2016, extracted on 05/16/2016.]

Expansionary consolidation. The experience of these countries needs to
be viewed in relation to the debate on the effects of fiscal consolidation. In the
2008-09 crisis, policy debate centered on whether fiscal consolidations could
be expansionary when countries had high debt levels, market perceptions of
default risk were very high, and risk premia had jumped, constraining borrow-
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ing and investment.21 On the other side was the concern that fiscal consolidation would lead to such a sharp drop in output in the short term that debt sustainability could not be achieved by lowering deficits. Later, the debate moved
to the possibility of hysteresis, particularly with regional growth slowing
down. The debate on whether fiscal consolidations are expansionary is relevant to the extent that countries have a choice about the size and phasing of
consolidation packages; the role of official creditors is key to supporting a fiscal adjustment that is not so strong as to undermine medium-term growth prospects. Creditors may be short sighted, governments may lack commitment,
and Keynesian effects may be underestimated; in these instances, governments
are required to adopt more stringent consolidation packages than might be ideal in terms of the effect on output and employment over time.
Table 4. General government consolidated gross debt
as a share of GDP (%)

Source: Eurostat. [Last update 12/17/2015, extracted on 02/09/2016]

A number of studies have recently evaluated whether empirically nonKeynesian effects outweigh Keynesian ones, so that consolidations are expansionary. Non-Keynesian effects are more likely to be in evidence when risk
premia on government debt are reduced in response to fiscal consolidation that
lower public borrowing requirements. For example, tax increases at high levels of government indebtedness or a sustained reduction of government expenditures may lead to higher private wealth (Blanchard 1990, Sutherland
1997) and lower interest rates and improved business confidence. 22 In this
case, consumption and investment may both rise (Gavazzi et al 2000). Empirical work has uncovered some evidence of these effects. For example, Giavazzi
and Pagano (1996), Alesina and Ardagna (1998) among others, find a positive
relation between fiscal consolidation and output growth.

21. Related to this issue is the question of whether expansionary fiscal policy is effective
when government debt is already high.
22. Bertola and Drazen (1993), Perotti (1999) provide a theoretical perspective while Briotti
(2005) provide an overview.
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Research shows that exchange rates matter for expansionary consolidations. Research on expansionary consolidations also stresses the importance of
exchange rate depreciation in promoting exports and output during fiscal consolidation and raising the credibility of stabilizations; Denmark and Ireland (in
a previous episode) had depreciating currencies before their previous consolidation episodes. Examining fiscal adjustment in OECD countries, (Lambertini
and Tavares, 2003) find that successful adjustment (one where debt/GDP falls)
are preceded by large nominal depreciations. Depreciations have a significant
and quantitatively large impact on fiscal adjustment. IMF research also finds
that an exchange rate depreciation before the fiscal adjustment supports a successful adjustment. 23 GIPS did not have recourse to nominal exchange rate
depreciation. Research by Farhi et al (2011) and others considers situations in
which a fiscal devaluation may be used to simulate effects similar to an exchange rate devaluation. For example, an import tariff combined with an export subsidy could mimic a devaluation. 24 The authors do a calibration based
on the features of Spain’s economy in 2008, and measuring changes in welfare
by consumption changes, find fiscal devaluation to mimic a nominal devaluation in terms of welfare effects. The higher the wage rigidity, the larger the
benefits from a fiscal devaluation (either full or incomplete), relative to no intervention. However, none of the countries adopted this policy, instead, the
focus was on wage reductions to achieve internal devaluations. The consumption /aggregate demand effect of internal devaluation was underestimated.
Barkbu et al (2012) note that internal devaluations usually end up in drawn out
recessions.
Fiscal policy with high debt. Research (e.g., Ko, 2014) indicates that the
expansionary (contractionary) effect of tax reductions (increases) and expenditure increases (decreases) are muted when debt/GDP is high. Among other papers, Perotti (1999) shows that a higher level of debt makes fiscal consolidation more expansionary though Giavazzi et al (2000) find it does not. Gavazzi
et al (2000) examine the experiences of OECD countries (fiscal consolidation
episodes from GIPS are included) and find nonlinearities in the household response to tax increases. They find that when the public debt to income is low,
an increase in taxes increases national savings (Keynesian), but when it is
high, the response of national savings can be negative. They explain this by
concluding that households revise their expected net lifetime income upwards
and so they increase consumption. In general, however, the evidence on the
expansionary effect of contractions is weak (EU2006, IMF 2011) and Keynes23. In order to mimic a full fiscal devaluation, an investment subsidy and a capital income tax
are also needed (otherwise firms have an incentive to substitute labour for capital). Guajardo
et al (2011) find fiscal contractions to have contractionary effects on domestic demand in
OECD countries regardless of exchange rate systems.
24. There are instances where additional measures, such as a reduction in the consumption tax
and an increase in the income tax may be needed as well.
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ian effects on output are found to dominate. However, the higher the existing
risk premium on government debt (and the lower the multipliers), the more
likely is it that consolidations will be expansionary or less contractionary.
Disagreement on the size of the Keynesian multiplier. A number of papers have recently estimated fiscal multipliers for the four countries showing
how these vary substantially depending on the timeframe and method used.
Revisiting the conditions under which output multipliers are larger is important to understanding the impact of consolidation on GIPS. Ilzetski et al
(2011) examine the conditions under which Keynesian fiscal multipliers might
be expected to be larger. In their estimates using a sample of 44 countries, they
find that the effect of changes in government consumption is small in the immediate run, but in economies with fixed exchange rates or those that are
closed to trade, these multipliers are large over the long run. Baum et al (2012)
find that fiscal multipliers vary according to the business cycle- being larger in
downturns. Blanchard et al (2013) conclude that fiscal multipliers had been
underestimated in the IMF’s 2012 (WEO) projections in which they had assumed a multiplier of 0 .5 on average for advanced economies. The actual values were in the range 0.9-1.7 in the post financial recession period. Larger
values dominate when countries are in recession, when monetary policy is
constrained by the zero lower bound, when there is synchronized fiscal adjustment among a group of countries, and when there is substantial economic
slack.25 Christiano et al (2011) have shown that when the lower bound on the
nominal interest rate is binding, multipliers can be as large as 3. Alumna et al
(2010) find fiscal multipliers around 1.6 for 27 economies when the interest
rate was at or near the lower bound. A poorly functioning financial system
means that demand is more dependent on current income and multipliers are
larger (Eggertsson and Krugman, 2012). EC research on the topic, estimate
multipliers between 0.5-0.7 for a “balanced composition” adjustment.26 Clearly, the conditions under which multipliers are larger prevailed. Larger, frontloaded fiscal adjustment would have had a substantial negative effect on output in the short run, and possibly in the longer run too.
Did consolidations reduce risk perceptions? Figure 7 shows the evolution
of CDS spreads during and after the financial and sovereign debt crisis. The
adoption of fiscal consolidation programs did not reduce risk perceptions
when the packages were adopted. Though Ireland signed an MOU in December 2010 with creditors, and despite the fact that growth had resumed, CDS
spreads rose till mid-2011, fell, then rose in early 2012, when it was affected
25. Auerbach and Gorodnichenko, 2012; Batini, Callegari, and Melina, 2012; IMF, 2012b;
Woodford, 2011.
26. They find that where there are liquidity constrained households, multipliers tend to be
larger.
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by the EU recession. CDS spreads rose, though there was substantial fiscal
adjustment during 2010-2012. Portuguese spreads for example, peaked at over
1,400 basis points in late 2012, but have declined dramatically since then. Portugal has also enjoyed a public image that shows good relations with official
creditors and benefitted from a generalized decline in risk perceptions, a view
that government is committed to its package, and a global search for yield.
Spain is the only country whose spread actually fell soon after it obtained relief from the ESM. Fortuitously, it was around this time (July 2012) that the
ECB Governor definitively announced that the ECB would ensure the stability
of the Eurozone. The ECB announcement of 2012 and the adoption of further
reforms served to reduce spreads. The delayed response may be explained by
the following: (a) markets were not convinced that monetary conditions would
be conducive to recovery until 2012; (b) fiscal consolidation still had to be
implemented; (c) Eurozone growth was weak.
Expenditures: further adjustment needed? The two crises have left fiscal
policy composition changed. Figures 8a to 8d above shows the shift in the
composition of government expenditures over the years. Though most research finds that the multiplier effect on output is largest for capital expenditures, these are also the most likely to be cut during fiscal consolidation phases. Capital expenditures have fallen substantially in all four countries (60% for
Ireland and Spain- so that real capital expenditures are at their 2000 levels.
Social transfers rose before, during and after the crises, increasing their overall
share in expenditures. Only in Greece have they fallen since the sovereign crisis. An indication of how much fiscal flexibility the countries have lost in the
crisis is provided by the much higher share of interest expenditures in IPS. In
Greece, the share of interest expenditures rose until 2011, then fell as debt was
restructured so that its share is now much lower now, below the level of 2000
and comparable to that of Spain whose debt ratio is about half. In terms of its
impact on the economy however, Greece transfers 4% of GDP, as does Ireland. (Portugal transfers 5% and Spain, less). These high expenditures reflect
large increases in public debt (Table 4). GIPS are all above the Maastricht criterion of the 60% debt ratio.
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Figure 7. Sovereign credit default swap (CDS) spreads (basis points)

Values for Greece are on the right axis. Source: Bloomberg, CMA. Notes: Monthly data for 5year tenor.

Figure 8a. General government expenditure by function
(as a share of total general government expenditure, %)
Social transfers
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Figure 8b. General government expenditure by function
(as a share of total general government expenditure, %)
Compensation of employee

Figure 8c. General government expenditure by function
(as a share of total general government expenditure, %)
Capital expenditure27

27. Capital expenditures, ESA 2010 Definition
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Figure 8d. General government expenditure by function
(as a share of total general government expenditure, %)
Interest payment

Source: Eurostat. [Last update: 12/17/2015, extracted on: 01/14/2016]

Taxes: telling differences in structure and collection. Tax structures and
rates have been changed in all countries (Figures 9a-9c). GIPS raised VAT
rates to bolster revenues, with Spain having the largest adjustment over time.
Excise taxes were also increased in all four countries. Importantly, property
taxes were changed too, with all four instituting or expanding their property/wealth tax regimes. Ireland and Spain did not alter their corporate tax rates
through personal income tax rates have also increased in all countries, with
Ireland making a large adjustment. Ireland, with a smaller government and
better tax collection, has much lower income tax rates and social contributions
than the others. Greece stands out for its non-monotonic behavior with respect
to tax policy. The Greek government reduced the corporate and personal income tax rates in 2010, only to raise them substantially as the crisis hit them
later. Personal income tax rates fell shortly thereafter again, whilst corporate
taxes rose by 2013.
In terms of tax revenue structure, despite the fact that corporate and personal income tax rates are much lower for Ireland than for Greece or Portugal,
these together account for a much larger share of revenues in Ireland (40%)
than in Greece (24%) or Portugal (31%). Spain’s tax rates are higher, and the
share is also higher. These higher shares for income and corporate taxes, probably reflect their better tax collection capability and/ or threshold or exemption
effects. Greece and Portugal rely more heavily on indirect taxes. Spain has the
highest share of social security contributions in revenues and Greece and Portugal have the highest share from indirect taxes, particularly the VAT (which
are easier to collect than income taxes). Where high tax rates in GPS are resulting in a relatively low share of revenues in taxes improving collection, reducing exemptions, or increasing the base would help. At the same time, con-
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sideration should be given to the incentives provided by the current tax structures on labor (Figure 9d). Table 5 shows a measure of efficiency in tax collection, comparing tax collections as expected from application of statutory
rates and actual collection. The most “efficient” is Ireland, followed by Portugal and Spain. With relatively lower statutory income tax rates, Ireland has
higher corporate income taxes relative to GDP than either Spain or Greece.
Table 5. Efficiency of tax collection, 2008, %

1.
2.
3.

Ratio of the revenue from value added taxes to private consumption.
Ratio of revenue from employers’ social security contributions to compensation of
employees.
Employer’s social security contributions. Source: OECD Economic Surveys: Greece.
August, 2011.

Figure 9a. Standard Value Added Tax Rate (%)
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Figure 9b. Corporate Income Tax Rate (%)

Figure 9c. Personal Income Tax Rate for Average Wage Earners (%)

Figure 9d. Social security contributions as a share of total taxation (%)

Source: OECD Revenue Statistics - Comparative tables, 5/16/2016
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Monetary Policy: a slow awakening, delaying recovery. Since the beginning of the crisis in 2007, the ECB and intervened to stabilize financial markets: the ECB’s primary mandate is price stability.28 The main tool through
which the ECB affects monetary policy is the refinancing rate it charges banks
on short term loans. However, like other central banks, post- 2009, it also
changed the size and composition of its balance sheet through direct interventions, engaging in both credit easing (to improve the transmission of monetary
policy in specific markets) and quantitative easing (to provide additional accommodation when short term interest rates are effectively zero or negative),
when its traditional policy tools have not been sufficient to bring normalcy
into financial markets and inflation expectations. 29 Before the sovereign debt
crisis struck in 2010, the ECB had already cut its main refinancing rate by 325
basis points, down to 1%. 30 31 It also launched its Covered Bond Purchase
Programme (CBPP). In comparison, the Fed’s balance sheet expanded at
around the same rate in 2008-09, but thereafter, Fed and ECB policies diverged. ECB policy was relatively tight (Figures 10a, 10b) when GIPS entered
the sovereign crisis.
In 2010, in response to the sovereign debt crisis, the ECB launched its Securities Market Programme (SMP) and the European Financial Stability Facility (ESFS) was announced by the European Council. SMP purchases 32 began in 2010, and were mostly effective during May 2010 and end 2011; in
2010, the ECB bought Greek, Irish and Portuguese bonds and by 2011, it was
buying Spanish bonds. However, SMP purchases were sterilized to avoid the
risk of inflation and the ECB monetary base did not increase for a year, between July 2010 and July 2011, even though the sovereign debt crisis had begun (see also Fawley et al, 2013).
Between January and August 2011, SMP purchases were put on hold. ECB
hesitation in policymaking was interpreted as the ECB not doing enough to
ward off speculation (Panico, 2013). In addition, to counter rising inflation in
core countries, the ECB raised its reference rate twice (Rodriguez and Carrasco (Sept 2014), though its reference rate was already higher than that of the
US Fed, the BOJ or the BOE (Figure 10b). The Fed’s balance sheet expanded
much faster than the ECB’s until end-2011. The ECB’s balance sheet expand28. In contrast, the Fed has an explicit dual mandate: price stability and full employment. The
Fed has also had a wide range of supervisory and regulatory powers over financial institutions
and activities (http://www.federalreserve.gov/pf/pdf/pf_5.pdf).
29. ECB 2015a has a detailed treatment of the ECB’s various policies.
30. See also Fawley and Neeley, 2013, Micossi, 2015 for a full discussion.
31. Both its short term and long term operations were granted on a full allotment, fixed rate
basis and the maturity was gradually extended from 3 months to 12 months by 2009.
32. The SMP allowed the ECB to buy distressed sovereign bonds in secondary markets.
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ed again at end-2011, before contracting in 2013 and 2014, after the second
recession. The series of events indicates a degree of inconclusiveness in ECB
policymaking that would not have strengthened market confidence in the economic outlook of the crisis countries. Monetary policy was tightened, even
though growth remained elusive, unemployment remained high in Europe,
particularly in the periphery.
Predictably, the measures adopted by the ECB did not succeed in lowering
risk premia in financial markets; they rose. As seen in the case of Greece, any
policy package, whether it be adopted by a sovereign or supranational authority, must be adopted in a consistent and comprehensive, rather than stop and go
manner, if it is to boost confidence in financial markets. Changes in policies
should be in response to changed economic conditions rather than political
pressures, and seen as supporting the output response. At the same time, in
Oct. 2011, European heads of state and governments decided that banks would
have to adopt a 9% regulatory capital ratio. Eurozone banks were now required to raise their regulatory capital. 33 Meeting this requirement was difficult for banks and the ECB tried to counter the added stress by reducing reserve requirements (from 2% to 1%) and it announced another CBPP, the 36
month Long Term Refinancing Operations, and finally the Outright Monetary
Transactions –OMT- in September 2012 to replace the SMP 34 The ECB also
announced that it would do all it could to support banks.
From end-2013 onwards, the ECB faced a new problem: deflation. Demand remained low as private sector deleveraging set in. To counter deflation,
the ECB adopted new measures. For the first time, in mid- 2013, it began giving forward guidance to markets and it cut its reference rate by 25 basis points
in November 2013. Finally, by the latter half of 2014, the ECB’s reference rate
matched the federal funds rate (Figure 10a). From June 2014, it introduced
another series of measures to combat deflation, and by January of 2015, the
ECB had launched its 60 billion euros of quantitative easing (QE) per month,
buying private and government securities (Figure 10b).

33. Micossi (2015). The increased capital requirements amounted to about 100 billion euros.
34. The OMT was designed such that the ECB would only purchase sovereign bonds of those
who had aid from the ESM and abided by its conditions. It targeted short term bonds and was
held up because Germany challenged this policy as monetary financing of sovereigns to which
it was opposed.
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Figure10a. Official interest rates (%)

Figure 10b. Balance sheets, FED and ECB (Trillions $/Euros)

Definitions
Fed,
Federal
funds
(effective)
rate;
http://www.federalreserve.gov/releases/h15/data.htm.ECB, European Central Bank, Main refinancing
operations
interest
rate;
https://www.ecb.europa.eu/stats/monetary/rates/html/index.en.html.BoJ, Bank of Japan, The
Basic
Discount
Rate
and
Basic
Loan
Rate.
http://www.statsearch.boj.or.jp/ssi/html/nme_R020MM.11398.20151212051539.02.html.BoE, Bank of England, Official Bank Rate; http://www.bankofengland.co.uk/boeapps/iadb/repo.asp
Note: Weekly data. Micossi (2015) and ECB and Federal Reserve Bank of St. Louis.
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The prolonged period of distress in Eurozone financial markets and the
ECB’s role in sovereign debt crises has lessons. In comparison with the central
banks of the other major financial markets, the ECB was slow to act even
though the financial crisis, recession, and the sovereign debt crisis had successively cast severe blows to a number of countries and regional and global
growth recoveries were weak. On several occasions, it responded with
measures that did not create the liquidity or confidence financial markets
needed to stabilize. Differing conditions prevailing in the members of the Eurozone stymied policymaking and prolonged the effects of the crises. The ECB
continually interpreted and redefined what it was precisely able to do whilst
staying within the guidelines of its founding treaty, but a lack of agreement on
important principles at times of crisis and an overly strong concern for inflation when economies were just recovering from the shock of 2009, arguably
dampened growth prospects, weakened investor confidence and retarded the
recovery. Supranational authorities tend to face dilemmas the countries they
represent experience different economic conditions; this phenomenon is hardly
new. To be effective in policymaking, authorities must decide whether to customize policies to the needs of the “average” country, the countries doing better than the average, or those undergoing economic crises. In view of the long
term dangers to all members, staving off crises should probably get most attention.
Monetary policy transmission in varying contexts. Another complicating
factor was that ECB policy impact was affected by the structure of the financial system in each country. These included the degree of market competition,
asymmetric information, high volatility and uncertainty, rising credit risk, or
on the consumer side, costs for bank switching. For example, in a study of interest rate pass through in Portugal, Rocha (2012) finds that there is incomplete long run pass through from interbank rates (an indicator of the monetary
policy stance) to corporate lending rates in the long run, The ECB, studying
the four largest euro area countries, France, Germany, Italy and Spain, has also
found that policy rate cuts since late 2011 have broadly lowered interest rates
to NFCs in France and Germany but, the pass- through has been much less in
the other two countries studied, Spain and Italy, though in 2008-09, bank lending rates in these countries tracked the ECB’s main refinancing rate closely. 35
In situations of high debt, the pass-through of monetary policy is also affected
(see debt section). These experiences indicate that to maximize the intended
effect of monetary policy, policymakers need to address structural aspects of a
country’s financial (and fiscal) system at the same time as monetary policy is
changed.

35. More competitive financial sectors, alternative sources of finance, good enforcement procedures, good growth prospects would reduce lending rates.
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Smaller financial sector; less foreign presence. The links between sovereign and banking crises are demonstrated first in Ireland. During the 2008 financial crisis, the authorities in Ireland responded to the revelation of problems in banks by proposing a blanket guarantee. Thus, Ireland put its public
finances under a huge strain and its risk premium jumped. Strained public finances put additional pressure on the financial system. Since 2008-09, Ireland
has restructured, recapitalized and downsized its domestic banks, liquidating
the banks that were insolvent.36 At the same time, Ireland’s public debt ratio
jumped so that Ireland still has elevated premia relative to the non-crisis countries. Domestic banking sector assets have come down from 305% of GDP at
end -2010 to about 138% of GDP in 2014. After the twin crises, foreign banking collapsed in Ireland – assets fell from 485% of GDP in 2009 to 128% in
2014. Greece lost most of its foreign banks- these assets fell from 44% to 6%
of GDP. Surprisingly, overall banking sector assets in real euros have been
mostly stable in Greece. Though there is negligible presence of foreign banks,
there has been almost complete substitution towards domestic banks during
2009-2014. The Spanish banking sector shows the same phenomenon except
the decline in foreign banking has been less dramatic and the sector was small
to begin with (fell from 30% of GDP to 22%). In Portugal, both domestic and
foreign banks had retrenched for an overall decline of 45pp. 37
In the aftermath of the financial crisis, domestic credit to the private sector
as a ratio of GDP fell in all countries during 2009-14.38 Surprisingly, the decline in credit from all sources was the highest in Spain, closely followed by
Greece, both over 17% (in billion euros). When credit from domestic banks
only is considered, Ireland, with its very large financial sector, tops the list
with a 45% decline, followed by Spain with a 30% decline in credit provision.
However, overall credit growth is not the whole story. 39 Whilst net credit
growth may be negative for large segments of the population, there is diversity
among banks, firms and individuals. Also, some firms borrow directly from
the international market; capital market financing, (particularly debt financing)
is generally limited to a very small subset of firms in each country. 40 Total
36. The fiscal cost of Ireland’s bank recapitalization could have been limited by doing a better
assessment of banking health and viability and bailing in senior unsecured creditors (IMF
2015).
37. The non-bank financial sector, the largest in Ireland, also collapsed.
38. Typically credit growth is expected to lag the recovery in economic activity, even though
narrower monetary aggregates may recover.
39. In Spain, for example, overall credit is still declining (IMF CR 15/232), but the pace has
slowed and new credit is being extended outside real estate and construction.
40. Didier Brandao, Levine and Schmuckler, 2015, show that in the median country, only
about 20 listed firms per year issue securities in either their domestic capital market or in an
international financial centre. Moreover, the median equity issuing firm is twice as large as the
median non-equity issuing firm and the median bond issuing firm is more than 36 times as
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financing is falling at a slower rate than domestic financing as firms with capital market access are borrowing abroad. Distressed domestic markets end up
constraining those firms that are less likely to get credit on international markets. (EC, 2015).41
The ECB’s modus operandi changed substantially as a result of the twin
crises and it now has direct supervisory authority over systemically important
banks in the Eurozone (the Single Supervisory Mechanism oversees 130
banks); about 3,500 banks remain supervised by national authorities. Most recently, in January 2016, it also adopted the Single Resolution Mechanism,
which is centered on a Single Resolution Board, endowed with a Single Resolution Fund. However, national authorities, not the SRB will oversee implementation (Veron 2016) of bank resolution. The ECB’s focus on systemic
banks is an important step forward. An EU-wide deposit insurance system is
now under consideration. An effective resolution process is critical to a fast
recovery from crises; if these measures succeed in speeding up resolution of
crises, they will have gone a long way.
Financial sectors still need help. In Ireland, several years of recession
have taken their toll on banks. Nonperforming loans are still high at around
25% and the phasing in of new capital requirements will be a challenge. Ireland’s deterioration was dramatic as it recorded a 0.6 ratio of nonperforming
loans in 2007.42 During the first half of 2014, banks began making profits for
the first time since 2008. However, banks have yet to restructure their household and SME debt which, at end- 2013, accounted for 60% of the NPL stock.
Unsurprisingly, Greece’s banks are in the worst position when considering the
ratio of nonperforming loans- estimated at over 33% in 2014, rising from 4.6%
in 2007 Gross NPLs in GIPS are shown in Figure 11. High as they are, NPLs
are not the whole story. Table 6 shows Gross Nonperforming Exposure, a
measure that includes both on and off balance sheet liabilities (not considering
the impact of collateral, which would reduce net exposure). 43 Among the
countries listed, Ireland and Greece are in the most vulnerable position after
Cyprus. Of particular note is the fact that Greece is the only one among the
four where retail (including household debt) NPLs are higher than corporate

large as the median non issuing firm. Of the few debt and equity issuers, the top 5 firms receive 66% of the funds raised through bonds and over 77% of the funds raised through equity.
41. For example, SMEs in Spain (for loans below 1 million euros) since end 2013.
42. IMF (2015g).
43. The NPL data are reported on a consolidated basis for banking groups and include the value of collateral; the NPE data use locational data on impaired loan exposures and are weighted
by total assets.
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ones. 44 Portugal (under 11% NPLs) and Spain (under 10%) have also seen
very large increases since the crisis. Spain and Portugal are also above the median in terms of the NPL ratio. A recent study (Mody and Wolff, 2015) finds
that small and medium sized banks holding about half of the euro area’s assets
could be a significant source of systemic instability in case of a negative
shock- GIP continue to be vulnerable.
A new IMF report assessing the constraints to NPL resolution finds that
poor supervision, legal obstacles and distressed debt markets are all contributing to slow resolution of problem loans (Aiyar et al, 2015).45 Delay in resolution has high costs: high NPL ratios tend to constrain the monetary policy
transmission mechanism on the one hand and the demand for credit by firms
(and investment by firms), on the other. The study finds that NPL resolution
could lead to a substantial increase in loanable funds, particularly for Ireland
and Spain. In fact, as a ratio to GDP, loanable funds could increase as much as
10% of GDP for Greece, and 9% for Ireland. 46 A recent study of the Portuguese experience (Iyer et al, 2013) finds that bank fundamentals have amplified the impact of liquidity shocks. Moreover, banks that were more stressed
(borrowed more before) tended to hoard the additional liquidity provided by
the ECB.47 During the freeze of the European interbank market, banks that relied more on interbank borrowing before the crisis, decreased their credit supply, particularly towards smaller and younger firms with weaker banking relationships (as measured by credit volume before the crisis)48. They also find
that this period of bank illiquidity had a stronger effect on credit supply in
banks that had a higher ratio of non-performing loans.
Credit access, firm size and real effects. The decline of the banking sector
and associated credit crunch tends to have a disproportionate effect on smaller
and younger firms. SMEs account for 99% of all euro area firms, employ
around 2/3 of the workforce and generate around 60% of value added on aver-

44. This is also true for some other EU countries, but the ratio in Greece is a multiple of these
other countries’ ratios as shown in the table.
45. They find that in the EU, NPLs stood at over 9% of the region’s GDP at end-2014, more
than double the level of 2009.
46. The analysis assumes there is a 5% haircut is due to factors such as the effectiveness of
debt enforcement and the rate of return demanded by distressed debt investors, among other
things. However, if these costs are very high, the capital relief may end up being negative!
Thus, structural reforms are critical to reduce the cost of NPL resolution.
47. There is both a theoretical literature and recent empirical literature that shows that banks
hoard liquidity during crisis periods, e.g., Acharya et al 2011, 2012.
48. A 10% higher interbank borrowing before the crisis leads to a further 4% reduction in firm
credit availability during the crisis.
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age (ECB, July 2014).49 In Germany and Ireland, they account for half of value-added and in Italy, Spain and Portugal, more than 65%. The ECB finds that
short term lending rates (spreads) for loans to SMEs 50 increased relative to
other loans. 51 Younger and smaller firms in Portugal, for example, which also
tend to be the more entrepreneurial ones were unable to substitute credit at
other firms and thus faced a credit constraint, unlike larger firms (Iyer et al
2013). Balduzzi et al (2013), in a study of the 2008-09 financial crisis and the
2011 sovereign debt crises in Italy, find that higher funding costs for banks
meant that young and small client firms faced higher borrowing costs, borrowed less and thus invested less, and hired fewer workers. At the aggregate
level, that the 2008, and especially, the 2011 crisis lead to sizable reductions in
the level and the allocative efficiency of capital accumulation and employment
growth. The Italian experience carries important insights into the implications
for other European countries where banks are the primary providers of finance
for corporates. In a study of US banks (Santos, 2010) it is found that loan
spreads increased more for banks with larger losses, those which faced higher
capital requirements, and more for borrowers that were bank-dependent, than
for those that were not dependent on them. Moreover, loans made during the
crisis period are larger on average; larger firms, which tend to be safer (they
were older firms, had higher interest coverage, lower leverage and higher profits), took these loans. A recent study of low productivity growth in the UK
cites bank forbearance as a channel by which delayed financial sector restructuring may distort resource allocation between firms (see also Caballero et al
2008). Credit constraints dampen the productivity enhancing effects of job reallocation (Riley et al 2015).
Private sector debt; firm and household perspectives on the demand for
credit
The condition of household balance sheets affected the intensity and duration of the macroeconomic impact of the crisis. ECB (2014b) examines how
household financial conditions and asset price evolution together provide insights into how interest rate developments may affect consumption of households. Defining households to be in distress if (a) household income net of
taxes, debt payments and basic living costs is negative and (b) debt flow over
time is greater than the household’s liquid assets, they find very high levels of
household distress in Spain, Greece and Portugal. Deleveraging started earlier
among Irish households than among corporations so that the household
49. SME contribution varies from sector to sector, ranging from 24% in energy to more than
80% in construction and real estate.
50. They use the category of small loans (up to I million euros to approximate for loans to
SMEs).
51. They also find that as firms become larger, banks become less important. Financially constrained firms replaced bank credit with loans from related firms or family and friends .
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debt/GDP ratio started declining in early 2010 while corporate indebtedness
continued to rise for another two years. In all countries, the debt /equity ratio
is falling and in all countries except Greece, the debt to disposable income ratio has been falling (Table 7). The EC estimates that the additional deleveraging need is about 30% of GDP for the private sector.52 Rising house prices will
help households; in Ireland and Portugal prices started increasing again in
2013, and in Spain as late as mid- 2014. In fact, Ireland is beginning to see
some large increases in 2014-2015, amounting to 14% per quarter. Greece
continues to suffer from house price declines.
Figure 11. Gross NPLs, 2008-2014 (% of total loans)

Table 6. Gross Nonperforming Exposure (NPE)
(asset-weighted average; % of total assets, 2014)

Ireland
Greece
Spain
Portugal
Belgium
France
Finland

Total
32.2
25.3
12.2
7.9
3.4
3.2
1.7

Corporate
50.2
23.2
18.8
11.1
5.1
2.9
1.8

Retail
21.7
26.9
6.8
5.7
2.4
3.4
1.6

% of
GDP
40.9
25.4
9.1
7.3
2.3
2.7
0.9

Source: Aiyar et al (2015).Note: 2015 values are used for all countries, except for
France (2013) and Finland (2012), Italy (2014), Germany (2014) and Luxembourg
(2014).Source: International Monetary Fund, Global Financial Stability Report and
Financial Soundness Indicators.

52. Intra-group cross border lending is very high in Ireland where multinational activity is
much greater than in the other countries. The difference between consolidated and nonconsolidated debt is around 26%, but even then debt is high.
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A complex relationship between financial sector growth and economic
development. Finance is a critical input to investment and firms’ growth yet
the financial system’s growth needs to be managed so that its contributions do
not destabilize economies. Easterly et al (2000), and Islam (2016) among others show that there are limits to the consumption smoothing abilities of financial systems. Volatility in growth increases when credit systems are very large.
Arcand et al (2011) find a nonlinear impact of banking depth on growth, as
depth increases to very high levels, the additional impact on growth becomes
weaker. Research has found that when private credit outstanding exceeds 110
percent of GDP, the marginal effect of additional financial sector deepening
on economic activity becomes negative, both at the economy and industry level. Cecchetti and Kharroubi (CK, 2012) show that when private credit grows
to the point where it exceeds GDP growth, it becomes a drag on productivity
growth. CK also show that where the financial sector has represented more
than 3.5% of total employment, further increases in financial sector size tend
to be detrimental to growth. In their empirical work on advanced countries
covering the past three decades, they find that compared with a situation
where the financial sector’s share in employment is stable, financial booms
(employment growth of 1.6% per year) reduce growth in aggregate GDP per
worker by roughly one half of 1 percentage point. The authors claim that during 1995-99, for example, the Irish financial sector’s share in total employment (3.84%) was near the maximizing value, but rose to more than 5% in the
next five years. They estimate that Irish trend GDP per worker growth could
have been as much as 0.4pp higher over the past decade, if employment
growth had been slower in finance. They also estimate that had financial sector employment been constant in Ireland and Spain, during the five years, beginning in 2005, the decline in Ireland’s GDP would have been 1.4pp lower
and in Spain, 0.6pp lower during the crisis. 53
Table 7. Debt of households as a percentage of net disposable income

Source: OECD, Financial Indicators [Data extracted on 05/17/2016]. Includes Nonprofit institutions serving households.
This indicator is measured as a percentage of NDI. Data are under System of National Accounts (SNA 1993) for all countries except for Australia and United States (SNA 2008).

53. Several other papers find that too large a financial sector may enhance GDP volatility (e.g.
Easterly et al 2000).
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The reasons that researchers have given for the negative correlation between too fast financial sector growth and productivity growth are instructive.
Cecchetti and Kharroubi (2015, BIS WP 490) examine two reasons: the disproportionate benefit given to low productivity/high collateral sectors by
banks and the possible misallocation of resources such as skilled labor. They
contend that high productivity sectors tend to be more innovative (and more
risky sectors); thus, projects in these sectors tend to have higher collateral risk.
When funding costs are low, entrepreneurs have an incentive to invest in projects with higher pledgeability but lower productivity, reducing their demand
for skilled labor, while entrepreneurs that hire skilled labor tend to invest more
in low pledgeability and high return projects (often with more R&D).
Another branch of research (Angeles, 2015) finds that credit expansion to
households is not associated with growth and contends that fast credit growth
to the household sector is more likely to beget financial crises. Credit expansion to households tends to encourage borrowing financed consumption or investment in real estate; at the same time, savings may decline as liquidity constraints fall. Islam (2016) finds that manufacturing sector growth is adversely
affected by increases in the relative importance of household credit and that
financial sectors contribute to consumption and GDP smoothing up to a point.
When they are too large, they are associated with increased volatility. IMF
(2006) also warns against the current account impacts of household credit expansion and the risks associated with household debt during downturns. 54
Moreover, banking sector depth, and financial sector deepening in general has
differential growth effects across countries, depending on income per capita,
the quality of bank supervision and openness to trade (Barajas, et al, IMF
WP/13/130).55 Recent research by Benigno et al (2015) find that the shares of
employment in both investment and manufacturing drop during periods of
large capital inflows and credit growth. In their sample of countries, they find
that though investment reallocation across sectors is a general phenomenon
that occurs over time, the reallocation of labor occurs specifically swiftly during episodes that begin when international liquidity, proxied by low US interest rates, is high. Spain is cited as a typical economy that demonstrates this
phenomenon. They also find that the stronger the shift of labor out of manufacturing during the capital inflow period, the sharper the contraction after the
crisis.
The main conclusion is that incentives to increase consumption by borrowing based on inflated estimation of permanent income (and wealth) should be
muted. Tax systems, in addition to financial regulations, should be revisited
54. Note that they find that the ratio of household debt to private debt is mostly stable across
countries, though household debt starts to increase later. The average share is around 35%.
55. Arcand et al (2012). Phillipon and Reshef (2012, 2013) discuss the large earnings premium in finance- an explanation for the labour reallocation to finance.
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with a view to avoid fast debt build-up. Asset booms make debtors look more
creditworthy to lenders, but they also make debtors overestimate permanent
income (wage increases, income from assets, employment opportunities are
inflated during these times). An attempt to finance spending through financial
markets, may therefore lead to consumption volatility or GDP volatility and
lower growth over the longer run.
Business climate and governance: when policy, institutions and perceptions follow each other. In comparative terms, Ireland, by far the richest country in the group has always had the best business climate and governance performance and Greece the worst. Portugal and Spain fall in between and their
performances mirror each other’s. Figure 12a-12d below shows GIPS’s most
recent global competitiveness ranking (GCR) and other related measures and
their recent evolution. Of note is the fact that all countries in this group have
relatively worse performance than they did at the beginning of the 2000s (on
most measures, Portugal and Spain had deteriorated by 2007/8), as shown by
their world rankings, though in many cases, they undertook reforms. Only Ireland shows improvements in some aspects by 2008. On almost all measures of
institutional quality, Greece shows dramatically worsening worldwide ranking
since the early 2000s. Indicators of government effectiveness, rule of law, regulatory quality, the strength of auditing and accounting, resolving insolvency
and, in particular, corruption, show a wide difference with the other countries
and a much worse deterioration.
Since 2012, however, some indicators show that Greece’s relative performance is improving as a result of policy changes. For example, the doing
business indicator shows the largest improvement in Greece and Portugal’s
relative rankings and a deterioration in Ireland’s and Spain’s. The OECD’s
product market regulation index also show an improvement for Greece. Despite, these selected improvements in GPS, they clearly have a substantial reform agenda ahead. 56 Table 8 below shows how GPS compare with other
countries at similar or lower GDP per capita on important measures of institutional quality, such as corruption and how their performance has evolved in
comparison with these countries. There are many countries that do better at
lower GDP per capita on several measures and Portugal outperforms Greece,
despite being poorer.
Poor business environment, large productivity dispersion. Another structural issue provides insights into GPS’s business environments and why they
need to be improved: a large share of small, low productivity firms. The average size of firms is smaller than in other European countries. Over 90% of
56. IMF staff count 494 distinct structural reform actions to achieve 73 reform objectives.
Half of the actions focused on the public sector, 1/3 on product markets, and the remaining
were split between labour and financial markets (country report 15/127).
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Table 8. GDP per capita and Governance

1. Percentile Rank (0 lowest rank, 100 highest rank). Sources: The World Bank;
World Development Indicators, Worldwide Governance Indicators, The World
Bank Doing Business Report 2007.

firms have less than 9 employees (micro firms) and more than half of the
workers are employed in firms with fewer than 50 employees (comparable
numbers are 23% of workers in Germany, and 32% in France). The smaller
firms are less productive and more labor intensive; moreover, more than 85%
of total exports in European countries are from the largest 5000 companies.
(European Economy, OP 216, June 2015). Obstacles that prevent firms growing to take advantage of economies of scale are believed to hamper output
growth, particularly in export markets. (IMF 2015c). For example, in Spain,
the productivity gap between small and large firms is very large. Yet low
productivity firms stay in business- when they might exit or make productivity
enhancing investments. Obstacles to growth may be regulatory, for example,
size dependent thresholds in business regulation, labor regulations or financial
constraints. Productivity growth will remain low unless firms can reallocate
resources more easily and grow.
Large losses in employment, lower labor intensity of GDP. By 2014, LFP
had fallen steeply in Ireland (4pp) and Portugal (3pp) compared to 2007 levels. Yet, at the same time, unemployment rates rose steeply, though levels differed- the most in Greece, from 8.4% in 2007 to 27.5% by 2013 (229% rise),
where output also fell the most. Remarkably, the increase in the UE rate in
Spain, where the decline in growth was much lower than that in Greece was
similarly astronomical- rising from 8.2% to 26.1% by 2013 (217%). UE rates
also rose similarly in Ireland and Portugal (198% -since 2006 and 218% since
2008-respectively), though, with labor force participation falling steeply, the
levels were lower. When GDP growth became positive in 2014, all countries
UE rates fell between 1 and 2 percentage points. Ireland’s growth recovery in
2014, close to 5%, was impressive compared with that of the others being
more than 4-5 times greater and occurred much earlier. However, its unem-
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ployment rate continued to increase until 2013 as the link between growth and
employment changed from that in the pre-crisis period.
Figure 12a. Global competitiveness ranking

Source: World Economic Forum, Global Competitiveness Reports
Note: Higher rank means less cumbersome regulation

Figure 12b. Resolving insolvency ranking

Source: The World Bank, Ease of Doing Business Database.

Figure 12c. Control of corruption score

Note: Percentile rankings (0 lowest rank, 100 best performance)
Source: The World Bank, Worldwide Governance Indicators.
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Figure 12d. Product market regulation

Note: Among 34 OECD members, higher rank (lower number) means less regulation.
Source: OECD

In response to high unemployment / low employment rates, all four countries have changed labor regulations (Figures 13a, b, c). Yet, despite these reforms, except for Ireland, the countries’ rankings on a number of measures
such as flexibility in wage determination, and overregulation in hiring and firing practices worsened relative to other countries during the financial and sovereign debt crises. The Fraser Institute’s indicator of labor market regulation
shows GPS to have fallen in ranking since the mid-2000s and since 2007,
though Portugal and Spain improved somewhat in 2011. Improvements in
some categories (e.g. redundancy costs and hiring and firing practices) took
off in 2012. Ireland consistently performs well relative to GPS, having improvements sooner and also of a greater magnitude in most respects.
Portugal stands out in having the highest redundancy costs pre-crisis, a fact
that goes some way in explaining its very poor employment performance pre
and post crisis. Relative to 2006, each country reduced severance costs by 7080% approximately. Increased flexibility in labor regulations during years of
poor/negative growth, such as the significant drop in severance payments
(Figure 13d) helps to explain some of the labor shedding that occurred during
the recovery period.
The long term cost of unemployment. High unemployment and low
growth has persisted in this crisis. Blanchard et al (2015) looking at 122 recessions over the past 50 years in 23 countries find that, for 2/3 of the cases, recessions have been followed by lower output relative to trend and even lower
growth in many cases. They contend that the probability of hysteresis argues
for more aggressively expansionary monetary and fiscal policies. They also
find that the elasticity of inflation with respect to the unemployment rate has
increased over time, in the aftermath of crises. The implication of this change
would be that monetary policy should put more emphasis on the unemploy-
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ment gap rather than on inflation as the focus on inflation becomes more costly in terms of foregone output. Other studies suggest that financial crises can
permanently reduce potential output by 1.5-4%, though per capita growth can
eventually return to the pre-crisis rate (e.g. Furceri and Mourougane, 2009).
However, the time it takes to return to the previous path is uncertain and empirical studies find that capital and employment suffer enduring losses relative
to trend. For example, in the countries they analyze, Hobza et al (2009) find
that employment does not recover even after 10 years. Fatas and Summers
(2016) find that the fiscal consolidations, investment decline and sustained
unemployment of the post-2008 period have had large effects on potential
output.
Overestimating potential output and fiscal space. In pre-crisis years, potential output was overestimated as estimates generally did not take into account financial factors that affect economic cycles (e.g. property prices).57 For
example, in 2007, the EC measured the output gap in Spain to be 2% of potential output. Borio et al (2013) find this to be an overestimate of the gap. They
calculate a “finance-neutral” measure of potential output and find the positive
output gap for Spain to have been 4-5% of potential GDP in 2007. Using alternative methodology, but including financial factors, Alberola et al (2013)
finds the output gap to have been 6%. Conversely, while the EC estimate of
the output gap was -4% in 2011, Borio et al have an estimate of -2% and the
OECD -3%. Using these measures of potential output and adjusting fiscal expenditures and revenues for asset price booms, would have indicated a much
less rosy structural budget balance (see above).
Figure 13a. Labor market regulation rank
(higher rank means less regulation)

57. (IMF Selected Issues, July 2014, CR 14/193).
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Figure 13b. Flexibility of wage determination rank
(1= most flexible)

Figure 13c. Hiring and firing practices rank

Figure 13d. Redundancy costs (weeks of salary)

Source: a.: Fraser Institute, Economic Freedom of the World Database, b-c-d: World Economic Forum, Global Competitiveness Index. The redundancy cost indicator measures the cost of
advance notice requirements, severance payments and penalties due when terminating a redundant worker, expressed in weeks of salary.
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5. CONCLUSIONS
Seven years after the 2008 financial crisis, economic recovery is still fragile. Adjustments in fiscal, monetary, structural and financial sector policies are
still needed. Fiscal positions are weak, with substantially elevated debt ratio.
Fiscal a policy composition supports social transfers much more than it does
investment. Monetary policy has become supportive of output growth but its
job is not yet done. External account adjustments reflect weak domestic demand and for the most part, a weaker than expected export recovery economies, particularly where there is high unemployment. Investment recovery has
been elusive, households and nonfinancial corporations continue to deleverage, most labor productivity gains have been at the cost of employment and
the employment rate is low. Financial intermediation has not recovered and
substantial fragilities remain. Regional and global factors (such as Brexit or
US monetary policy tightening) pose some risks to the pace of recovery.
One of the most important conclusions of the post-2008 period and one
that resonates from past crises, is the primacy of adopting a reform policy
“package” supported by (in this case) official creditors, that is perceived by
markets as being credible and transparent (and thus easy to monitor). Signaling government commitment to reform is critical to stabilizing markets; minimizing disruptions to the reform direction once adopted is equally so. Perceptions are almost as important as reality in affecting risk premia in credit markets and political wrangling alone raises risk premia and worsens governance
perceptions, without any substantial change in policies. When general market
risk aversion increases, countries with large imbalances and political issues are
very adversely affected and sudden changes by credit rating agencies makes
the situation worse so there is generally overshooting in investor behavior.
Greece is often cited as not having political commitment to reforms. In fact,
while lack of transparency regarding Greek fiscal numbers, intermittent trouble with creditors and temporary changes in policy direction caused a shift in
sentiment regarding government capacity or intention to reform; the numbers
indicate that Greece has followed through on substantial reforms in a number
of areas. What applies to national governments also applies to supranational
authorities. A consistently strong response by the ECB for example, would
have been more supportive of growth in the crisis countries.
At the start of the crisis, there was debate around the question of whether
fiscal contractions could be “expansionary” in terms of their effect on output
and, if so, under what conditions non-Keynesian (expansionary) effects would
dominate the Keynesian ones. It is now widely accepted that fiscal consolidations tend to be contractionary except in the rarest cases and that Keynesian
multipliers were underestimated by (at least) official creditors. However,
without access to financing, debtors have no choice but to undertake cyclical
consolidations that are of a larger size than would be preferable in terms of the
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effect on output. In so doing, economic performance may change in unexpected ways. GIPS showed that indeed, multipliers are larger when (a) economies are more closed, (b) government size and initial debt levels are high, (c)
structural rigidities affect resource reallocation, (d) nominal devaluations are
not possible, (e) there is synchronized regional or global consolidation, (f) financial systems are impaired, (g) and there is slack in the economy. Multipliers are also larger when monetary policy is at the zero lower bound. All these
factors coincided in the Eurozone crisis. On the one hand, decisive and bold
actions – i.e. large adjustments- are generally needed to reduce sovereign risk
premia, but larger adjustments are more contractionary and may end up being
counterproductive under certain conditions. A slower consolidation, safeguarding investment is desirable when several of these factors above are present, as is the case now. In this regard, it is worth noting that Greece’s adjustment was much more front-loaded than that of the others. The largest reduction in the deficit occurred in the first year, 2010, just on the heels of the 2009
recession. Facing large revenue declines relative to GDP, the expenditure adjustment was even larger than the headline deficit numbers indicate, and the
resulting effect on demand, large. At the same time, internal devaluation reduced domestic consumption and with trade finance collapsing (most for
Greece) did not provide a sufficient export boost to counter lower domestic
demand. As markets often pressure countries to do suboptimally large adjustments after underestimating risk for years, official creditors are needed to ensure that fiscal consolidation takes the long term perspective appropriately into
account.
A related lesson is that, where fiscal revenues are substantially affected by
asset prices, they need to be adjusted to obtain the balance net of the asset
price cycle. Otherwise, the structural deficit will tend to be underestimated in
booms and overestimated in busts and encourage procyclical fiscal policy.
Properly estimated structural fiscal deficits would have been much higher precrisis; in Ireland, for example, which had a large reliance on property-related
tax revenues. A more realistic assessment could lead to better policy: these
extra revenues could be saved in the same manner in which revenues from
commodity price booms may be saved for downturns, or could be used to retire debt.
As suggested in previous studies, the composition of the consolidation
package affects the long term success of stabilization packages. Research
found that expenditure focused reforms, particularly those that focused on current spending cuts, rather than on simply cutting capital expenditures, were
more sustainable and more supporting of growth. Yet, GIPS cut capital expenditures substantially. Higher taxes on investment or labor, particularly in
the Eurozone, where countries cannot individually devalue the currency tend
to exacerbate the contraction in current demand and reduce growth. The EC
estimates that the short term effects of physical infrastructure whether through
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higher public investment and/or tax credits for private investment can be large
and should be used to reinvigorate demand. Also, whilst Spain and Ireland
have held corporate taxes low, they have high revenue shares from these taxes.
Portugal and Greece have high corporate tax rates, but lower revenue shares
and poorer collection rates. Labor taxes are still substantial in GPS. Larger
government size in Greece and Portugal also means that they have less leeway
to reduce taxes. Fundamental reforms are still needed in GIPS public finances
and their composition should be rethought, particularly as debt ratios are much
higher than they were before the crisis, quadrupling for Ireland, tripling for
Greece and almost doubling for Spain and Portugal.
Growth in exports supports a successful fiscal consolidation and GIPS differed in terms of their success in exporting. An important point emerging from
the experiences of the four countries is that while a customs union provides
substantial benefits, diversification in terms of trading partners within and outside the Eurozone, is important (as evidenced during synchronized downturns). The crisis also shows that focusing exclusively on reducing real wages
to support “competitiveness” and growth, can backfire as other factors matter
for export performance, such as access to trade credit, taxes and changes in the
institutional environment. Real wages, and high labor taxes may have reduced
the competitiveness of exports; yet, falling real wages adds to declining demand. Research finds that the likelihood of having successful consolidations
increases when the consolidation is preceded by a large nominal exchange rate
depreciation (and decreases with appreciations). In the absence of exchange
rate depreciation, a mix of fiscal taxes and subsidies can be established to
mimic a devaluation. Fiscal devaluation consists of raising consumption taxes,
cutting labor taxes, and depending on circumstances, providing an investment
subsidy. None of the four countries adopted a fiscal devaluation, though there
are estimates indicating potentially large gains.
Structural reforms can boost exports. However, new research estimating
the impact of structural reform (product and labor markets) on growth find that
these impacts take a long time to appear. Product market reforms should be
preceded by labor market reforms that generally will create pockets of long
term unemployment. Reforms adopted need to be consistent and comprehensive, both as a signaling device and in terms of having real meaning for investors. For Greece and Portugal in particular, but also for Spain, labor market
policies should be revisited with a view to increasing labor demand, rather
than protecting labor employment.
The financial crisis, the sovereign debt crisis and the subsequent low
growth and low inflation environment, engendered debate and research on the
appropriate role of monetary policy. Due to its particular institutional structure
and processes, and its single focus on inflation. ECB monetary policy differed
from that of other major central banks at critical times. Decisions regarding
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full- fledged quantitative easing were more controversial and slower in coming. The ECB was concerned about inflation even as late as 2011 and monetary policy was tightened, despite the fact that output in the GIPS was below
potential, here was a global growth slowdown, a regional growth slowdown,
long lasting legacy effects in the financial sector, high unemployment in the
periphery and a Eurozone wide need for fiscal consolidation while structural
rigidities loomed large. Sometimes an over-enthusiastic response to combating
inflation may be detrimental to supporting growth.
Moreover, the channels through which monetary policy is transmitted to
corporations and households, matter. Thus, the structure of the financial system, inter alia, the degree of competition in the market, the health of the banks,
the ownership structure of the banks, the existence of alternatives to banks as
sources of credit, the incentives imbedded in the management/corporate governance and supervisory systems of financial institutions, all have an impact
on the transmission of policy. To reach the relevant sectors and to have maximum impact, central banks must take these into account.
In all the countries, there is a large unfinished agenda in the banking sector, non –performing loans are still very high and banks’ balance sheets will
need further repair. Smaller and medium sized banks are particularly vulnerable. Legacy effects (constrained demand and tightened supply) should not be
allowed to constrain forward looking investments and active restructuring of
portfolios is needed to support credit supply. The dramatic decline in trade
credit during the financial and sovereign crises points to how important credit
shocks can be in exporting firms, so that even reform in other areas may not be
sufficient to counter this shock. Also, invigorating R&D expenditures and firm
growth means getting credit markets to work to support firm growth and reallocation. Household consumption took longer than is usual to rebound; corporate investment fell dramatically and is still low relative to historical trends.
An unhealthy financial sector hurts SMEs, younger and more entrepreneurial
firms especially hard (ECB, 2014). Given that 65% of value added in Spain
and Portugal, is produced in SMEs, revitalizing the financial sector is key to
increasing investment. For this to happen, legal and institutional obstacles
need attention. The ECB’s work on a standardized resolution process for
banks is critical; as of now national authorities have a substantial role to play
in implementation. Though it may not be possible to know where the next financial crisis will come from, when there is one, the resolution process should
be swift.
Though repairing the financial sector by dealing with legacy effects is critical, new research examining the effects of fast financial sector growth on
productivity that financial sector regulations and incentives should aim to
manage leverage build-up and must account for asset price booms that inflate
both creditor and borrower assessments of permanent income/ wealth. Moreo-
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ver, fast increases in household credit has been associated with declining domestic savings and rising external imbalances. Research also indicates that fast
growth of the financial sector may detract from short and long term productivity growth by shifting resources from manufacturing to construction and
may increase consumption volatility rather than reduce it. Estimates of this
type of effect for Ireland and Spain are large. Sometimes these changes have
long term (negative) structural consequences. The size and structure of the financial sectors have already undergone adjustment, particularly in Ireland; and
will continue to change; there is an opportunity for policy to remove incentives that encourage excessive borrowing by households and corporations.
Finally, the crises have underscored the complexities associated with estimating potential output. Policy based on estimates should be flexible; while
the precision of numbers may be moot, there are usually signals, whether it be
in booming stock prices, or increasing deficits, or as now, in rising or large
numbers of the unemployed that tell policymakers in which direction policy
should be lenient. In choosing policies and estimating their impact, the lessons
of the recent past should be kept in mind and Keynes’ insight remembered:
“Economics is the science of thinking in terms of models joined to the art of
choosing models which are relevant to the contemporary world.” The discussion and views expressed in this paper are not attributable to the World Bank
Group, and are solely those of the author as are all errors and relevant omissions.
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ABSTRACT
Information on an industry’s linkages with the rest of the economy provides an understanding about the structure of an economy and how it changes over time and interacts across
space, which in turn can help formulate economic policies designed to strengthen or address
linkages between various sectors and regions in an economy. This paper provides a multiregional description of the interdependencies in the production structure of the US island state
of Hawaii. For the measurement of these interdependencies, a variant of the Hypothetical
Extraction Method (HEM) is used, which separates multiregional sectoral interdependencies
into backward and forward linkages. The empirical Total Backward Linkages (TBL) (Dietzenbacher and van der Linden, 1997) are calculated across the state of Hawaii’s four major
counties (the County of Kauai, the County of Maui, the County of Oahu and the County of
Hawaii) for a 20 sector multiregional input-output (MRIO) database. The sectoral TBLs are
then analyzed based on their state level sectoral means ( ), standard deviations
) and
coefficients of variance ( . Given the spatial independence of Hawaii’s counties, the state
provides a unique opportunity for applying such interregional tools. It is shown that analyzing
backward linkages can help to understand the potential universality of policy choices and
their applicability for all of the regions of Hawaii under consideration.

1. INTRODUCTION
The measurement of interindustry linkages has been used for more than
sixty years in the field of input output analysis to understand the overall structure of an economy by providing insights into the economic “connectedness”
or “interdependence” of an economy and how it changes over time. In particular, linkage indices help identify “key sectors” in an economy (Hischmann,
1958), i.e. those leading buyer and seller industries that have strong forward
and backward linkages with other industries in the economy and are therefore
most connected and in some sense most “important” with respect to economic
growth, i.e. key sectors constitute the “potential growth core of the economy”
84
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(Zhang and Felmingham, 2002). Many scholars have attempted to interpret
linkage measures in terms of Hirschmann’s (1958) key sectors. There is a
large body of work discussing the function of linkage metrics and the “identification of key sectors” in the development planning field (McGilvray, 1977
and Hewings 1982, among others), For example, Laumas (1975) discusses
“key sectors” in the context of underdeveloped nations while Hewings and
Romanos (1981) examine a 22-sector model for simulating the less developed
rural Evros region in Greece.
Linkages can be derived from information in either the demand-side or
supply-side input-output (IO) model. The backward and forward linkages of a
sector constitute different approaches for tracing a sector’s relationship with
other sectors backward or forward, respectively. A sector is “backward” linked
to other upstream sectors through direct and indirect input–purchases while a
sector is “forward linked” to other sectors through its direct and indirect sales
to them. In other words, a sector’s backward linkage refers to the dependence
of the sector on the inputs produced within the production process through direct and indirect input–purchases while the “forward” linkage refers to the dependence of the sector on downstream demanders through direct and indirect
output–sales (Chenery and Watanabe, 1958; Hirschman, 1958).
Of course, the forward and backward linkages measure only a potential effect. For example, in assessing the backward linkage effects of a sector’s expansion all sectors are assumed to have sufficient labor, capital, and land as
well as imports, i.e. possible input constraints for all industries are ignored
(Cai and Leung, 2002). Similarly, the forward linkage effects of the contraction of an industry assume that no substitutes are available for the outputs of
this industry which are required as inputs for other sectors. Accordingly, the
reduction of an industry would cause downstream demanders to reduce their
outputs, due to a lack of available substitute products (Cai and Leung, 2002).
There continues to be a vibrant debate among scholars about the “proper”
definition of these linkages in many academic publications, dating back to the
May 1976 issue of the Quarterly Journal of Economics or the January 1976
issue of Kyklos such as the exchange between Diamond (1976), Schultz and
Schumacher (1976) and Laumas (1976). More recently, backward and forward
linkages in input-output models have also been used for grouping sectors into
spatial clusters and examining how these interconnections change over time (if
data are available over multiple periods) and for comparing the linkage
strength of one sector to those of other sectors (Beyers, 1976; Hewings, 1982;
Miller and Blair, 2009; Cai et al, 2005; Cai and Leung, 2004).
Linkages - which can be derived from information in either the demandside or supply-side input-output (IO) model - provide numerous insights into
the structure of an economy. First, a linkage analysis can be used to under-
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stand the relative strength of the forward and backward linkages of sectors in
an economy, thereby providing valuable insights into the relative importance
of a given sector and its sub-sectors (compared to other industries) and to shed
light on how the development of a particular sector might be transmitted to
other sectors of the economy. Second, linkage analyses can be used to investigate the effectiveness of policies designed to strengthen linkages among industrial sectors. For example, McGilvray (1977) and Hewings (1982) discuss the
role of linkages in development planning. Third, by examining input-output
linkages for similar sectors in different countries valuable international comparisons about the structure of production can be made.
Fourth, spatial forward and backward linkage measures provide unique
contributions to understanding a regional economy: they can be applied to inter-regional input-output data to not only examine the strength of economic
connections among regions in an economy but also to address a range of related questions such as “What is the type and intensity of spatial interdependence?” Both forward and backward measures, when investigated interregionally, provide a window into the degree of technological similarity (or
difference) of sectors across regional economies. Finally, analyzing backward
and forward linkages help to understand the potential universality of policy
choices and their applicability for all of the regions under consideration.
There have been many proposals for creating combined measures of forward and backward linkages and for using the rankings that emerge from them
(Hubler, 1979; Loviscek, 1982; Meller and Marfan, 1981; Cella, 1984; Clements, 1990 and Adamou and Gowdy, 1990). However, these combined proposals have been more recently replaced by research building on the “hypothetical extraction method” (HEM) (Cella, 1984; Dietzenbacher and van der
Linden, 1997; Milana, 1985; Groenewold, Hagger and Madden, 1987; Clements, 1990; Heimler, 1991; Dietzenbacher, van der Linden and Steenage, 1993;
Cai and Leung, 2004). While HEM has enjoyed a recent surge in popularity,
early HEM empirical studies were put forth by Schultz (1976, 1977) and
Meller and Marfan (1981).
Strassert’s (1968) original HEM removes (hypothetically) one sector from
the economy. For example, assume an economy with sectors where the output of sector is denoted by (for
) and the element output vector
satisfies
where denotes the final demand vector of the elements. In the original
Strassert method, the hypothetical extraction of the first sector from the economy removes the first row and column of the input coefficient matrix , leaving
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causes a decrease in all

for

The linkages of the extracted sector
output decrease in the other sectors

are denoted by the total of this
which is defined as

It follows that the reduced output vector is obtained as

Strassert’s original HEM raises a number of questions: Is it possible to
separate out the backward and forward linkages (from the total linkages)
(Meller and Marfan, 1981; Cella, 1984; Clements, 1990)? Is the hypothesis of
removing an entire sector from the economy too extreme? And, if so, is there a
more reasonable hypothesis? A number of scholars have attempted to adapt
Strassert’s method and alternative interpretations have been put forth (primarily in search of a more economically reasonable approach). For example, Dietzenbacher and van der Linden (1997) propose a variant of the HEM which allows for a “natural distinction” of the interdependencies in the production
function of an economy into backward and forward linkages. Cella’s (1984)
framework of total linkages uses a similar interpretation. It is this backward
linkage approach, which is mobilized to explore the sectoral and spatial linkages of the Hawaiian economy in this paper.
The remainder of the paper is organized as follows. The backward linkage
methodology is provided in Section 2. Deitzenbacher and van der Linden’s
(1997) forward and backward linkage measures based on the HEM provide a
pragmatic and intriguing method of understanding the interdependencies of an
inter-regional economy from the standpoint of not only the level of impact of a
given sector but also the degree of integration and similarity (both intraregionally and inter-regionally). In particular, Dietzenbacher and van der Linden (1997) create each sector’s “Total Backward Linkage” (TBL) dependence
to measure the decrease in the state of Hawaii’s total output as a percentage of
the current output for a given sector in one of Hawaii’s four counties.
An empirical application of the backward linkage measures for the Hawaii
economy is provided in Section 3, where the linkages are primarily used as a
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descriptive tool to group similar sectors into clusters. Section 3 is based on the
State of Hawaii’s Department of Business, Economic Development & Tourism (DBEDT) benchmark I-O reports and Inter-Regional Input Output (IRIO)
tables (DBEDT, 2012) which provide important information on interrelationships that exist among industries by county, final users (households,
visitors, government, and exports), and factors of production within the economy of Hawaii (DBEDT, 2012). In particular, a four county Inter-Regional
Input-Output (IRIO) model for the state of Hawaii is examined. Since the four
counties of Honolulu, Kauai, Maui and Big Island (i.e. the island of Hawaii)
primarily represent the islands of Oahu, Kauai, Maui, and Hawaii the word
island and county will be used interchangeably. Given the spatial independence of each of these islands, Hawaii provides a unique opportunity for applying such interregional tools.
In Section 4, the summary and conclusions are provided and it is indicated
how the present methodology may be extended in the direction of policy analysis. By determining the key sectors in the economic development of Hawaii
as well as the interactions between both sectors and counties in Hawaii it is
hoped to improve the policy process, increase economic growth and enhance
the selection of policy options. For example, it is noted that business disruptions should be managed to reduce the impacts on a sector with a high TBL, in
order to minimize the overall impacts on the economy. It is shown that linkage
analysis can help understand the potential applicability of policy choices in
Hawaii at both the county and state levels (i.e. whether specific policies can be
applicable for all regions). In other words, if a given sector uses similar processes and technologies (and has similar linkages) across all counties then
economic policies can likely be applied more universally across the state of
Hawaii.
2. BACKWARD LINKAGE METHODOLOGY
A sector’s backward linkages reflect the dependence of the sector under
consideration on the inputs produced within the production process. The
strength of the backward linkage for a given sector (such as transportation) is
the amount by which the sector depends on inter-industry inputs (such as electricity, manufacturing, mining, etc.). There have been numerous proposals for
defining and refining these linkage and key sector metrics and other measures
of economic connectedness. Chenery and Watanabe (1958) suggested using
the column sums of the input matrix
as a measure for the backward
linkages. Since the coefficients in the (direct) input coefficient matrix are
direct effects only, Chenery and Watanabe’s (1958) measure of the direct
backward linkage is computed as
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In terms of the transactions matrix
, Chenery and Watanabe
(1958) noted that this is the value of total intermediate inputs for sector ,
, as a proportion of the value of ’s total output ( ). On the other
hand, Rasmussen (1956) proposed the column sums of the Leontief inverse
. The Rasmussen (1956) and Chenery and Watanabe (1958)
measures for the backward linkages have been used predominantly.
A sector’s backward linkages are calculated by (hypothetically) removing
all intermediate inputs that it buys from any production sector (i.e., it is assumed that the sector under consideration buys no intermediate inputs from
any other production sector). Accordingly, if the technical production process
is held constant it follows that all of the inputs required for production have
their origin outside the system (as they can no longer be provided by sectors
within the system). For example, when the economy of the US state of Hawaii
is examined, it is assumed that the required imports must arrive from other US
regions or internationally (imports to Hawaii arrive almost exclusively by
boat). As noted by Dietzenbacher and van der Linden (1997), the total backward linkages for a given sector are measured through a four-step process.
First, the actual production for the sector under consideration is calculated.
Second, production is determined in the hypothetical situation where this sector does not depend on any intermediate deliveries within the system. Third,
the difference between this actual production and the hypothetical production
is calculated. Finally, the difference in total output is calculated (i.e. results are
summed over all sectors).
Consider an IO table with sectors and let
denote the intermediate deliveries from sector to sector . The input coefficients are obtained as
, or in matrix terms as
. It can be shown from elementary IO accounting equations that the element output vector satisfies
or
.
Next it is assumed that all intermediate inputs to sector are omitted.
Leaving the technical production process invariant, it is thus assumed that all
of sector ’s inputs required for production (i.e. intermediate input requirements) are no longer delivered by the sectors within the system, but have their
origin outside of the system (in our case from regions outside of Hawaii). The
matrix
is determined by defining
for all
. Using
the same
(i.e the same final demand vector), the model yields
.
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Total Absolute Backward Linkages (TABL)
The absolute backward dependence of sector on sector refers to the dependence of sector on other sectors
and on itself
and is defined mathematically as

This reduction in output is due to the fact that sector no longer buys its
input requirements from any production sector in the economy, i.e., it is assumed that sector does not depend on production of other sectors within the
system --- or itself --- and that the inputs required for production originate outside the system. In vector format the absolute backward dependence is:

Finally, the output effects can be further analyzed and interpreted using
insights from the inverse of a partitioned matrix (see e.g., Miyazawa, 1976).
Specifically, Total Absolute Backward Linkage (TABL) dependence measures
the total reduction in outputs. This is defined as

or

in vector format.
Note that if sector receives no inputs from any sector (including itself)
then the absolute backward linkages of sector are zero. The converse is also
true: if the absolute backward linkages of sector are zero then it must be true
that all of sector ’s inputs required for production (i.e. intermediate input requirements) are no longer delivered by the sectors within the system, but have
their origin outside of the system. In these unique circumstances, the actual
situation is the same as the hypothetical case in which
for all
.
Dietzenbacher and van der Linden (1997) provide an alternative interpretation that again employs
in order to derive the forward linkages by analogy to the backward linkages. Here, Leontief inverse,
,
plays a critical role: the weighted sum of elements in the th row of the
can be used to express the actual output . The output vector of
weighted sums yields
. The difference between the
two vectors of weighted sums,
, represents the absolute backward
linkages.
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Total Backward Linkage (TBL) Dependence
This section provides calculations for determining Total Backward Linkage (TBL) dependence. The total backward linkages of sector j are found by
summing the backward dependence of every other sector i on sector j (as well
as the dependence of sector j on itself). Next we calculate the total backward
linkages of sector j in county J.
Two factors jointly determine the magnitude of the absolute backward
linkages. The first factor is the absolute size of sector . This is critically important in the isolated archipelago of Hawaii and other vulnerable island economies. For example, Hawaii is highly dependent on a handful of sectors which
dominate the economy, primarily the US military expenditures and the tourism/service industries.
The second factor that determines the size of the absolute backward linkages is the dependence of sector on other sectors (and on itself) per unit of
output. This is a priority of our research since our primary focus involves analyzing the inter- and intra-island structures of production in Hawaii. Backward
linkage dependence results are obtained by using a normalization process that
divides the absolute backward linkages,
, by sector ’s output, to
create a measure of “Total Backward Linkage” (TBL) dependence. Specifically, this yields the following backward linkage dependence results


The backward dependence of sector on sector :



The backward dependence of sector upon itself:



The total backward linkages (TBL) of sector :

In the next section empirical inter and intra-island results for Hawaii are
computed on the basis of an inter-county IO table of the Isard (1951) type.
Miller and Blair (1985) provide details on multiregional and inter-regional IO
tables and methods. The Hawaii intercounty table covers four counties/islands,
each with twenty sectors. An important feature of this type of IO table is that
the origins and destinations of the intermediate deliveries distinguish between
sectors and counties/islands. For example,
denotes the intermediate delivery from sector
in county
to sector
in county
. This results in
calculations and
an 80 element vector of output changes. To expedite this process the modified
HEM method (Dietzenbacher and van der Linden, 1997) was implemented in
Excel and the open-source R computer programming language.
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Aggregation over islands/counties and sectors and allows for the identification of island/county and sector characteristics, respectively. Dietzenbacher
and van der Linden (1997) introduce the following notation:
is the
computed value of the output in sector of county , for the case in which sector
in county
has been hypothetically extracted with
. Accordingly, TBLJj, the TBL in region J for
sector j is given as
TBLJj =

(1)

3. BACKWARD LINKAGE ANALYSIS FOR THE STATE OF
HAWAII
The State of Hawaii’s Department of Business, Economic Development &
Tourism (DBEDT) produces benchmark I-O reports and Inter-Regional Input
Output (IRIO) tables which provide important information on interrelationships that exist among industries, final users (households, visitors,
government, and exports), and factors of production within the economy of
Hawaii (DBEDT, 2012). This information is often used to determine the role
and relative importance of each sector in terms of its regional location, output,
value added, income, and employment contributions. Also known as “MultiRegional IO” (MRIO) tables, they serve as a valuable tool for analyzing both
inter-regional linkages in an economy as well as intra-regional flows and impacts1 . In particular, the DBEDT state of Hawaii MRIO tables record both
types of intermediate transactions in producers’ prices across Hawaii County,
the City and County of Honolulu, Kauai County, and Maui County. The
DBEDT MRIO table used in this section is the 20 sector version for each of
the four counties.
Given the spatial separation of Hawaii’s island counties, the DBEDT IRIO
state tables provide a unique opportunity for applying multi-regional analytical
tools. In this section each sector’s Total Backward Linkage (TBL) or input dependence by sector and county. The linkage analysis of Dietzenbacher and van
der Linden (1997) is investigated to better understand both economic and spatial relationships of the Hawaiian economy. Recall that Total Backward Linkages (TBL) measure the decrease in the total output of the state of Hawaii as a
percentage of the current output for sector j in region J. As noted earlier, since
the four regions of our study area of Hawaii, Oahu, Kauai, and Maui primarily
represent both a county and island (or island group), the word region, island,
or county will be used interchangeably.

1

. To limit confusion between inter-regional flows, intra-regional flows and their combination
in the IRIO table we use the term multi-regional to indicate using both in IRIO and use interregional only if referring only to the intermediate flows between regions but not within.
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Sectoral Total Absolute Backward Linkages (TABL) vs Total Backward Linkages (TBL)
Table 1 provides the total value of the food processing sector in the state of
Hawaii ($118,372.9 million) and in each county. This information is taken
from Table A-1 in Appendix for the DBEDT inter-regional IO table which
breaks down total output by sector and county (DBEDT, 2012). The next row
indicates the importance of the food processing sector as a percentage of the
regional economy followed by its actual value (output in millions of dollars).
The Total Absolute Backward Linkages (TABL) for the food processing sector are then provided. Finally, the Total Backward Linkages (TBL) is determined by dividing the Total Absolute Backward Linkage (TABL) for each
sector by the total sectoral output.
Table 1. Output Shares for the Food Processing Sector by County, 2012
County
of Hawaii

City and
County of
Honolulu

County of
Kauai

County
of Maui

State

10,325.0

91,129.9

4,910.3

12,007.6

118,372.9

1.3

1.0

1.4

1.7

1.1

Food Processing Sector Output
($ millions)

134.2

911. 3

68.7

204.1

1,302.1

TABL ($ millions)

117.9

637.9

69.5

160.9

986.2

TBL (%)

87.8

70.0

101.1

78.8

n/a

Total Output
($ millions)
Food Processing Sectoral Share (%)

The TBL is designed to measure the degree of backward dependence as a
percent decrease in the state of Hawaii’s total output as a percentage of the
current output for a given sector in one of Hawaii’s four counties. For example, if the County of Hawaii’s food processing sector is hypothetically removed, the total output in the state of Hawaii will fall by 87.8 percent of the
County of Hawaii’s regional food processing’s actual output (87.8 percent of
134.23 million dollars equal to an over-all decline of $117.9 million). Similarly, extracting the food processing sector from Oahu leads to a drop in the state
of Hawaii’s economy equivalent to 70.0% of its current output of $11.30 million (equal to an overall decline of $637.9 million). Similarly, removing the
food processing sector from the County of Kauai’s economy will cause the
state’s total output to fall by 101.1 percent of Kauai’s regional food processing’s actual output (101.1 percent of $68.74 million equal to an over-all
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decline of $69.5 million). Finally, if the County of Maui’s food processing
sector is hypothetically removed, the total output in the state of Hawaii will
fall by 78.8 percent of Maui’s regional food processing’s actual output (78.8
percent of $204.13 million which represents an over-all decline of $160.9 million).
It should be emphasized that the TBL percent values represent the decrease in the total state output as a percentage of a specific county’s regional
food processing sector actual output (not total state production in the sector).
Recall that the purpose of the TBL is to measure the extent of both direct and
indirect linkages for a region’s sector (rather than direct economic impact or
value). Hence, Kauai’s food processing sector (with a TBL percentage of
101.1) is much more dependent on backward linkages to the total economy
than Oahu (with a 70.0% TBL). It follows that even though the TBL measure
for Oahu (70.0%) is lower than that of Maui (78.8%), Hawaii (87.8%) or Kauai (101.1%), Oahu has the greatest direct economic impact (measured as
TABL) on the statewide output (i.e. $637.9 million) and yet the lowest backward linkage dependency (i.e. TBL). This is because the total output of the
food processing sector in Oahu is very large relative to the other three counties
(more than twice the food processing sector output of Maui, Hawaii and Kauai
combined at $911.30 million).
Table 2 presents the TBLs for all sectors j in each county J
as derived in Section 2. Summing each sector’s
row across counties and dividing by the number of counties (i.e. 4) produces
the average multi-regional TBL by sector, i.e. the sectoral mean (denoted in
Table 4 as ). To measure the variation (dispersion) of the sectoral TBL data
across the regions the standard deviation of each sector ( ) is calculated as
well as the sectoral coefficient of variation cv = / ). Note that Table 2 has
been sorted from highest to lowest average sectoral TBL to highlight declining
values. In particular, the food processing sector has the largest average
backwards dependency of all sectors at 84.4 percent while real estate and rentals has the lowest at 12.9 (a difference of 71.5 or nearly 5 times).
Variation in the size of is a result of three different factors: (1) demand
for capital goods as value added, (2) demand for labor as value added, and (3)
demand for imports from outside of Hawaii. Note that value added expresses
the difference between the value of goods and the cost of materials or supplies
that are used in producing them. Sectors have high TBLs due to a combination
of less dependence on value added requirements and low levels of outside imports. Together this raises the impact of intermediate inputs on total output. On
the other hand, low TBL sectors require more modest levels of intermediate
inputs from other sectors as they typically involve larger value added requirements and/or higher levels of outside imports.
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Table 2. Total Multi-Regional Backward Linkages (TBL) of 20 sectors in
four counties: sorted by average sectoral mean
) in the US state of Hawaii*
Food
Util
Agri
Eat
O Ser
HealthSer
ProSer
Hotel
Finan
Whole
O Man
BusSer
Trans
Const
Info
EdSer
Retail
Entert
Gov
Real

Hawaii
Oahu
Kauai
Maui
87.80
69.99
101.07
78.82
58.88
66.03
61.78
64.29
67.35
33.41
88.37
37.28
57.17
55.31
57.47
56.32
53.13
54.61
57.64
58.56
57.15
40.83
57.57
61.81
70.29
31.65
78.16
35.17
57.07
51.42
50.72
55.28
39.19
57.63
30.75
79.34
44.34
47.11
55.73
49.83
53.25
24.22
71.85
46.43
50.91
19.44
55.01
64.64
50.72
42.12
48.30
45.76
41.63
45.23
42.31
36.78
47.87
28.43
39.81
43.39
37.60
36.05
34.66
30.10
32.72
32.53
40.96
30.04
14.30
47.04
17.21
44.77
31.45
6.74
30.45
18.68
6.14
23.43
16.22
5.82

84.42
62.74
56.60
56.57
55.98
54.34
53.82
53.62
51.73
49.25
48.94
47.50
46.72
41.49
39.88
34.60
34.06
30.83
21.83
12.90

11.49
2.69
22.56
0.84
2.20
8.01
20.64
2.64
18.67
4.21
17.03
16.95
3.19
3.03
7.20
2.80
4.12
15.13
10.06
7.38

cv
0.14
0.04
0.40
0.01
0.04
0.15
0.38
0.05
0.36
0.09
0.35
0.36
0.07
0.07
0.18
0.08
0.12
0.49
0.46
0.57

The food processing sector has the highest TBLs. This may be the result of
fairly modest levels of value added and near average levels of imports along
with a substantial need for direct inputs of raw product from the agricultural
sector as well as energy and marketing inputs and the indirect impacts of utilizing these sectors. For example, in the direct activity of producing canned
pineapples, the pineapple processing sector purchases pineapples from agriculture, cans from the fabricated metal products sector, packaging paper from the
pulp and paper sector, fuel and energy from the petroleum and utilities sector,
and marketing services from the business sector. It follows that much (but not
all) of the sector’s backwards dependency relates to the Hawaiian agricultural
sector (and other local sectors) but less on value added or imports. However, it
should be noted that since TBL measures both direct and indirect linkages it is
difficult to ascertain all the reasons behind the high TBLs for the food processing sector (and other sectors). Finally, the food processing TBLs vary
greatly by county, an issue that will be discussed further in the next section on
regional deviation.
At the other extreme the lowest TBLs occur in the real estate sector where
output value is primarily a result of value added activities (especially the capital cost of land and structures) rather than intermediate inputs. Government
also has very low TBLs and this again is a result of large value added re-
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quirements, in this case in the form of labor. In other words, the real estate and
government sectors demand only modest levels of intermediate inputs from
other sectors, but require a great deal of value added.
Although out of state imports are extremely important to the overall Hawaiian economy, imported crude oil sent to Oahu’s refineries, part of Oahu’s
“Other Manufacturing” sector, is the only industry in which out-of-state imports overwhelmingly dominate intermediate inputs (oil imports are nearly 4
times the size of intermediate inputs), but only for Oahu not the outer counties.
This greatly lowers Oahu’s TBL (24.2), but because the other outer counties
have no refineries they are not similarly impacted. Mining and Construction
and Wholesale Trade are two other sectors impacted by imports but to a lesser
degree than Other Manufacturing (imports are only half the size of their respective intermediate inputs), which produces moderate levels for each in
Table 2.
Table 3. Interregional TBL
clusters based
on Jenks Natural Breaks Optimization
class
1
2
3
4
GVF

Lower
12.9
30.8
46.7
84.4
351.102

Upper
21.8

count
2

41.5
5
62.7
12
84.4
1
4,545.846 0.923

TBL’s Clustered by
The multi-regional values from Table 2 are clustered into four descending groups based on Jenks Natural Breaks (Table 3 and Figure 1) to aid in further analysis. Although the first break was statistically limited to the food processing sector, the utilities industry was assigned to the first cluster (rather
than the second). This was done based on three reasons: the utilities sector
straddles the border between the first and second cluster; there are qualitative
similarities between the food processing and utilities sectors in regards to intermediate demands, and a considerable gap exists between utilities and the
next two sectors (agriculture and eating).
The high TBL (85-62) cluster contains two sectors: Food processing and utilities
This represents sectors with the greatest degree of backwards interconnectedness. The inclusion of food processing in this group is not surprising
given its dependency on direct inputs such as agriculture and modest need for
value added as discussed above. In a similar fashion the utilities sector has a
very large dependency on intermediate inputs, especially on diesel oil (nearly
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two-thirds of Hawaii’s electrical production currently comes from oil) which
is primarily supplied by Oahu refineries (Other Manufacturing) as discussed
above. Thus, oil as an intermediate input for utilities plays the same role as
agricultural products do for food processing resulting in quite high intermediate demand.
Figure 1. Histogram of Interregional TBL
clusters
broken into four groups, based on Jenks Natural Breaks

The Middle TBL (57-46) cluster is comprised of eleven sectors: nine Service
and Tourism-related sectors (Eating and Drinking, Other Services, Health
Services, Professional Services, Hotels, Finance and Insurance, Wholesale
Trade, Business Services, Transportation) and two Non-Service Sectors (Agriculture and Other Manufacturing)
The Middle TBL group is characterized by the service (eating, other services, health, professional, hotels, finance, wholesale, business, and transportation) and non-service sectors (agriculture and other manufacturing). Service
sectors are by definition are quite dependent on labor and other forms of value
added. In Hawaii, many of these services (e.g. the wholesale sector and the
eating sector) also require substantial imports from outside the state. Together,
high value added and significant imports lower the impact of intermediate inputs on total output, hence resulting in lower TBLs. However, this is not entirely the case for the services sectors within this cluster: they still have substantial intermediate demands.
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To investigate this counter-intuitive phenomenon further, three subclasses
of services are created from the nine services and visitor-industry related sectors. First, “assembly services” 2, which involves the five sectors of Eating,
Health, Hotels, Wholesale, and Transportation, assembles inputs from other
sectors and imports for final consumption. This is the case for of all these five
sectors with the exception of the Wholesale industry. This is because the
Wholesale sector assembles inputs for further activity in the economy. This
assemblage activity of intermediate goods produces moderate TBLs for all
five sectors. A second set of services, Finance and Insurance and Professional
services, internally create value but focus more on providing intermediate inputs throughout the economy. They are characterized by mid-level TBLs due
to substantial internal feedback loops thus raising intermediate demand. Finally, the third subgroup, Business and Other services, constitute agglomerations
of a wide range of different activities drawing upon many different intermediates, thus requiring a substantial amount of diverse intermediate inputs, and
leading to more complex causal relationships.
The non-service sectors in this cluster are Other Manufacturing and Agriculture. Other manufacturing, as discussed above, represents an agglomeration
of manufacturing activities and is more county specific. For example, since
refining in the state is limited to Oahu, the TBL of Oahu for Other Manufacturing is low while the TBLs for the outer islands are significantly higher resulting in average mid-level TBL values. This is a general problem resulting
from a wide agglomeration of activities in a summary input-output table. Further discussion of this spatial variation in Other Manufacturing industry is explored in the next section on regional deviation. Finally, similar challenges
arise when attempting to understand the Agriculture sector. In particular, Agriculture is highly sensitive to the geographic location of farmland and actual
cropping activities, which vary greatly from island to island. Similar to the
case of Other Manufacturing, the TBLs of single counties vary widely and
would hence fall into different clusters.
Low TBL (42-30) cluster is comprised of five sectors: Construction, Information, Education, Retail, and Entertainment
The low TBL cluster is more labor intensive than the mid-level TBL
group. To better explain this cluster, it is divided into three categories. Specifically, there is the Mining and Construction sector, a primary activity, and two
types of services: the Retail sector (another type of assemblage service), and
the sectors of Information, Education, and Entertainment (which are all producers of less tangible outputs). For example although education is a service industry, its product is investment in human capital.
2

. Much like an automobile assembly plant brings together numerous parts to assemble together into a car, a hotel assembles a variety of goods and services to provide a quasi-home to its
guests for final demand.
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The low TBL values for the Mining and Construction sector is the result of
two factors: the extremely labor intensive nature of this sector and the need for
a large proportion of imports (i.e. raw materials) to total production to further
these activities. In this sector, imports are equal to nearly half the direct value
of intermediate inputs.
The defining characteristic of the Retail cluster is its labor intensive nature
--- even when compared to the Wholesale sector (from the previous cluster).
In addition, the Retail sector also relies on imports. Both its reliance on imports and high value added (in particular labor-intensive activities) contribute
to its low TBLs.
Finally, Education, Information, and Entertainment represent yet again a
different type of service. They all rely heavily on human labor itself as a crucial input, (serving as type of “raw material”). Accordingly, these services are
most accurately portrayed as direct providers of less tangible human based
outputs (that in part or whole are directly consumed) rather than an assembly
activity.
Very Low 20 TBL (0-20) with two sectors: Government and Real estate
As previously discussed, the government and real estate sectors have very
low backward linkages due to extremely limited need for intermediate inputs
and extremely high demand for components of value added.
TBL Deviation of the Counties from the State Norm: Examining the cv
TBLs
Table 4 again presents the TBL’s for all sectors and counties, but in this
instance the sectors are sorted by and a column for sectoral coefficient of
variation ( / ) has been added. As a first step in analyzing this data Jenks
Natural Breaks (Table 5) was applied to the values, thereby creating three
clusters based on regional deviation. Based on Dietzenbacher and van der Linden (1997), it is hypothesized that sectors that are the most technologically
similar across the islands are assumed to have the lowest levels. On the other hand, sectors with the highest levels are most unique by county.
Deviation provides a window into the causes of variation between counties
by sector. Small deviation hints at parallel or duplicate activities across the
counties and large deviation at sectors working in a more unique fashion in
each place. To begin this analysis two measures of deviation were calculated,
and cv. Although
is the more common means of analyzing variation
across entities, given the fact that
is quite different by sector (as discussed
in the previous section), we chose to utilize cv instead since it controls for different means and focuses instead on the deviation if all means were held equal.
This allows for a direct focus on regional variation regardless of .
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Variation in cv results from three different factors: (1) low cv from the creation of parallel activities using the same technology on different islands, which
we attribute to spatial isolation (easier to copy the production of activities then
to trade them); (2) higher cv from environmental or physical conditions making some islands more competitive sites for given activities; and (3) higher cv
from spatial economies and/or scale economies favoring agglomeration at
some but not all locations.
As might be expected, sectors that replicate themselves across Hawaii’s
counties in order to address issues of the friction of distance and maximize
state production are well represented by tourism staples like hotels and eating.
These sectors have very low interregional cv due to the reproduction of duplicate technology and practices at the local level. On the other hand, activities
like the agricultural sector with multiple spatially segregated products result in
a quite high cv. This comes from a combination of geographic environmental
and human induced factors (like available lease able land, a historical artifact).
A prime example of this is cattle ranching, which is almost solely practiced on
the Big Island, resulting in each island’s agricultural technology being geographically unique, especially with the demise of sugar and pineapple production.
Finally, economies of scale and space have resulted in the City and County of Honolulu (in particular the core urban area of Honolulu) with its accompanying concentrated infrastructure, markets, knowledge base, expertise. This
contributes to the high cvs in the City and County of Honolulu. Of course activities that demonstrate success from scale and space economies are those that
also successfully overcome the friction of statewide distance, resulting in concentration on Oahu. Oil refining, which is included in the other manufacturing
sector, is a prime example. As noted earlier it occurs only on Oahu and supplies all the outer islands. In the service sector, government plays a similar
role.
Very low coefficient of variance (0.01-0.09) is comprised of eight sectors: Eating, Other Services, Utilities, Hotels, Transportation, Construction, Education, and Wholesale
Sectors with a low cv suggest that similar technologies are reproduced in
every county and the friction of distance prevents there trade between islands.
All eight of these sectors relate directly or indirectly to local activities in Hawaii’s visitor industry, the focus of the state’s economy. In particular, hotels
and eating are basic building blocks of Hawaii’s tourism economy. The six
others provide the underlying support for the industry and staff operating the
tourism industry. Construction and Wholesale provide the structures and basic
goods. Utilities, Transportation, and Other Services create the basic infrastructure and support. Finally, Education is aimed primarily at the offspring of the
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tourism staff. There is no clear evidence that any benefits from geographic location or economies of space or scale are present with these sectors. Essentially, each island needs these sectors to support the tourism industry and itself,
and thus they are organized in a similar fashion.
Table 4. Total Backward Linkages (TBL) of 20 sectors in four
counties: Multi-Regional flows sorted by sectoral
coefficient of variance in the US state of Hawaii
Maui
Kauai
Oahu
Hawaii
56.32
57.47
55.31
57.17
Eat
58.56
57.64
54.61
53.13
O Ser
64.29
61.78
66.03
58.88
Util
55.28
50.72
51.42
57.07
Hotel
45.76
48.30
42.12
50.72
Trans
36.78
42.31
45.23
41.63
Const
30.10
34.66
36.05
37.60
EdSer
49.83
55.73
47.11
44.34
Whole
30.04
40.96
32.53
32.72
Retail
78.82
101.07
69.99
87.80
Food
61.81
57.57
40.83
57.15
HealthSer
43.39
39.81
28.43
47.87
Info
46.43
71.85
24.22
53.25
O Man
64.64
55.01
19.44
50.91
BusSer
79.34
30.75
57.63
39.19
Finan
35.17
78.16
31.65
70.29
ProSer
37.28
88.37
33.41
67.35
Agri
18.68
30.45
6.74
31.45
Gov
44.77
17.21
47.04
14.30
Entert
5.82
16.22
23.43
6.14
Real

56.57
55.98
62.74
53.62
46.72
41.49
34.60
49.25
34.06
84.42
54.34
39.88
48.94
47.50
51.73
53.82
56.60
21.83
30.83
12.90

0.84
2.20
2.69
2.64
3.19
3.03
2.80
4.21
4.12
11.49
8.01
7.20
17.03
16.95
18.67
20.64
22.56
10.06
15.13
7.38

cv
0.01
0.04
0.04
0.05
0.07
0.07
0.08
0.09
0.12
0.14
0.15
0.18
0.35
0.36
0.36
0.38
0.40
0.46
0.49
0.57

Table 5. Interregional cv Coefficient of Variance
clusters based on Jenks Natural Breaks Optimization
Jenks Natural Breaks Optimization
class
1
2
3
4
GVF

lower
0.01
0.12
0.35
0.46
0.01

upper
0.09
0.18
0.40
0.57
0.61

count
8
4
5
3
0.98

As an additional test of this statement, a bivariate correlation between
counties across this group of sectors (see Table 6). The average correlation is a
strong 0.88.
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Moderate coefficient of variance (0.12-0.18) is comprised of four sectors: Retail, Food, Health, and Information
These four sectors represent the trailing edge of the lower cv sectors where
variation begins to emerge. Starting with the three service sectors in this cluster, for Retail the clear outlier here is Kauai at the far western end of the chain
with the smallest population it is least likely to benefit from scale or spatial
economies. This may be a factor in the higher TBL for Kauai. Turning to
Health, scale and spatial agglomeration result in services provided on Oahu
that would not be available elsewhere prominent role as the major urban center
for the state is reflected in its outlier position. But the somewhat counter intuitive result is the fact that TBL is actually lower for Oahu, again reflecting
something similar to what occurred with Kauai in Retail, in which smaller
markets result in greater dependency. The Information sector continues this
trend, with again Oahu as the outlier and having the smallest TBL. Overall this
seems to be reflecting a situation where larger and more complex regional
economies that can obtain greater spatial and scale benefits show less over-all
dependence for a given sector. The last sector in this cluster, Food Processing,
raises the issue of geographic and environmental variations, since much of the
location of this activity is related to the raw agricultural inputs. Note also that
despite the fact its cv is low despite the fact that its
is considerably higher
than any of the other sectors in this cluster, making it somewhat of the odd
man out in this cluster.
Table 6. Bivariate Correlation for cv in the Low Deviation
cluster based on Jenks Natural Breaks Optimization
Counties
Counties Hawaii
Oahu Kauai
0.83
Oahu
0.80
0.88
Kauai
0.92
0.92
0.96
Maui
Average 0.88
High coefficient of variance (0.35-0.40) is comprised of five sectors: Other
Manufacturing, Business Services, Finance, Professional Services, and Agriculture
There is a noted gap between this cluster and the previous one. Large variations between the counties are apparent here. Other Manufacturing, in Oahu’s
case driven in large part by centralized petroleum refining, clearly demonstrates the impact of scale and spatial factors along with the impacts of imports
focused on only one of the four counties. Business and Professional Services
seem to continue the pattern seen above where Oahu’s primate urban role remains along with a low TBL cv. An unexpected outcome is that Maui’s Pro-
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fessional Services sector is nearly the same as that of Oahu. With respect to
the Finance sector, Maui catapults to the highest TBL cv while Oahu represents the second highest TBL cv value instead of lowest. This is at least in part
the feedback of Finance into itself. Further study would be needed to identify
why Maui is paralleling Oahu in these last two sectors. Finally, Agriculture
has not only a large cv value but also the highest
reflecting the large variation in product production across the islands.
4. DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS
Linkage analyses of county-specific sectors is used to shed light on the
sectoral and spatial dimensions of the interdependencies among industries.
This work suggests numerous policy considerations when addressing statewide issues. First, similar state-wide policies are most relevant for those sectors from the “cross-island similarity” (i.e. low deviation group). For these
sectors, it is expected that economic impacts would be similar across islands.
Another major policy consideration resulting from this analysis is that average
TBL by sector (
backward linkage measures) are at moderate levels,
generally around 40-60%. This appears to be the result of the dominant position of the service industry across the state, with value added and imports contributing half or more of the total input (and output) value of a given sector.
This reflects the limited diversity of the current tourism orientated economy
and provides additional motivation to accelerate efforts to develop non-tourist
industries, such as technology and agriculture, which could spur more internal
linkages throughout the economy. Finally, this work represents only a preliminary analysis of the linkages and dependencies of the Hawaiian economy.
Overall, this work is instrumental to improve the policy process, achieve
greater diversity, and identify optimal policy choices.
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CHINA’S RENMINBI AND THE SPECIAL DRAWING
RIGHT (SDR)
IDEAS ON A CROSS-COUNTRY ANALYSIS
Beate Sauer, Bundeswehr University, Munich, Germany

ABSTRACT
In November 2015, the Executive Board of the IMF decided to include the Chinese currency in the Special Drawing Right (SDR) basket from October 2016 onwards. The press reported this decision as an historical step. After all, the SDR basket had not been changed
since 1981. The change in January 1999 cannot be regarded as real reform (it resulted from
the euro introduction and therefore the replacement of French franc and Deutschmark). Most
publications in the context of SDRs and SDR reforms deal with weighting factors, possible
signaling effects of basket changes, and in the current situation with consequences for the
Renminbi internationalization and China’s role in the international financial markets. However, one often looks in vain for analyses that are more general. This paper wants to close this
gap by taking the occasion of Renminbi inclusion to collect ideas for doing a cross-country
survey. Based on data for all 188 IMF member countries I examine whether or not there exist
any patterns of what countries are in a debtor position towards the IMF. Therefore, I distinguish between developed and developing countries, I check what countries use SDRs more
intensively than others, and I focus on the relation to underlying exchange rate systems and
capital controls, just to name a few. As SDRs are often drawn to get foreign exchange, one
expected result of the analysis is a significant impact of the exchange rate system and capital
controls on a country’s debtor position. In this context, it should also be possible to answer
questions as to which countries will probably “suffer” from the expected interest rate increase
when the Renminbi is included in the SDR and to what effects the Renminbi inclusion actually
has on interest rate level, weighting factor and exchange rate.

1. INTRODUCTION
On 30 November 2015, the Executive Board of the International Monetary
Fund (IMF) decided to include the Chinese currency, the Renminbi, in the
Special Drawing Right (SDR) basket from October 2016 onwards. The press
reported this decision as an historical step. After all, the SDR basket had not
been changed since 1981 when the number of currencies was reduced from 16
to 5 (remaining: British pound, Deutschmark, French franc, Japanese yen, and
U.S. dollar). The change in January 1999 cannot be regarded as real reform as
it resulted from the euro introduction and therefore the replacement of French
franc and Deutschmark. On the current meaningful reform Christine Lagarde,
the Managing Director of the IMF, stated:
“The Executive Board’s decision to include the RMB [Chinese Renminbi] in the
SDR basket is an important milestone in the integration of the Chinese economy into
the global financial system. It is also a recognition of the progress that the Chinese
authorities have made in the past years in reforming China’s monetary and financial
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systems. The continuation and deepening of these efforts will bring about a more robust international monetary and financial system, which in turn will support the
growth
and
stability
of
China
and
the
global
economy.”
(http://www.imf.org/external/np/sec/pr/ 2015/pr15540.htm)

Interestingly, her statement exactly reflects the focus of most economists,
other scientists and journalists. A majority of publications concentrates on
China and the consequences this decision has for its role in the international
financial markets and the Renminbi internationalization. Will it push ahead the
internationalization of the Renminbi and the opening of Chinese capital markets? Might it shorten the time until the Renminbi possibly becomes an international reserve currency? How do economic and political players react? The
rest of publications in the context of SDRs and SDR reforms – irrespective of
being from economists, research institutions or international organizations –
mostly deals with weighting factors and possible signaling effects of basket
changes. However, one often looks in vain for analyses that are more general.
This paper wants to close this gap by taking the occasion of Renminbi inclusion to collect ideas for doing a cross-country survey.
Therefore, the rest of this paper is organized as follows: The next section
shortly deals with the SDR in general and its history. I describe why it was
created, who is able to use it, and what its role is today. After all, it was established under a very different exchange rate system – namely the BrettonWoods-System – than today’s system of mainly flexible exchange rates. Afterwards in section 3, I focus on the interest rate calculation, the change in
weighting factors and the SDR exchange rate when including the Renminbi.
This ends the first part of the paper. The second part in section 4 concentrates
on ideas for a cross-country analysis irrespective of the Renminbi inclusion.
Based on data for all 188 IMF member countries I examine whether or not
there exist any patterns of what countries are indebted in SDR and therefore
have to bear a higher interest burden when the expected interest rate hike realizes and what effects the expected SDR exchange rate development has.
Therefore, I distinguish between developed and developing countries, I check
what countries use SDRs more intensively than others, and I focus on the relation to underlying exchange rate systems and capital controls, just to name a
few. A summary of my findings concludes the paper in section 5.
2. THE SPECIAL DRAWING RIGHT IN GENERAL
2.1 DESIGN AND CHANGES OVER TIME
All countries participating in the Bretton-Woods-System (1944–1973) had
to hold adequate foreign exchange reserves, mostly U.S. dollar, to fix the exchange rate of their national currencies to the U.S. dollar. In the late 1960s,
increasing trade and capital flows made it necessary to create an additional
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reserve asset: the Special Drawing Right. When it was established in 1969, it
was defined as
being equivalent to 0.888671 grams of fine
gold (with XDR being the international currency code for the SDR). In 1970,
the first 3 billion SDRs were allocated to the then IMF member countries in
proportion to their IMF quota, followed by another 2.9 billion in 1971 and 3.4
billion in 1972 (Williamson 2009, p. 2). Overall, this first general allocation
summed up to 9.3 billion SDRs. At that time, the SDR was not a currency
basket.
After the collapse of the nearly worldwide fixed exchange rate system and
the loss of the U.S. dollar as an anchor currency backed with gold, the currency basket was introduced with 16 currencies in July 1974, whereas two currencies were replaced in July 1978 (see Annex 1, Table 6). This reform was
justified with the target of the SDR basket representing the most important
economies.
In 1978, “there was sufficient suspicion of the dollar at that time to make
most reserve holders reluctant to accept more dollars, and so a new SDR allocation was agreed“ (Williamson 2009, p. 3). This second general allocation
took place in the years 1979–1981 with a sum of 12.1 billion SDRs (roughly 4
billion per year). After that, the SDR became less and less important and for
some years, nobody asked for another allocation. Overall world liquidity
seemed to be sufficient. The SDRs nearly disappeared into oblivion.
With the SDR basket being very volatile concerning exchange rate and interest rate and being very difficult and costly to replicate, the IMF decided to
reduce the number of included currencies. From January 1981 to December
1998 the basket consisted of only five currencies (U.S. dollar, Deutschmark,
French franc, British pound, and Japanese yen). During this time weights were
adapted three times (see Annex 1, Table 7) to satisfy the changes in economic
importance of the included countries.
With the euro coming into place as currency of the European Monetary
Union (EMU) in 1999 (even with cash being available only from 2001 onwards) the Deutschmark and the French franc were replaced. Since then, the
SDR basket consists of only four currencies. The euro weight was calculated
as sum of the weights of these two currencies as of December 1998. The
weights of each currency changed three times due to changes in the economic
and financial importance of the respective countries and the currency union
(see Table 1).
The world liquidity situation only started to tighten with the beginning of
the recent crisis in 2007. In this context, the IMF discussed a new allocation of
SDRs, mainly but not only driven by member countries, which joined after the
last allocation. They did not receive any SDRs from the IMF until then. Final-
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ly, in August 2009, a third general allocation with an overall volume of
161.2 billion SDRs was made as a response to the tense situation in world
economy. Only two weeks later, a so-called special allocation took place when
another 21.5 billion SDRs were issued. “The purpose of the special allocation
was to enable all members of the IMF SDR Department to participate in the
SDR system on an equitable basis and to correct for the fact that countries that
joint the IMF after 1981 … had never received an SDR allocation at the time”
(IMF 2015d, p. 86). The overall SDR volume now reads 204.1 billion.
Table 1. Weights of currencies in the SDR from January 1999
to September 2016

U.S. dollar
Euro
British pound
Japanese yen

1 January
1999 – 31
December
2000
Weight (%)
39.0
32.0
11.0
18.0

1 January
2001 – 31
December
2005
Weight (%)
45.0
29.0
11.0
15.0

1 January
2006 – 31
December
2010
Weight (%)
40.0
34.0
11.0
17.0

1 January
2011 – 30
September
2016
Weight (%)
41.9
37.4
11.3
9.4

Source: Wilkie, 2012, Table 5.1, p. 171, and IMF 2015a.

In all decisions on general allocations of SDRs “the IMF has sought to
meet the long-term global need to supplement existing reserve assets while
promoting the attainment of the IMF’s purposes: avoiding economic stagnation and deflation and preventing excess demand and inflation” (IMF 2015d,
p. 86). As I am not focusing on the IMF’s overall balance sheet, please see,
e.g., IMF (2015c) for information on the financing of SDR allocations.
On 1 October 2016, the SDR basket will be extended to five currencies
again. The Chinese renminbi will be included, changing the weight of all currencies in the basket (see Table 2). The euro is the currency by far losing the
most. The U.S. dollar is only marginally affected.
Table 2. Weights of currencies in the new SDR from October 2016
to September 2021
U.S. dollar
Euro
British pound
Japanese yen
Chinese renminbi

Weight (%)
41.73
30.93
10.92
8.33
8.09

Source: IMF 2015a and own calculations.

Change to current weight
-0.17
-6.48
-0.38
-1.07
+8.09
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The decision of including the Renminbi was made after testing the export
criterion for China and the freely usable criterion for the Renminbi itself. The
respective definitions and their discussions can be found in IMF (2015b).
2.2 USING SDRs
After describing the SDR basket and its various reforms as well as all past
allocations, now I turn to its role for central banks and what it can be used for.
As the SDR was originally established as an additional reserve asset under the
Bretton-Woods-System when the fear came up that gold and the U.S. dollar
are not a large enough liquidity backup, the SDRs cannot be used by private
parties or on private markets. “The SDR is neither a currency, nor a claim on
the IMF. Rather, it is a potential claim on the freely usable currencies of IMF
members” (IMF 2015a). “Freely usable currencies, as determined by the IMF,
are the U.S. dollar, euro, Japanese yen, and pound sterling” (IMF 2001, p. 11)
and of course the Chinese renminbi from October 2016 onwards.
In general, one has to distinguish between
(1) transactions between participants and other holders,
(2) transactions through the General Resources Account (GRA), and
(3) charges, interest, and assessment in the SDR Department.
On (1): Each IMF member country holding SDRs can use them to get foreign exchange reserves on an unconditional basis with no fixed maturity by
exchanging them for one of the freely usable currencies of one of the other
member countries as long as they are members of the SDR Department (which
is the case for all current IMF member countries). Usually, this works on a
voluntary basis, which is why these transactions are called transactions by
agreement. Since 2009, these voluntary SDR trading arrangements have been
expanded and absorbed all sales requests (IMF 2015d, p. 90). If the country
cannot find a willing party, the IMF is allowed to appoint a country with a
strong foreign exchange position to purchase SDRs from the one with a weak
foreign exchange position. In this case, one talks of transactions by designation. This makes the SDR especially attractive for developing countries which
otherwise do not have any chance to get certain foreign exchange currencies.
However, most of the SDRs are held by developed countries. This fact induced the IMF to talk of an insignificant role of the SDR (IMF 2011). I will
get back to this issue in section 4. Transactions like the settlement of financial
obligations, loans, SDR swaps, interest rate payments, donations et cetera are
so-called prescribed operations. Additionally, SDRs can be used by so-called
prescribed holders, which are at the moment four central banks, three intergovernmental monetary institutions, and eight development institutions (for
more details on this see IMF 2015d). All transactions between member coun-
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tries and the IMF conducted through one of these are called fund-related operations.
On (2): Next to being a reserve asset, the SDRs can be used for all payments between member countries and the IMF and they are the unit of account
for all IMF transactions. For example, the member quotas are not only determined as share but also as an SDR amount. Therefore, the General Resources
Account (GRA) in which the quota is recorded is important when talking
about the use of SDRs. “The total SDR value of the IMF’s holdings of currencies in the GRA is kept constant through changes to the amount of members’
currency balances. A member has to pay in additional currency if its currency
depreciates against the SDR, and the IMF will refund some of these currency
holdings if the currency appreciates. This requirement is referred to as the
maintenance-of-value obligation“ (IMF 2001, p. 47). Transfers from member
countries to the GRA are charges, repurchases, quota subscriptions, and some
other transfers. On the other hand, transfers from the GRA to member countries are purchases, acquisitions of SDRs against currency specified by the
IMF, and other transfers.
On (3): In the SDR Department all interest payments are documented.
“Because revenue and expenditure are always equal, net income of the SDR
Department is always zero” (IMF 2015d, p. 92). In an annual assessment the
individual share of each member country on the operation costs of this department are determined. The financial accounts of the GRA and the SDR Department are held separately. No claims or liabilities of one account can be
transferred to the other account.
In addition, SDRs are used in the context of various trust funds like the
Poverty Reduction and Growth Trust and the Debt Relief Initiative for Heavily
Indebted Poor Countries, which will not be examined in detail here. Figure 1
presents an overview of possibilities of using SDRs.
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Figure 1. Using SDRs

Source: IMF 2015d, Figure 4.4, p. 88.
Notes: HIPC = Debt Relief Initiative for Heavily Indebted Poor Countries; PRG(T) = Poverty
Reduction and Growth (Trust); RAP = Reserve Asset Portion.

It can be seen very easily what inflows and outflows each account realizes.
Attention should be paid to the fact that the center of all transactions is the
IMF with its various accounts. This is very important for the circulation of
SDRs (see Figure 2). Otherwise the risk would occur that SDRs might be
hoarded, e.g. in the GRA, with their velocity of circulation slowing down.
This could result in a loss of their original functions and in a breakdown of the
SDR system.
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Figure 2. Circulation of SDRs

Source: IMF 2001, Box III.5. The Circulation of SDRs, p. 113.

Today, the role of the SDR is mainly, but not only, the one of a payment
vehicle for transactions between member countries and the IMF as well as for
transactions between member countries and prescribed holders and a perfect
opportunity to get foreign exchange.
In section 4, I will go into more detail which countries use SDRs mostly.
At this point, I only wanted to describe the general possibilities of using
SDRs, which should be clear by now. The next section focuses on the SDR
interest rate and the exchange rate as well as (expected) changes when including the Renminbi.
3. INTEREST RATE AND EXCHANGE RATE OF THE SDR IN THE
LIGHT OF RENMINBI INCLUSION
Because of the fact that the SDR is a basket and simultaneously a reserve
asset there exists an interest rate and an exchange rate for this artificial construct. In a first step, let me focus on the interest rate.
Who has to pay the SDR interest rate and who receives it? Moreover, what
role does the IMF play? The IMF (2015b, p. 40) writes on these questions:
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“The SDR interest rate provides the basis for calculating the interest charged to
members on loans from the IMF’s general resources, the interest paid to members on
their remunerated creditor positions in the IMF, and the interest paid to members on
their SDR holdings and charged on their SDR allocations. It is also used as the interest rate for a number of borrowing agreements to the Poverty Reduction and Growth
Trust (PRGT). Finally, it is a benchmark for the Fund’s invested resources in the Investment Account.”

In general, all countries holding less SDRs than their allocation have to
pay interest on the difference and countries holding more SDRs than their allocations receive interest on this difference. This means the sum of interest
payments equals the sum of interest receipts. The IMF itself does neither lose
nor gain in this procedure. Its position in the SDR Department is neutral.
Therefore, the first questions arises why the IMF cares about the interest rate
staying above zero. One direct answer is: A negative interest rate would reverse the payer-payee relationship. And this is not what the SDR framework
was set up for and what the interest rate represents originally (e.g., time preferences and compensation for cutting consumption).
From 1969 until 1973 – the time when the SDR was a U.S. dollar equivalent – the interest rate was fixed at 1.5%. From 1974 onwards, the interest rate
was increased from 1.5% up to 5.0% and then “adjusted every six months by a
fixed portion of the average change of the combined market interest rate”
(IMF 2014a, p. 14.). Two years later, the interest rate value was adjusted every
three months defined as being 60% of the weighted average of the 16 representative interest rates on short-term debt instruments in the money market of
the included countries. At the end of 1979, this share was increased to 80% of
the weighted average and until 1981 to 100%. Additionally, in 1983 there was
the decision to calculate the interest rate on a weekly basis. From then on, the
rate is calculated according to the procedure shown in Table 3. The “[i]nterest
rate on the financial instrument of each component currency in the SDR basket
[is] expressed as an equivalent annual bond yield: three-month spot rate for
euro area central government bonds with a rating of AA and above published
by the European Central Bank; three-month Japanese Treasury Discount bills;
three-month UK Treasury bills; and three-month US Treasury bills” (for
source of quote see Table 3).
In the last five years, the four interest rate components developed very differently (see Figure 3). The euro rate collapsed and now writes negative numbers, the U.S. rate on treasury bills moved somewhat above zero and the Japanese rate decreased since 2013 and now fluctuates around zero, sometimes being negative. Only the U.K. rate on treasury bills was more or less stable. In
the last quarter of 2014, these developments pushed the SDR interest rate very
close to zero. Therefore, after the interest rate had already dropped to 0.030%
in October 2014, the IMF reformed the SDR interest rate calculation by rounding the result to three decimal places and by introducing an interest rate floor
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of 0.050% (IMF 2014b) for preventing the interest rate of becoming negative.
Until February 2016, the interest rate did not move up again significantly. On
the contrary, in April 2016 the floor had to be applied again (see Table 3).
Table 3. SDR interest rate calculation for the week of 18 April 2016
to 24 April 2016
Currency
amount
(A)
Euro
Japanese yen
British pound
U.S. dollar
SDR interest rate
SDR interest rate floor

0.4230
12.1000
0.1110
0.6600

Exchange
rate against
the SDR
(B)
0.802797
0.00648361
1.0094
0.711447

Interest
rate
(C)
-0.513411
-0.185000
0.450000
0.220000

Product
(A)x(B)x(C)

-0.1743
-0.0145
0.0504
0.1033
-0.0351
0.050

Source: https://www.imf.org/external/np/fin/data/sdr_ir.aspx, accessed February 23, 2016.

Figure 3. SDR interest rate and components

Source: IMF 2015b, Figure 11, p. 41.
1/ The benchmark rate for the euro was the Eurepo rate until December 31, 2014. Since January 1, 2015, the benchmark rate is now an estimated three-month rate for the euro area central
government bonds, as calculated by the ECB, and covering bonds with a rating of AA and
above.

Overall, the SDR interest rate – of course – moves in line with the
weighted interest rates of the included countries what reflects at least partially
the world economic situation. This can especially be seen when observing the
interest rate development since 2004 (see Figure 4). Before the financial crisis,
the SDR interest rate increased up to nearly 4.5%. Afterwards it fell down to
the current floor of 0.050%, with two exceptions; one in 2008 and one in
2011, when the interest rate increased shortly again. Since the floor was intro-
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duced, the weekly-calculated interest rate only exceeded it four times: end of
December 2014 (0.051%), mid-January 2015 (0.055%), end of January 2016
(0.059%), and beginning of February 2016 (0.072%).
Figure 4. SDR interest rate development, January 2004-January 2016

Source: https://www.imf.org/external/np/fin/data/sdr_ir.aspx, accessed February 2016.

With the world economy recovering, not only the IMF expects an interest
rate increase again which might stabilize the SDR interest rate along its longrun trend. The IMF estimates a recovery of the interest rate level up to its precrisis level in the next five years. This means, all countries, which have to pay
interest, are affected by a higher interest burden solely due to economic normalization.
But what about the influence of the Renminbi inclusion? In the current
world economic situation China’s interest rate level – for the SDR interest rate
the three-month benchmark yield for China Treasury bonds is used – is higher
than that of the other countries of the SDR basket. In this context from an IMF
point of view, the Renminbi inclusion is appreciated, as it will very likely increase the SDR interest rate pushing it away from its floor near zero. If the
Renminbi would have been part of the SDR during the last five years, the interest rate would have undergone a hypothetical average rise of 28 basis points
(see Figure 5, IMF 2015b, p. 42).
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Figure 5. Simulated SDR interest rate including Renminbi

Source: IMF 2015b, Figure 12, p. 43.
1/ Using proposed weighting formula. The proposed weighting formula is 38.9% US dollar,
32.0% euro, 7.63% British pound, 7.82% Japanese yen, and 13.65% Renminbi (IMF 2015b,
p. 37).

Nevertheless, a further issue is whether the expected interest rate increase
for the next five years is significantly affected by the Renminbi inclusion.
Again, referring to IMF estimations the Renminbi only causes a jump discontinuity but does not change the general pattern of development (see Figure 6).
Figure 6. SDR forward rates

Source: IMF 2015b, Figure 13, p. 43.
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With these results, it seems to be obvious that all debtor countries will
“suffer” from the interest rate increase when including the Renminbi. Especially those countries will be hit whose economic development lags behind
world economic recovery. The Renminbi inclusion can be seen as additional
interest rate hurdle pushing the interest payments up even further than the usual increase due to economic normalization.
In a second step, let me now focus on the SDR exchange rate. The SDR
exchange rate is published as U.S. dollar equivalent according to the following
calculation: “The value of the United States dollar in terms of the SDR shall
be equal to the reciprocal of the sum of the equivalents in United States dollars
of the amounts of the currencies specified in Rule O-1, calculated on the basis
of exchange rates established in accordance with procedures decided from
time to time by the Fund” (IMF 2000). For the included currencies the exchange rates are taken from the same source at the same time. Usually, the
London noon market values are used. Table 4 visualizes the calculation exemplarily.
Table 4. SDR exchange rate as of 12 April 2016

Euro
Japanese yen
British pound
U.S. dollar
U.S. dollar per 1 SDR

Currency
amount
0.4230
12.1000
0.1110
0.6600

Exchange
rate
1.14100
108.31000
1.43170
1.00000

U.S. dollar equivalent
0.482643
0.111716
0.158919
0.660000
1.413278

Source: https://www.imf.org/external/np/fin/data/rms_sdrv.aspx, accessed 13 April 2016.
Notes: The exchange rate for the Japanese yen is expressed in terms of currency units per U.S.
dollar; other rates are expressed as U.S. dollars per currency unit.

Compared to other exchange rate developments of major currencies like
the U.S. dollar, the euro, the Japanese yen and the Chinese renminbi or the Indian rupee the SDR exchange rate moves relatively smoothly over the years,
even during the financial crisis (see Figure 7).
With the inclusion of the Chinese renminbi in the SDR basket one very
important question arises. Which exchange rate should be included in the calculation? For the Renminbi there exists an offshore (CNH) and an onshore
(CNY) rate. “Prior to the recent market turbulence, the offshore and onshore
rates had been converging to the point that market participants considered the
remaining differences to be small and not material” (IMF 2015b, p. 24). In this
case, it would not matter what exchange rate is used. However, during the last
months the spread between the two rates increased again. “The spread between
the offshore and onshore RMB rates reflects the existence of remaining capital
account restrictions. The Chinese authorities have indicated that it is their in-
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tention to further liberalize the capital account over time“ (IMF 2015b, p. 24,
footnote 27). Until now, the spread is an uncertain parameter for all market
participants making it, e.g., hard to hedge their SDR exposures. It is therefore
a good thing that the Bank of England already agreed to provide a market
based offshore rate for the Renminbi against the U.S. dollar (IMF 2015b). Additionally, recent IMF reforms allow all member countries to access onshore
and offshore markets. Together with some more accompanying measures, this
enables SDR users to transact in the market with the most favorable conditions. The quintessence is that operations will probably become more challenging for SDR users, but that the impact is mitigated by several factors. For
more information on problems and solutions on this dilemma and the IMF
evaluation of this topic, see IMF (2015b).
Figure 7. SDR exchange rate development, January 2004-March 2016

Data source: http://www.imf.org/external/np/fin/data/param_rms_mth.aspx,
accessed April 2016.

In the next section I do a descriptive cross-country analysis to find out
about what countries are indebted in SDRs and what countries use SDRs for
what purpose, or in general, to find out about the current situation of SDR distribution and use and corresponding determinants. The idea of this procedure
is to get some hints for useful variables as determinants in an empirical approach, even with the limitation to observations of only one point in time.
4. A CROSS-COUNTRY ANALYSIS
At the beginning, I like to present some aggregated facts on the SDR distribution and their use for various country groups. IMF data tells us that at the
end of 2015 73% of the 188 member countries held less SDRs than their respective allocation, whereas only 27% held more SDRs than their respective
allocation. Table 5 gives a more detailed answer by differentiating between
developing and developed countries (see Annex 2 for the IMF country classi-
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fication) and their respective SDR position (debtor position = SDR holdings
lower than SDR allocation and vice versa) at the end of 2015.
Table 5. Details on country positions in December 2015
developing country and debtor position
developing country and creditor position
developed country and debtor position
developed country and creditor position

103
41
34
10

Data source: IMF, http://www.imf.org/external/np/fin/tad/query.aspx,
accessed February 2016, own calculations.
Notes: For the assignment of each of the 188 countries to the four
classifications see Annex 3 and 4.

In 2011, the IMF stated that the SDR plays an insignificant role because
most SDRs are held by developed countries (see section 2). But could it not be
exactly the other way round? Developing countries hold few SDRs because
they use them to pay liabilities, to service debt or to get foreign currencies,
which is very important for certain developing countries?
Concerning the interest burden, it is mostly developing countries (103 out
of 188) which will be negatively affected by any interest rate rise and have
“profited” by the current low interest rate. Only 34 developed countries are in
a debtor position. From the overall 204.1 billion SDR 27% are held by developing countries (their allocation is 34%) which means they are short of 13.2
billion. 65% are held by developed countries (their allocation is 66%) which
means they are short of 2.8 billion. Prescribed holders that have no allocation
hold the remaining 8%.
In a next step, I want to find out whether or not the exchange rate systems
is one explanatory variable and whether or not general capital controls are influencing the SDR position of a country. With data from the IMF, I am able to
identify each country’s exchange rate system within ten categories. As can be
seen in Figure 8 there is no worldwide preference for flexible or fixed exchange rates in 2014, which is also true for the years before.
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Figure 8. Exchange rate system distribution of all 188 countries in 2014

Data source: IMF, http://www.elibraryareaer.imf.org/Areaer/Pages/ChapterQuery.aspx,accessed March 2016.

The distribution did not change significantly over time. Most widespread
are the conventional peg and (free) floating exchange rates, followed by stabilized arrangements and crawl-like arrangements. The exchange rate distribution in general provides no argument for large worldwide foreign exchange
reserve needs or the existence of SDRs as additional reserve asset.
When examining the distribution of exchange rate system and country
classification there is also no surprise when finding out that most developed
countries have flexible exchange rates and most developing countries do some
kind of managing (see Figure 9).
Figure 9. Exchange rate systems and country classification in 2014

Data source: IMF, http://www.elibraryareaer.imf.org/Areaer/Pages/ChapterQuery.aspx, accessed March 2016.
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A combination of the information on the exchange rate system and the
SDR position towards the IMF is shown in Figure 10. One can find debtor
countries in all but one exchange rate systems. Only the category pegged exchange rate within horizontal bands consists solely of creditor countries.
Common expectations that the exchange rate regime might affect the use of
SDRs, especially to get foreign exchange, are not met. It seems to be that there
is no influence at all. The hope of getting a first hint on one determining variable for the use of SDRs is disappointed. There does not exist any obvious pattern. Of course one explanation of this result is the lack of observing changes
over time. Countries can switch from debtor to creditor position from year to
year. Therefore, in any empirical analysis one would have to consider developments instead of just one observation at a time.
Figure 10. Exchange rate systems and SDR position in 2014

Data source: IMF, http://www.elibrary-areaer.imf.org/Areaer/Pages/ChapterQuery.aspx,
accessed March 2016.

A next idea on independent variables influencing the SDR position of a
country is capital controls and foreign exchange controls. A first visualization
of general capital controls and the differentiation of debtor and creditor countries is done in Figure 11. Interestingly, most countries implemented some
kind of capital controls for national and international capital flows (compare
(a) and (b)). Especially surprisingly, all developed countries show capital controls.
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Figure 11. Number of debtor and creditor countries with and
without capital controls

(b)
(a)
Data source: IMF, http://www.elibrary-areaer.imf.org/Areaer/Pages/ChapterQuery.aspx, accessed March 2016.

With this aggregated and general presentation there is again no indication
for any clear pattern. Therefore, one has to go into further detail. Fortunately,
IMF databases are very extensive covering all member countries and – depending on concrete variables – a long time span. A distinction between seven
categories is possible: controls on trade-related payments, controls on investment-related payments, controls on payments for travel, controls on personal
payments, controls on foreign workers’ wages, controls on credit card use
abroad, and controls on other payments that are not broken down any further.
Once more, I stay on the aggregated level in the first place, solely differentiating between debtor and creditor countries. Figure 12 visualizes the data.
Figure 12. Number of debtor and creditor countries and
capital control categories

Data source: IMF, http://www.elibrary-areaer.imf.org/Areaer/Pages/ChapterQuery.aspx,
accessed March 2016.
Notes: n.a. = not available, unclear whether category exists; n.r. = category not regulated.

The figure shows that in all categories regardless of being debtor or creditor the number of countries with no control is always larger than the number of
countries with respective controls. However, even in this more detailed picture
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there seems to be no pattern what capital controls drive a debtor position compared to a creditor position.
In a last step on this aggregated level, I like to investigate currency convertibility in a broad sense. For this purpose, I use IMF data for four different
categories: spot exchange market operated by the central bank, controls on exports and imports of banknotes, foreign exchange budget, and state import
monopoly. Figure 13 visualizes the data. The first two categories show more
countries with than without the respective characteristic. The last two categories, however, show significantly more countries without than with the respective characteristic. The number of countries holding a foreign exchange budget
has to be particularly highlighted. This category indicates that there exists
some kind of foreign exchange control by the state. In a narrow sense, the control could be a total control of all purchases and sales conducted by the central
bank, whereas in a broader sense the control could take the form of recording
and or authorizing all international foreign exchange transactions.
In analogy to the former figures, again, there is no pattern combining the
four categories of currency convertibility control and the SDR position of
countries.
Figure 13. Number of debtor and creditor countries and currency convertibility

Data source: IMF, http://www.elibrary-areaer.imf.org/Areaer/Pages/ChapterQuery.aspx, accessed April 2016.
Notes: n.a. = not available, unclear whether category exists; n.r. = category not regulated.

With the results of these first ideas on what variables might be responsible
for the debtor or creditor position there is one main conclusion. It appears to
be the case that the determining variables vary significantly between countries.
This is why there is no pattern in all aggregated visual inspections. Therefore,
it seems to be that one needs to observe changes in variables instead of fixed
characteristics at a certain time. A next research step has to be an empirical
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analysis to find variables, which could explain debtor and or creditor position
for each member country and the respective use of SDRs. Single country analyses are necessary.
For the latter it is also necessary to examine country specific balance sheet
accounts concerning the SDR position, the position in the GRA and other SDR
transactions. For example, it is a very interesting issue why 16 countries sold
about 2.9 billion SDRs in the first month after the SDR allocation in 2009.
Some of the low-income countries even sold 80% of their new allocation (IMF
2015d, p. 91). More precisely: “After the 2009 allocations, almost 30 percent
of low-income countries and emerging market economies opted either to sell
some of the SDRs against currencies of other members or to use them for repayment to the IMF between September and December 2009” (IMF 2015d,
p. 86). However, this statement is only part of the explanation and says nothing about a country’s reserve management. The question on what countries use
SDRs more intensively than others, why, and in what way has not been answered yet.
In addition, until now this part lacks the analysis on SDR interest rate and
SDR exchange rate impacts on individual countries and the SDR market participants. There is still lots of analysis to do on this topic.
5. CONCLUSION
The IMF decision to include the Chinese renminbi in the SDR basket from
October 2016 onwards is a historical step and a good occasion to do a general
analysis of countries’ SDR position and the importance of the SDR as payment vehicle and reserve asset in our world with no common exchange rate
regime.
Since 2007, when the financial crisis broke out, the overall world liquidity
situation tightened and caused the IMF to allocate additional SDRs to all
member countries in 2009. A first general and rough analysis shows that most
of the SDRs are held by only few creditor countries, which are mainly developed ones. The majority of member countries, mainly developing countries, is
in a debtor position, holding less SDRs than their allocation and carrying huge
interest burden, especially in the likely event of an increasing interest rate after
the Renminbi inclusion. In my first descriptive analysis, the aim was to get an
idea on possible influencing factors for an empirical analysis. Unfortunately,
all visual comparisons on this aggregated level did not bring any result. Even
common hypotheses like the one on effects of exchange rate regime and capital control on SDR position had to be rejected, which might inter alia be the
case because of the snapshot characteristic of this analysis.
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This first result is indeed an affirmation of a need for further research and
deeper analysis of today’s role of the SDR and individual country transactions
with the IMF, other member countries and prescribed holders.
In a next step, I want to do some empirical work on the dependence of
SDR creditor or debtor position and various variables I pointed out in this paper to find significant effects for individual countries. Additionally, I want to
examine the composition of total reserves of some representative countries
with regard to the ratio of SDR basket currencies and the ratio of non-SDR
basket currencies to total foreign exchange reserves. The purpose of this matter is to find out about the use of SDRs and the reserve management of these
countries as well as possible influences of the Renminbi inclusion. In addition,
an analysis on market participant behavior and their portfolio management
should be included if data is available.
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ANNEX
1. ADDITIONAL TABLES
Table 6. Weights of currencies in the SDR, July 1974-December 1980

U.S. dollar
Deutschmark
British pound
French franc
Japanese yen
Canadian dollar
Italian lira
Dutch guilder
Belgian franc
Swedish krona
Australian dollar
Spanish peseta
Norwegian krone
Danish krone
Austrian schilling
South African rand
Saudi Arabian riyal
Iranian rial

1 July 1974 – 30 June
1978
Weight (%)
33.0
12.5
9.0
7.5
7.5
6.0
6.0
4.5
3.5
2.5
1.5
1.5
1.5
1.5
1.0
1.0
---

1 July 1978 – 31 December 1980
Weight (%)
33.0
12.5
7.5
7.5
7.5
5.0
5.0
5.0
4.0
2.0
1.5
1.5
1.5
-1.5
-3.0
2.0

Source: Wilkie 2012, Table 5.1, p. 171.
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Table 7. Weights of currencies in the SDR from January 1981
to December 1998

U.S. dollar
Deutschmark
British pound
French franc
Japanese yen

1 January
1981 – 31
December
1985
Weight (%)
42.0
19.0
13.0
13.0
13.0

1 January
1986 – 31
December
1990
Weight (%)
42.0
19.0
12.0
12.0
15.0

1 January
1991 – 31
December
1995
Weight (%)
40.0
21.0
11.0
11.0
17.0

1 January
1996 – 31
December
1998
Weight (%)
39.0
21.0
11.0
11.0
18.0

Source: Wilkie 2012, Table 5.1, p. 171.

2. IMF CLASSIFICATION OF COUNTRIES
Developed countries:
Australia, Austria, Belgium, Canada, Cyprus, Czech Republic, Denmark, Estonia, Finland, France, Germany, Greece, Iceland, Ireland, Israel, Italy, Japan,
Republic of Korea, Latvia, Lithuania, Luxembourg, Malta, Netherlands, New
Zealand, Norway, Portugal, San Marino, Singapore, Slovak Republic, Slovenia, Spain, Sweden, Switzerland, United Kingdom, United States
Emerging markets and developing countries:
Afghanistan, Albania, Algeria, Angola, Antigua and Barbuda, Argentina, Armenia, Azerbaijan, The Bahamas, Bahrain, Bangladesh, Barbados, Belarus,
Belize, Benin, Bhutan, Bolivia, Bosnia and Herzegovina, Botswana, Brazil,
Brunei Darussalam, Bulgaria, Burkina Faso, Burundi, Cabo Verde, Cambodia,
Cameroon, Central African Republic, Chad, Chile, People’s Republic of China, Colombia, Comoros, Dem. Rep. of the Congo, Republic of Congo, Costa
Rica, Croatia, Curacao, Côte d’Ivoire, Djibouti, Dominica, Dominican Republic, Ecuador, Egypt, El Salvador, Equatorial Guinea, Eritrea, Ethiopia, Fiji,
FYR Macedonia, Gabon, Gambia, Georgia, Ghana, Grenada, Guatemala,
Guinea, Guinea-Bissau, Guyana, Haiti, Honduras, Hungary, India, Indonesia,
Iran, Iraq, Jamaica, Jordan, Kazakhstan, Kenya, Kiribati, Kosovo, Kuwait,
Kyrgyz Republic, Lao P.D.R., Lebanon, Lesotho, Liberia, Libya, Madagascar,
Malawi, Malaysia, Maldives, Mali, Marshall Islands, Mauritania, Mauritius,
Mexico, Fed. States of Micronesia, Moldova, Mongolia, Montenegro, Morocco, Mozambique, Myanmar, Namibia, Nepal, Nicaragua, Niger, Nigeria,
Oman, Pakistan, Palau, Panama, Papua New Guinea, Paraguay, Peru, Philippines, Poland, Qatar, Romania, Russian Federation, Rwanda, Saint Kitts and
Nevis, Saint Lucia, Saint Vincent and the Grenadines, Samoa, Saudi Arabia,
Senegal, Serbia, Seychelles, Sierra Leone, Sint Maarten, Solomon Islands,
South Africa, Republic of South Sudan, Sri Lanka, Sudan, Suriname, Swazi-
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land, Syria, São Tomé and Príncipe, Tajikistan, Tanzania, Thailand, TimorLeste, Togo, Tonga, Trinidad and Tobago, Tunisia, Turkey, Turkmenistan,
Tuvalu, Uganda, Ukraine, United Arab Emirates, Uruguay, Uzbekistan, Vanuatu, Venezuela, Vietnam, Yemen, Zambia, Zimbabwe
3. COUNTRIES IN A CREDITOR POSITION 2015
Developed countries:
Estonia, Japan, Lithuania, New Zealand, Singapore, Switzerland, United
States
Developing countries:
Albania, Argentina, Bahrain, Bangladesh, Belarus, Belize, Bhutan, Bolivia,
Botswana, Brunei Darussalam, Bulgaria, Cambodia, China, Comoros, El Salvador, Georgia, Guinea, Iran, Kazakhstan, Kiribati, Kuwait, Kyrgyz Republic,
Lao P.D.R., Lesotho, Liberia, Libya, Marshall Islands, Mauritius, Micronesia
Fed. States of, Montenegro, Palau, Paraguay, Philippines, Qatar, Russian Federation, Rwanda, Samoa, Sierra Leone, South Africa, Swaziland, Syrian Arab
Republic, Thailand, Tonga, Uzbekistan
4. COUNTRIES IN A DEBTOR POSITION 2015
Developed countries:
Australia, Austria, Bahamas, Belgium, Canada, Cyprus, Czech Republic,
Denmark, Finland, France, Germany, Greece, Iceland, Ireland, Israel, Italy,
Korea, Latvia, Luxembourg, Malta, Netherlands, Norway, Portugal, San Marino, Slovak Republic, Slovenia, Spain, Sweden, United Kingdom
Developing countries:
Afghanistan, Algeria, Angola, Antigua and Barbuda, Armenia, Azerbaijan,
Barbados, Benin, Bosnia and Herzegovina, Brazil, Burkina Faso, Burundi,
Cabo Verde, Cameroon, Central African Republic, Chad, Chile, Colombia,
Congo Dem. Rep. of, Congo Rep. of, Costa Rica, Cote d’Ivoire, Croatia, Djibouti, Dominica, Dominican Republic, Ecuador, Egypt, Equatorial Guinea,
Eritrea, Ethiopia, Fiji, Gabon, Gambia, Ghana, Grenada, Guatemala, GuineaBissau, Guyana, Haiti, Honduras, Hungary, India, Indonesia, Iraq, Jamaica,
Jordan, Kenya, Kosovo, Lebanon, Macedonia, Madagascar, Malawi, Malaysia, Maldives, Mali, Mauritania, Mexico, Moldova, Mongolia, Morocco,
Mozambique, Myanmar, Namibia, Nepal, Nicaragua, Niger, Nigeria, Oman,
Pakistan, Panama, Papua New Guinea, Peru, Poland, Romania, Sao Tome and
Principe, Saudi Arabia, Senegal, Serbia, Seychelles, Solomon Islands, Somalia, South Sudan, Sri Lanka, St. Kitts and Nevis, St. Lucia, St. Vincent and the
Grenadines, Sudan, Suriname, Tajikistan, Tanzania, Timor-Leste, Togo, Trinidad and Tobago, Tunisia, Turkey, Turkmenistan, Tuvalu, Uganda, Ukraine,
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United Arab Emirates, Uruguay, Vanuatu, Venezuela, Vietnam, Yemen, Zambia, Zimbabwe

